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1. Introduction 
 
1.1 Background to the City Hall 

 
The City Hall is a stunning 1,643-seat concert hall, completed in 1909 by city 
architect J.H. Hirst in the ‘Wren’ style. The hall, that is the largest performing arts 
venue in Hull, is the imposing centrepiece of Queen Victoria Square, now a 
cultural and civic quarter comprising Hull Maritime Museum and the Ferens Art 
Gallery. Its Grade II Star status places it in the top 17 per cent of all buildings 
listed for historical or architectural merit in England and Wales.   

 
The main hall is grand. Designed for unamplified music, its form is the timeless 
oblong ‘shoebox’ preferred by today’s concert hall architects, and typified 
elsewhere by the Grosser Musikvereinsaal, Vienna (1869), the New Gewandhaus, 
Leipzig (1884) and the Boston Symphony Hall (1900). This is the international 
context of the Hull City Hall: it is a true instrument to the symphony music 
produced within.    

 
 

 
Illustration 1: Hull City Hall - Auditorium right from concert platform 

 
 

The City Hall’s auditorium has sides, arches, balcony and gallery, plus reception 
halls on the first floor for smaller functions. There is an organ, rebuilt after World 
War 2 bomb damage in 1951, and restored in 1991. When the City Hall opened, 
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an art gallery in one of the smaller halls to the rear of the stage on the first floor 
was included. Now called the Mortimer Suite, this gallery exhibits paintings and, 
holding up to 400 people, is used for small events. At ground level, the building 
also contains the City Box Office; other ground floor units have been let as shops 
since opening. One unit contains the Tourist Information Centre; three units are 
vacant in 2004.  

 

 
Illustration 2: Hull City Hall - the entrance staircase Illustration 3: Hull City Hall - the Mortimer Suite 

 
Planned in the last decade of the nineteenth century, the City Hall is testament to 
a period when England was an intensely musical nation. A national popular 
musical culture had taken shape by the end of Victoria’s reign, with enthusiasts 
in especially ‘developed’ musical regions such as Yorkshire forming orchestras, 
choirs and other musical organisations. At Hull, the Corporation responded to 
what was, by early twenty-first-century standards, a remarkable range of musical 
experience: it built a masterpiece hall to combine concert life and civic ceremony. 
Some of these music organisations continue today: Hull Philharmonic Orchestra 
and Hull Choral Union generate a significant proportion of concerts that now 
also includes an annual international orchestra series. ‘Classical’ music at the 
acoustically excellent City Hall continues to offer a variety of emotional, social 
and economic satisfactions to its adherents: today, orchestral concerts, youth 
concerts and organ recitals account for 21 per cent of the Hall’s use, but in 
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recognition of their popularity and capacity to earn money, the City Hall, like 
most other concert halls, also offers a well-integrated blend of circus, comedy, 
conferences, rock and pop concerts, tribute bands, charity events, degree 
congregations and exhibitions, many of which it promotes directly.  The priority 
is to sell seats. Over 160 performances and events are offered each year; last year, 
over 47,000 patrons attended.  

 
 

 
Illustration 4: Hull City Hall auditorium right 

 
Managed throughout by the Council – and today by its Theatre & Halls Division 
that is part of Cultural Services within a Department of Learning and Culture – 
the City Hall shares with Hull New Theatre the benefits of a joint box office.   
 
 
1.2 Background to Hull New Theatre 
 
Hull New Theatre is a 1,189-seat touring house, situated on the corner of Jarratt 
Street and Kingston Square, close to the city centre. The building was first 
constructed as the Georgian Assembly Rooms in 1830. Its origin as a theatre 
stems from a once-adjacent lecture theatre that was operated by the Hull 
Repertory Theatre Limited (one of the foremost, pioneer drama companies) and 
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known as the Little Theatre from 1924. Their success attracted them to the 
potential of the Assembly Rooms:  an arrangement with the Corporation was 
made whereby they extended the Fire Station onto the Little Theatre site in 
exchange for the theatre company acquiring the Assembly Rooms that now 
adjoin the Fire Station. Architects W.B. Wheatley and Robert Cromie to allow for 
a complete new theatre inside the altered Georgian facades gutted the building.  

 
The theatre opened in 1939, with the repertory company becoming a ‘receiving’ 
management soon after the outbreak of war. In 1951, the New Theatre was 
bought by a London and provincial theatre chain, Whitehall Theatres Limited, 
but the present era began in 1961 when Hull City Council acquired the freehold 
for £50,000. Council’s saving the New Theatre, when touring theatre was in 
decline nationwide, was far-sighted for any local authority arts strategy: after 
Sunderland Empire Theatre, it was only the second council acquisition of a 
receiving house by any local authority in England. Following a two-year 
transition period under direct Council management, a Council-controlled non-
profit company, Kingston upon Hull New Theatre Company Limited, was 
incorporated in 1964. The auditorium was redecorated and the stage deepened in 
1966. The Company traded until the Council Leisure Services Department 
assumed total civic-management in 1985, the year of reopening after another 
major refurbishment. This glazed in the portico entrance to extend front of house 
amenities. At this time, Hull New Theatre was operated separately to that of the 
City Hall: the venues’ present integrated operational management structure 
descends from their merger in 1995. 
 
Internally, Hull New Theatre is not a strikingly inspiring space. It is a poor 
example of the once-fashionable ‘cinema’ style theatre of dubious pre-war 
modernity. A single, slightly curved circle abuts severely the sidewalls. One 
large box is ‘hung’ on each side of the plain auditorium, disconnected to the 
circle. The functional components of the comfortable auditorium are all present, 
but, as The Theatres Trust has emphasised in its critical survey of British theatre 
buildings, the auditorium and stage are in an uneasy relationship.1 Many actors 
and theatre designers have observed that the stretched-out auditorium has no 
point of command for a performer on stage. All seats in the circle are too distant 
from the stage, and performances frequently suffer from the large gap between 
stalls and circle levels. Even when auditorium is nearly full, the experience at a 
live show can be soulless, not assisted by the absence of curved rows, multi-
tiered horseshoe shapes and enlivening ornamentation, all of which would 
increase the stage-focus, as in glamorous Victorian theatres or their effective late-
twentieth century successors that enhance a theatregoer’s sense of personal 

                                                 
1 John Earl and Michael Sell, eds., The Theatres Trust Guide to British Theatres, 1750-1950, London, 
A & C Black, 2000, p.80.  
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participation in the action on stage. Although every seat has a clear view of the 
stage, without the interruption of pillars, the view from the rear stalls and circle 
is remote. The pink and grey auditorium décor arouses little sense of anticipation 
and excitement.  

 

 
Illustration 5: Hull New Theatre - Auditorium Left from the Stage 

 
The three crowns Council insignia surmount the moulded rectangular 
proscenium. In contrast to the internal magnificence of the City Hall, Hull New 
Theatre is a dull building, its austere auditorium especially unsympathetic for 
drama productions, which last year comprised as much as 25 per cent of the 
annual performance schedule. The theatre is better suited to musicals, which, 
with 29 per cent of the schedule, were the most important programming 
characteristic last year. The theatre functions satisfactorily for ballet and opera.  
 
The priority is to sell seats. Hull New Theatre offered 253 performances last year, 
when over 159,000 paying patrons attended. Total annual attendance has been 
remarkably stable since 1966: it has faltered only in three years. The theatre 
contains a subterranean restaurant.   
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Illustration 6:  Hull New Theatre proscenium, stage aperture, and safety curtain with advertising 

screen 

 
 

1.3 The situation in autumn 2004 
 
Net Council expenditure (investment) in the venues is approximately £2.5million 
in 2004-2005, of which approximately £900,000 is ‘asset rent’, leaving £1.6million 
for actual operating investment. Council operating subsidy per seat sold at the 
City Hall and Hull New Theatre combined was approximately £7.77 in 2003-
2004. The venues’ combined attendance last year was 206,000 paying patrons.  
 
Following the retirement of Theatre & Halls Director Russell Hills after eighteen 
years in post, in April 2004, there was acceptance at officer-level of the need for 
an external review of the venues’ strategic and functional operation. This would 
include recommendations for the specification for the next Director. Mr Hills’ 
departure might be expected to have caused a degree of organisational 
turbulence, but he had trained a highly competent management team: Tony 
Ridley at the City Hall and Michael Lister at Hull New Theatre have continued 
efficient management of the venues during an interregnum. These factors, 
together with Council’s appointment of Brian Hayton to the new post of Head of 
Cultural Services – and concomitant new accountabilities under Best Value – 
represent an opportunity for reviewing what the venues do, and prompting the 
Council to ask what they want they want them to do.  
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It should be noted that the Theatre & Halls Director has also been responsible for 
Hull Screen, founded in 1968. Separately in July 2004, Kingston upon Hull City 
Council, Screen Yorkshire and Arts Council England Yorkshire commissioned a 
review of the provision of film exhibition in Hull with particular reference to this 
247-seat cinema that sells approximately 42,000 tickets. This study therefore 
excludes examination of Hull Screen, although its finances are entwined with the 
other two venues. A review of the three Hull City Council venues was last 
undertaken by an internal Council panel, in July 2001.2 

                                                 
2 Operational Services Scrutiny Committee, Behind the Scenes: Panel Enquiry into the New Theatre, 
City Hall and Hull Screen Amenities, Hull, Kingston Upon Hull City Council, Scrutiny Report No.9, 
July 2001.  
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1.4 Objectives and Brief 
 
Council requires an independent assessment of the policy, management and 
physical condition of the City Hall and Hull New Theatre. This study does not 
set out to tell the Council what it already knows. It is intended to provide a 
strategic overview, which allows for reflection on the functioning of the venues 
today, and to offer stimulus for Council discussion about some possible paths 
forward.  
 
The following tasks were agreed: 
 
A. Research and analysis of existing activity: 
 

1. To evaluate the existing pattern of performances in the venues - what 
activities are taking place, how are they managed, staffed, financed and 
promoted; their financial results  

2. To provide a situational analysis of the City Hall and Hull New Theatre 
in terms of their strategic context (Kingston Upon Hull City Council arts 
strategy, overview of national touring circuits for concert halls and 
theatres &c) , marketing, programme, utilisation, including relationship 
to other arts providers and venues 

3. To consider briefly the physical condition of the City Hall and Hull New 
Theatre 

 
B. Proposals for future activity: 
 

1. To consider future options concerning market opportunity, comparator 
venues, product availability, staffing structure &c. 

2. To propose new parameters whereby the two venues might better serve 
Council’s community objectives, including education and learning 
programmes 

3. The governance of the venues 
4. External factors and potential partners and stakeholders; Gold Card 

Members, amateur companies, Arts Council England Yorkshire, 
Heritage Lottery Fund, The Theatres Trust, University of Hull, Hull 
College, Yorkshire Forward &c 

5. Future capital needs of the performing arts in Hull and the extent to 
which such needs might be met through adaptation, refurbishment and 
improvement of the City Hall and Hull New Theatre  

6. Available funding regimes for capital works 
7. Management of the venues and ancillary facilities 
8. An indicative action plan to achieve such recommendations 
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1.5 Methodology 
 
The study began with a briefing from the Head of Cultural Services, Brian 
Hayton, at which timetable and methodology were agreed, written material 
required identified and requested, and lists agreed of individuals to be consulted 
directly during the study.  
 
The specific steps followed thereafter were as follows: 
 

• Consideration of relevant written material from within Kingston upon Hull 
City Council; a list of people and references consulted appears in the 
Appendices 

• A search of records pertaining to the venues at the local history section of 
Hull City Library 

• Review and analysis of City Hall and Hull New Theatre performance, 
including a review of programmes, financial performance, audiences 
(details of documents supplied are included in Section 16) 

• Meetings or telephone interviews with staffs at the City Hall and Hull New 
Theatre, attending management team meetings, and with others such as the 
City Arts Officer, Arts Council England Yorkshire, East Riding of Yorkshire 
Council, Hull University, and companies and promoters who visit the City 
Hall and Hull New Theatre on a regular basis 

• Visits to the venues were made on five occasions during the research 
period 

• Telephone contact with Michael Lister, Hull New Theatre Manager and 
Tony Ridley, City Hall Manager on a frequent basis, including the 
provision of technical advice on a range of functional issues and locum 
assistance for certain programming negotiations &c 

• Some comparison of the City Hall and Hull New Theatre to other concert 
halls theatres was made, by use of The Laughing Audience archive and 
interviews with other managements and promoters 

 
Given the period of research, interpretation and drafting, no public consultation 
meetings or ‘focus groups’ were held, and no questionnaires were circulated. 
Therefore, some areas of concern may have been omitted, especially a fuller 
market analysis which, it was agreed by the commissioners, could be the subject 
of further research or reference to recent marketing reports and arts strategies.  
 
I thank the staffs of the City Hall and Hull New Theatre for their swift responses 
to my questions, most especially the managers Michael Lister and Tony Ridley.    
 
After submitting interim reports and a draft in September 2004, this report is 
the final version.   
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2. Summary and recommendations 
 
2.1 The strategic context  
 
The strategic context for the Council’s operation of the City Hall and Hull New 
Theatre has a good foundation: 
 

1. The objectives of the Council’s arts strategy have been redefined in 
2004, with each venue confirmed as vital determinants of policy 

2. The venues’ combined total turnover is approximately £4.6million 
3. Council’s support is munificent: the venues are a complex ‘business’ 

unit receiving a total annual Council operating investment, capital 
support and central services contributions of £2.5million 

4. Audiences at Hull are not dwindling; Council’s investment has 
arrested national trends 

5. Council supports many amateur and community organisations by 
waiving rent at the City Hall 

6. The two venues are bound together in a single operating structure 
with shared working agreements and dedicated staffs’ sense of 
common purpose 

7. Responsibility for the venues transferred to the Department of 
Learning & Culture 

8. A new post of Head of Cultural Services was created in 2004; this 
appointment helps to entwine the venues with arts strategy 

9. The venues were led by an accomplished Theatre & Halls Director for 
eighteen years; an interregnum arrangement is managing them very 
well  

10. With a new arts strategy in place, opportunity for recruiting the next 
Theatre & Halls Director is timely and important   

11. There are opportunities to attract external funding, for capital 
refurbishments and programming partnerships 

12. Hull New Theatre could be instrumental in the reestablishment of a 
dance agency for Humberside 

 
However, the market for both venues is exceptionally challenging. 
 
 
2.2 ‘High-level’ Council evaluation 
 
Internally, the venue managers and staff have respect for budget, control costs and 
produce financial accounts that are received by the Council finance department; but 
Council’s higher-level strategic planning, monitoring, interpretation and evaluation 
of the City Hall and Hull New Theatre is ineffective: 
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1. Council operating investment in the venues is £1.6million, but the 

venues’ net cost to the Council is not configured to show divisions 
between the City Hall and Hull New Theatre 

2. Costs and Council operating investment might be apportioned 45% to 
the City Hall and 55% to Hull New Theatre; in which case the City 
Hall receives Council funds of £720,000 and the theatre £880,000. Over 
both venues, Council subsidy per seat sold is £7.77 

3. Council operating investment compared to the 17 UK touring theatres 
in its benchmarking group is the second highest 

4. There is no properly articulated City Hall-and-Hull New Theatre 
strategy or business plan for their medium and longer term, nor is 
there a citywide theatres and festivals strategy 

5. Succinct weekly and monthly progress/trading statements for paid 
attendance and income and expenditure, measured against budget and 
familiar in other theatre managements, commercial organisations and 
external funding bodies, are not used 

6. Reconciliation of annual budgets to actual income and expenditure 
and results is therefore not easily interpreted in theatrical management 
or business terms 

7. It is uncertain whether useful data and interpretation is presented to 
the Head of Cultural Services or elected members 

8. Previous service delivery plans disregarded medium-and-longer term 
estimates which were expressed only in inexact aspiration terms 

9. There is no standing venues’ working/advisory group above the level 
of Theatre & Halls Director 

 
 
2.3 Functional management 
 
On the functioning of the City Hall and Hull New Theatre today: 

 
1. Hire charges for the City Hall are appropriate, and comparable to 

concert halls elsewhere 
2. The staffing levels and structure are appropriate for the size of 

operation in a civic theatre-and-concert hall combined, but higher than 
Council-owned non-profit and profit-seeking leased venues of similar 
turnover 

3. The senior management team functions very well as a mutually 
supportive team, especially so during the interregnum 

4. Staffs are dedicated, friendly, enthusiastic and knowledgeable, but 
with their affinity to Hull and its markets, are sceptical about the 
success of a new artistic ambition 
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5. Staffs were demoralised by a protracted Council-wide job evaluation 
programme; several posts were rated against unrelated municipal 
hierarchies 

6. The vital undertaking of marketing, publicity and press relations 
occurs at the venues, and should remain so. This is normal theatre and 
concert hall custom, and is essential for maintaining the confidence of 
the promoters and visiting companies.  

 
 
2.4 Programming 
 
Programming is ordinary and, excepting an international concert subscription series, 
rarely offers groundbreaking or top quality artistic attractions. Programming does 
not contribute to Hull’s aspiration to be a ‘Top 10’ city: 
 

1. Programming at the City Hall is, inevitably, dominated by 
unprofitable one-night concerts which, even though contracted mostly 
on share terms, contribute little income to the City Hall overheads 

2. Imaginative programming is constrained by reactive scheduling at 
both venues 

3. Through the rental waiver at the City Hall, relations with amateur 
companies are good, although some users are challenged by the 
financial terms at Hull New Theatre 

4. Historically, both venues have maintained a low-profile in the wider 
music and theatre fraternity in the UK and Yorkshire; this seclusion is 
inappropriate for the future  

5. Music promoters are better-disposed than theatre promoters to Hull  
6. Despite its holding capacity as nominally a ‘No.1’ theatre and their 

regard for the management’s skill, theatre promoters often regard Hull 
New Theatre as a date of last resort; perceptions are a ‘No.2’ theatre 
because annualised attendance averages rarely exceed  55 per cent of 
capacity   

7. There is greater financial risk in programming Hull New Theatre than 
the City Hall 

8. An education officer was a once-funded post, but since the grant 
expired, there has been no education, learning and outreach work at 
the venues, except when occasionally when organised by visiting 
subsidised companies and ensembles 

9. Hull City Council separately promotes several imaginative festivals 
and outdoor concerts; there is potential to relate their programmes and 
organisation to year-round development at the venues 

10. The opening of a new 450+150-seats Hull Truck Theatre will challenge 
programming at Hull New Theatre. This new theatre will schedule 
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visiting companies to complement its repertory company productions. 
There is a distinct possibility of audience displacement, ultimately to 
the cost of the Council 

11. Programming (and the market) for both venues could be challenged by 
private sector casino developments at Hull, if a lyric theatre were to be 
constructed at  St Andrew’s Dock or Kingston Communications 
Stadium  

12. Tea dances at the City Hall were transferred to the Guildhall as Lord 
Mayor’s charitable events without demur; the manager would like 
them back    

 
2.4 Management shortcomings 
 
There are management shortcomings that need to be addressed 

 
1. Mechanisms for Council evaluation of the venues are inadequate 
2. Budgeting and accounting lack detailed interpretations and written 

commentary by management 
3. A dynamic new identity for the venues is required 
4. Business planning standards are unsatisfactory 
5. There is no strategic marketing plan currently being applied: 

marketing is over-dependent on seasonal brochures, mailing lists, 
press advertising and promotions for individual shows 

6. Market awareness and data capture is adequate, but internally 
sophisticated market analysis could become a decisive component of 
future capital funding applications to external bodies  

7. There is a vacancy for Box Office/Sales Manager; in future, this post 
should be integrated with marketing by reporting to the Marketing 
Manager 

8. The Gold Card membership at Hull New Theatre is a bland loyalty 
scheme based on ticket discounts; it does not imbue the theatre with 
community ‘ownership’  

9. There is no corporate membership scheme or private sector 
fundraising 

10. Complimentary tickets should be excluded from headline attendance 
statistics 

11. Although catering operations have improved since being devolved 
from Three Crowns Catering in 2001, there are costs associated with 
providing Council hospitality functions at the City Hall  that are not 
highlighted 

12. Catering at Hull New Theatre may be loss-making; nobody seems to 
know the profit margins achieved on ancillary income 
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13. Technical stage standards are satisfactory for the current programme; 
but equipment is ageing and there are health and safety matters to be 
considered along with future equipment upgrades, at both venues, 
including the protracted efforts to renew the orchestra pit at Hull New 
Theatre 

 
2.5 Governance options 
 
This review identifies four different models for governance of the venues: 
 

1. Status quo: continue direct management by Hull City Council 
2. Manage the venues as a standalone operation through a non-profit 

distributing company, using the vehicle of Humberside Theatre Trust 
Limited 

3. Management of the venues by a private operator 
4. Management of the venues by a consortium 

 
There are good examples of the first three models in UK concert halls and 
theatres. However, the governance model should be a response to Council 
strategy for the venues, and any change should only be selected when a 
medium and longer-term strategy for the venues has been agreed  
 
 
2.6 The buildings 
 
The City Hall is an important Grade II* listed heritage building, but has been 
poorly maintained over time: 
 

1. Rudimentary but important redecoration occurred in summer 2004 
2. There is opportunity for a sensitive restoration of the auditorium, 

including reseating 
3. There is a huge backlog of essential repairs  
4. There is potential for acquiring one or more of the shops below the 

City Hall, for restaurant/café, kitchens, corporate hospitality and an 
education and learning suite 

5. An historical bias towards the Hull New Theatre did not favour 
maintenance and development of the City Hall 

6. There is now a more pressing need for wholesale and extensive repairs 
to the City Hall than for Hull New Theatre; but this sequence is 
reversed in the new Arts Strategy priorities 

7. The work should also include new dressing rooms and improved 
physical access 
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8. Refurbishments would be a major project at the City Hall: the costs of 
which are very hard to estimate at this stage, although they might 
exceed £15million, plus 20 per cent professional fees 

9. A conservation statement should be commissioned 
10. An architectural feasibility study should be commissioned 
11. There is plenty to interest the Heritage Lottery Fund; the City Hall is a 

building of intrinsic heritage quality that merits their support; 
providing design proposals match the quality of the building; and its 
future use (including shops acquisition for arts activities) would be 
appropriate 

12. Some upgrading of the stage and technical equipment is needed 
13. A refurbishment could be targeted for completion during the Hall’s 

centenary, 2009 
 

Internally, Hull New Theatre is a graceless ‘cinema’ style theatre, which has 
nevertheless been extensively refurbished, and better maintained than the 
City Hall. The development of a dynamic twenty-first-century theatre is also 
arrested by its daytime closure, except for matinees. A second feasibility 
study should be commissioned, to investigate design options and costs for a 
consummate redevelopment, leading to a rebuilt theatre, incorporating a new 
dance centre, opening in the 75th anniversary year, 2014:  
 

1. The acquisition of the adjacent Fire Station site for theatre use 
2. The gutting of the present Hull New Theatre 
3. The design and construction of a brand new theatre in the shell of the 

externally distinguished Assembly Rooms 
4. Rotating of the axis of the stage and auditorium through 180-degrees, 

aligned to a new public entrance from the Jarratt Street ‘portico’  
5. New wing space, appropriate for lyric theatre presentations, plus new 

get-in and scene dock 
6. A new dressing room block 
7. New ‘intimate’ horseshoe-shaped auditorium, for circa 1,200-seats 
8. New foyers, with construction of a new theatre restaurant, above 

ground 
9. The reinstatement of the original Georgian windows and other 

features of the Assembly Rooms  
10. The construction of an integral dance centre 
11. A corporate hospitality and members’ suite 
12. The construction of an education room, rehearsal studios and green 

room 
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2.7 Opinion and recommendations 
 
Council makes one the largest investments in the performing arts of any local 
authority. There are no absolute rules and solutions for the management of 
concert halls and theatres. At Hull, the key issues are the physical state of the 
buildings, their programming and their executive leadership. With relatively 
high levels of Council subsidy, it is also imperative that the venues to do all 
they can to expand the audience, and account for Council’s investment in a 
succinct, businesslike fashion. A simple new financial reporting system is 
required, for higher-level and external evaluation. 
 
With the position of Theatre & Halls Director presently vacant, the venues are 
at a turning point. There is opportunity for Kingston upon Hull City Council 
to recruit a new leader, but the future requirements of the venues – to be 
managed more strategically than hitherto – and the wages paid in 
comparable positions, suggest an upgrading of the post, with a salary of 
£50,000+. The previous person specification is satisfactory, but should 
spotlight new requirements: 
 

1. To lead on capital refurbishment plans at the City Hall and Hull New 
Theatre as ‘executive client’, working with architects and design team 
members 

2. To lead on external capital and revenue fundraising, including 
National Lottery applications 

3. To write and update a five-to-ten years strategic business plan for the 
venues 

4. To assist the Head of Cultural Services in preparing and implementing 
a city-wide theatres and festivals strategy 

 
Financial delegations to the new Theatre & Halls Director should be 
temporarily suspended for the first six months of her/his employment. Upon 
this appointment, the venues should refine and improve their competent 
operation and, through a new programming vision and artistic mandate, 
have good reason for a refurbishment; firstly, at the architectural masterpiece 
that is the City Hall.  
 
With the advent of a new Hull Truck Theatre, the alluring programmes at 
competitor theatres in York, Leeds and Sheffield – and several theatres’ 
physical improvements in the secondary market area – it is vital that the Hull 
venues find, articulate and promote their place within the market, if they are 
to flourish. The venues need to establish clear, positive identities and a 
renewed sense of purpose in the minds of the public, promoters and media. 
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This will require new partnerships with a range of agencies for mutual 
benefit, reanimating the venues’ role as key civic players.   
 
Changing the governance structure may be desirable, but without a new 
programming vision and citywide theatres and festivals strategy, is unlikely 
to be effective. Other principal recommendations follow from this: 
 

1. A City Hall and Hull New Theatre working group should be 
formulated for a role equivalent to that of a board of directors in a 
standalone concert hall and theatre, regardless of whether there is a 
change in governance 

2. A perspicuous monthly statement of summarised, headline income 
and expenditure is required, delineating the City Hall and Hull New 
Theatre turnovers as separable ‘entities’ within the Division, with costs 
of operating the joint box office apportioned in the ratio of venues’ 
annual attendance   

3. A statement of detailed artistic policy and proactive programming 
ambition should be adopted 

4. Council should look at examples of well-run and refurbished heritage 
concert halls and theatres 

5. A strategic five-to-ten-year strategic business plan should be written 
6. A twenty-year maintenance plan for the buildings should accompany 

the strategic business plan  
7. Increased utilisation for occasionally more ambitious attractions 

should be a priority within a new artistic policy; attracting more high 
quality dance and opera for part-weeks, and continuing to sign 
musicals is the best policy for Hull New Theatre; the theatre should 
investigate membership of the Dance Consortium and other, informal, 
consortiums 

8. Formulation of a ring-fenced entrepreneurial programme budget for 
occasional ‘new’ work and ambitious productions, at Hull New 
Theatre  

9. New partnerships are required with more promoters and companies; a 
PR offensive is required by the next Theatre & Halls Director 

10. Relations with amateur companies and hirers might be bettered 
through a ‘User’s Group’, convened annually by the Theatre & Halls 
Director 

11. Occasional programming that is exclusive to Hull should be 
considered; such as co-presentations with the Carré Theatre, 
Amsterdam and other partnerships with presenters in the Netherlands 
and Belgium 
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12. The potential of the new Hull Sinfonietta as a potential ‘resident’ 
professional chamber orchestra at the City Hall, expanding to 
symphony orchestra forces over time, should be examined 

13. With the advent of a new theatre for Hull Truck Theatre Company, 
and the poor stage-audience relationship at Hull New Theatre, drama 
programming should be a low priority 

14. Council should consider mechanisms for future cooperation between 
Hull New Theatre and Hull Truck Theatre, because the new theatre 
will widen its presentations to include touring productions 

15. Council should monitor private sector planning applications from 
casino operators, to ascertain the likelihood of a lyric theatre 
component within developments at St Andrew’s Dock and/or 
Kingston Communications Stadium 

16. The marketing and PR function is competent but unexciting: but it 
must remain at the venues.  

17. Consideration should be given to dropping the Gold Card scheme in 
favour of reformulating the Friends of Hull New Theatre, expanded to 
include the City Hall; this could attract individual giving during the 
years’ of refurbishment, improving direct community involvement and 
a sense of ‘ownership’ 

18. Many other civic and non-profit trust theatres and concert halls have 
followed profit-seeking theatre managements by charging booking 
fees, often as a percentage of the ticket price; the managers should 
review the appropriateness of levying booking fees at Hull 

19. A corporate membership and sponsorship scheme should be 
reintroduced 

20. The weddings’ market would be improved with a delegated organiser 
to keep in regular contact with prospective clients, especially for 
menus, decorations, dates, costings, registrar availability and venue 
selection.  

21. To assist external fundraising and accountability, Council should 
consider publication of an annual review and accounts for the venues 

22. An education, learning and outreach programme should be reinstated, 
with or without external funding, and launched across both venues: 
this should be recognised as integral to the objectives of the venues, 
rather than an optional add-on, or an adjunct of marketing strategy 

23. In the years before a possible makeover of Hull New Theatre, an 
exhibition of Hull’s rich theatrical heritage could improve the 
ambience of the front of house areas 

24. Two new fulltime posts should be considered by the next Theatre & 
Halls Director: an education-and-learning manager and a 
sponsorship/development manager 
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25. The venues’ accounts should be credited with bank interest earned 
from box office advance takings; in future, promoters may seek to 
negotiate their share  

26. A revised suite of performance indicators should be adopted, 
including new programming targets for different art forms, set by the 
next Theatre & Halls Director 

27. The potential for the improved generation of secondary spend through 
catering should be a priority  

28. Efforts to attract external funding and new partnerships with the arts 
funding system and other bodies should be made 

29. Overtures to the Heritage Lottery Fund, Yorkshire Forward, European 
Regional Development Fund and Arts Council National Lottery 
should be made, for capital grants; the assistance of Cityventure may 
be important 

30. A conservation statement for refurbishment of the City Hall should be 
commissioned 

31. A feasibility study for architectural improvements at the City Hall 
should be commissioned from an experienced conservation architect 

32. An economic and social impact study should be commissioned 
33. The upgrading of the City Hall should be targeted for completion 

during its centenary, 2009 
34. Upgrading of stage and technical equipment at both venues should be 

planned and prioritised 
35. Reconstruction of the existing orchestra pit at Hull New Theatre 

remains a priority, but may await Council’s determination for 
rebuilding Hull New Theatre for an opening in 2014 
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2.8 Action plan and some indicative milestones 
 

 ACTION 
 

BY WHOM WHEN 

1. To consider the findings and 
recommendations of this report, 
discuss as appropriate 

Head of Cultural Services, 
Theatre Manager, City 
Hall Manager, Arts Officer 

November 
2004 

2.  To share the conclusions of this 
report with senior officers and 
elected members 

Head of Cultural Services 
and Director of Learning & 
Culture; elected members 

November 
2004 

3.  To share conclusions of this 
report with key potential 
partners, such as Arts Council 
England, Yorkshire, amateur 
societies, Heritage Lottery 

Head of Cultural Services December 2004 

4. To convene a venues’ working 
group to consider re-visioning 
City Hall and Hull New Theatre 
through strategic and change 
management, for operations and 
capital works 

Head of Cultural Services, 
Hull New Theatre 
Manager, City Hall 
Manager, Arts Officer, and 
others 

December 2004 

5.  To determine revised person 
specification for Theatre & Halls 
Director  

Head of Cultural Services, 
HR management 

December 2004 

6. To initiate recruitment of 
Theatre & Halls Director, and 
recruit 

HR management, Head of 
Cultural Services, theatre 
consultant 

December 2004 

7.  To examine other models for 
governance of touring theatres 
and concert halls in practice, 
through field trips 

External consultant, Head 
of Cultural Services, and 
elected members 

December 2004 

8.  To clarify the objectives, 
identity, ambition, standards 
and management of the venues; 
to create a new policy, including 
Educational and Learning 

Venues’ working group January 2005 

9. To determine the best model for 
future governance of the venues 

Venues’ working group, 
Legal Services 

January 2005 

10.  Commission an economic and 
social impact study for the 
venues 

Head of Cultural Services January 2005 

11. Commission  fundraising 
feasibility study for City Hall 
refurbishment 

Head of Cultural Services January 2005 

12. To agree objectives of favoured 
governance model 

Venues’ working group January 2005 
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 ACTION 
 

BY WHOM WHEN 

13.  To commission conservation 
statement and architectural 
feasibility study for City Hall 
refurbishments 

External architect and 
conservation specialist 

January 2005 

14. New Theatre & Halls Director 
begins work 

Head of Cultural Services, 
HR management 

Spring 2005 

15. To commission short 
architectural feasibility study for 
major Hull New Theatre 
upgrading 

New Theatre & Halls 
Director, architect/theatre 
design consultant 

Spring 2005 

16.  To prepare a strategic 5-to-10 
year improvement plan; with 
costs and benefits, accompanied 
by 20-year maintenance plan  

New Theatre & Halls 
Director, Theatre Manager, 
City Hall Manager, Admin 
Officer, Stage Management 

Spring 2005 

17. To consider funding 
implications of new operations, 
equipment and capital works 
proposals 

New Theatre & Halls 
Director, Venues’ working 
group 

Spring 2005 

19.  To prepare detailed business 
plan indicators; to determine 
revenue assistance levels for 
2005-2006 

New Theatre & Halls 
Director, Admin Officer, 
Venues’ working group 

Spring 2005 

20.  To determine effective new 
monitoring and evaluation 
frameworks, for external 
evaluation 

New Theatre & Halls 
Director, Admin Officer, 
Council finance 

Spring 2005 

21. To prepare and submit external 
applications for partnership 
funds towards budget for 
education and learning 
programme over both venues, 
plus education and learning 
officer 

New Theatre & Halls 
Director, with Theatre 
Manager and City Hall 
Manager 

Spring 2005 

22.  To begin change management to 
preferred governance option 

Head of Cultural Services, 
New Theatre & Halls 
Director, venues working 
group, Legal Department, 
external solicitor 

May 2005 

23.  To make first-stage applications 
to Heritage Lottery Fund, Arts 
Council England, Yorkshire 
Forward and other external 
partners for City Hall capital 
refurbishment programme 
 

Head of Cultural Services, 
New Theatre & Halls 
Director, venues working 
group 

June 2005 
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 ACTION 
 

BY WHOM WHEN 

24. To establish constitution, if non-
profit model adopted 

Head of Cultural Services, 
Legal department, Theatre 
& Halls Director 

June 2005 

25. To identify independent 
chairperson, if non-profit model 
adopted 

Head of Cultural Services, 
Leader, elected members, 
new Theatre & Halls 
Director 

July 2005 

26.  To commission architectural 
feasibility study for Hull New 
Theatre refurbishments and 
extensions to fire station site, 
with new centre for dance 

Head of Cultural Services, 
New Theatre & Halls 
Director, Building 
Services, 
External architect and 
theatre design consultant 

August 2005 

27. To appoint independent board 
members, if non-profit model 
adopted (as shadow board if 
necessary) 

New Theatre & Halls 
Director, Head of Cultural 
Services (and Board 
chairperson, if non-profit 
co) 

September 
2005 

28. To recruit a development 
director (fundraiser, for capital 
appeal and show sponsorships)  

New Theatre & Halls 
Director (and Board 
chairperson, if non-profit 
company incorporated) 

October 2005 

29. To recruit education and 
learning officer for venues 

New Theatre & Halls 
Director 

October 2005 

30. To appoint a Capital Appeal 
Committee and Patron 
To reformulate the Friends of 
Hull New Theatre (with City 
Hall) 

New Theatre & Halls 
Director, Development 
Director (and Board 
chairperson, if non-profit 
company incorporated) 

March 2006 

31. Initial press briefings for City 
Hall refurbishments and artistic 
vision 

Marketing Manager, 
Theatre & Halls Director, 
Press Officer 

September 
2006 

32. Public and partner capital 
funding targets identified, for 
City Hall refurbishments 

New Theatre & Halls 
Director, Head of Cultural 
Services, Building Services, 
(and Board chairperson, if 
non-profit company 
incorporated) 

April 2007 

33. Private sector and individual-
giving capital targets adopted 
and strategy confirmed  

New Theatre & Halls 
Director, Head of Cultural 
Services, Building Services, 
(and Board chairperson, if 
non-profit company 
incorporated) 
 

December 2007 
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 ACTION 
 

BY WHOM WHEN 

34. Appoint project manager for 
City Hall major refurbishment 

New Theatre & Halls 
Director, Head of Cultural 
Services, Building Services 

January 2008 

35. Confirm partner contributions 
to capital costs 

New Theatre & Halls 
Director, Head of Cultural 
Services, Building Services 

March 2008 

36. City Hall closes for major 
refurbishment 

New Theatre & Halls 
Director 

May 2008 

37. Closure period of limited 
musical activities arranged at 
Hull New Theatre, Ferens Art 
Gallery and churches 

New Theatre & Halls 
Director 

September 
2008 

38. Announce City Hall programme New Theatre & Halls 
Director, City Hall 
Manager and Marketing 
Manager 

August 2009 

39. Box Office opens for City Hall Marketing Manager, City 
Hall Manager 

August 2009 

40. City Hall reopens for centenary 
season, including musical 
commission to celebrate 250th 
birthday of William Wilberforce, 
on 24 August 

 February 2009 

41. Hull New Theatre closes for 
internal demolition and 
rebuilding 

 February 2012 

42. [Corresponding milestones 
through Hull New Theatre 
preparation/ rebuilding period, 
2012-2014; limited lyric theatre 
performances at the City Hall] 

Theatre & Halls Director, 
Theatre Manager &c.  

 

43. Hull New Theatre reopens for 
75th anniversary, with dance 
centre 

 December 2014 
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3. Strategic contexts 
 
In order to understand the operating environment of the City Hall and Hull New 
Theatre and the need to for their strategic direction to converge – and possibly 
work in partnership with – key city, sub-regional, regional and national agency 
strategies, whether for the performing arts or non-arts specific, it is important to 
place the Hull venues within the context of the strategies of relevant 
organisations. Several strategies bear upon the Hull venues, for their potential to 
deliver shared aims and strategic influence, and for later determination of any 
new programming policy and capital refurbishments: 

 
1. Hull City Council Strategic Priorities for the Arts, 2004 
2. Arts Council England, Yorkshire 
3. Neighbouring local authority cultural strategies 
4. Yorkshire Forward Corporate Plan, 2004-2009 
5. Audiences Yorkshire, and Stage Exchange 
6. Heritage Lottery Fund 
7. European Regional Development Fund 
8. Department of Culture Media and Sport 
9. Cityventure Limited, Hull 

  
3.1 Kingston upon Hull City Council arts strategy 
 
The Council’s overarching is ‘to work in partnership with all stakeholders to 
create an inclusive informational age European port city, around a competitive, 
knowledge-based economy, in which people wish to live, learn, work and 
invest’.3 In its latest cultural strategy (2004), Council has adopted a new vision 
for the arts in Hull: 
 
To expand and promote the City’s role as a regional centre for the arts and the central 
focus for the arts in the Humber sub-region and to create a vibrant centre for creativity 
and contemporary artistic practice with access for all and a wealth of opportunity to 
participate in the arts for all the City’s residents. 
 
Five key objectives have been adopted. They address a range of issues and help 
to deliver the vision. They are: 

 
1. Expanding and developing the City’s capital arts infrastructure so that 

it has a range of first quality arts facilities and venues which are 
designed to meet the needs of the arts in the twenty-first century 

                                                 
3 Service Delivery Plan Plan: Theatres and Halls Division 2003-2004, Hull, Kingston upon City 
Council, 2003, p.1. 
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2. Supporting art form & arts programme development so that the City 
has a varied range of arts provision providing opportunities for a 
diversity of interests and enthusiasms 

3. Addressing arts and learning needs through partnerships between 
arts, learning and education providers to extend opportunity, support 
and nurture talent and raise expectations among the City’s people 

4. Providing opportunities for people to engage in and experience the 
arts and developing activity as a part of programmes aimed at 
addressing Social Inclusion and Regeneration in the City 

5. Strengthening the City Council’s support for the arts within corporate 
policy and programmes and ensuring that the Council has the support 
and structures it needs to make a step change in the role of the arts in 
the City 

 
Council’s aim is to identify priorities for investment and development in the arts 
in Hull over the next two years and to identify the longer-term aspirations and 
objectives, which need to be addressed if the City is to achieve excellence in the 
arts.4 The strategy identifies five key policy areas: 

 
1. Arts Infrastructure - Buildings 
2. Art form & Programme Development 
3. Arts and Learning 
4. Addressing Social Inclusion and Regeneration  
5. City Council Policy and Structure 

 
Priorities for the next two years include: constructing the new Hull Truck 
Theatre; supporting Artlink Exchange in its plans to acquire and relocate to new 
premises; creating stronger leadership within the Council through the creation of 
a Strategy Implementation Group and strengthening the strategic officer role in 
the arts. The strategy identifies the need to consider the best ways of managing 
the City Hall and Hull New Theatre in order to maximise their performance and 
efficiency and increase the quality of the programmes they offer. The strategy 
emphasises that despite its revenue commitment the City Council has not 
invested significant amounts of capital funding in its arts facilities in the past ten 
years. It stresses that if Hull is to achieve its high aspirations in the arts, it will 
need work in a more integrated and planned way in delivering corporate 
priorities in the arts, developing effective partnerships, maintaining its revenue 
investment and address the need for capital investment in its facilities. 
Acknowledgment is made of Hull New Theatre and City Hall appearing to be 
constrained from developing high-quality programming, and being risk averse.  
 

                                                 
4 Hull City Council Strategic Priorities for the Arts, Hereford, Artservice, 2004. 
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The new strategy anticipates that the City will address the following ten 
challenges: 

 
1. Bringing to fruition those major capital schemes which are already 

underway  
2. Addressing the programming issues and constraints in the Council’s 

own venues 
3. Addressing artform areas where provision is inadequate 
4. Addressing the social inclusion and regeneration agendas in a more 

structured and coherent manner 
5. Developing a more co-ordinated approach to arts education and 

lifelong learning 
6. Addressing structural and status issues within the Council so that arts 

policy and development is more coherent and integrated 
7. Addressing the learning and education agenda 
8. Resources 
9. The need for further capital investment 
10. Retaining and attracting talent 

 
A major theme of the strategy is the Council’s priorities for capital infrastructure:  

 
Short Term 1. Complete Hull Truck Theatre development 

2. New premises for Artlink Exchange 
3. Support Northern Theatre Company School development in Art School 

Medium Term 4. Take forward Hull Time Based Arts capital scheme 
5. Review Hull Screen development options linked to Hull Time Based Arts 
6. Support Red Gallery re-development 
7. Further studio and workshop developments 
8. Extend New Theatre facilities, possibly to include provision for dance 
9. Increase venues for contemporary visual arts & photography exhibition 

Long Term 10. Review City Hall & consider replacement or major refurbishment to create 
new/upgraded concert facility 

11. New centre for dance 
 

For Hull New Theatre, the new arts strategy acknowledges limited front of house 
facilities and lack of space in which to accommodate contemporary participatory 
and educational activities. For the theatre to compete and prosper in the 
increasingly competitive leisure market it will, the strategy argues, require the 
tools to do the job, in particular additional space for participatory and rehearsal 
activity, and, possibly, provision for dance activity. For the City Hall, future 
prosperity is also aligned to the need for capital improvements. For assisting 
Council’s aspirations to become a first rank city, the two venues will be 
instrumental. They need to offer first-rate facilities for a variety of events 
including sizeable conferences and events, as well as arts and entertainment.  
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A notable strategic arts priority is education and learning. Presently, the venues 
have no education, learning and outreach programmes and budget, except when 
provided by visiting companies and ensembles. There is no education suite at 
either the City Hall or Hull New Theatre. This subject will be discussed in 
Sections 6 and 7.   
 
Another noteworthy priority for art form development is dance. This is an 
unripened policy, following the closure of the dance agency several years ago. 
The creation of a new dance organisation based at Hull New Theatre is foreseen.  
 
Significantly, there are Council priorities for arts activities beyond the new 
cultural strategy and remit of Cultural Services. To give one example, Hull City 
Council Social Services works in partnership with West Hull Primary Care Trust 
to expand the range and scope of arts and health projects for vulnerable young 
people: an arts and health manager and an arts and health inclusion projects 
officer run this scheme. To a greater degree than hitherto, Hull New Theatre and 
the City Hall need to operate in parallel with other Council strategies that 
include the arts.   
 
Presently, there is no separate Hull City Council theatres’ strategy.    
 
 
3.2 Arts Council England, Yorkshire 
 
Arts Council England strategy is to make grants available under five aims: 

• To change people’s lives through the opportunity to take part in or 
experience high quality arts activities  

• To increase opportunities for cultural diversity in the arts. By ‘cultural 
diversity’, we mean the full range and diversity of the culture of this 
country. In some cases our focus will be on race and ethnic background, 
and in others on disability, for example  

• To support excellence, new ideas and activity to help build long-term 
stability in arts organisations  

• To invest in the creative talent of artists and individuals  
• To increase resources for the arts 

The Arts Council funds the performing arts through ‘voted’ funds and the 
National Lottery. Historically, most touring houses such as the City Hall and 
Hull New Theatre have never been revenue funded by the Arts Council: it is the 
companies that tour to Hull, such as Hallé Orchestra and Opera North, which 
receive grants.   
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Unfortunately for the City Hall and Hull New Theatre, the ‘building boom’, at 
least that fuelled by the first ‘Arts Capital Programme’ of the Arts Council 
National Lottery from 1995 to 1999, has not been replaced. For contributions to 
capital expenditure, Yorkshire received significant Arts Council Lottery 
distributors’ capital awards. For instance, capital grants were awarded to the 
new Stephen Joseph Theatre, Scarborough (£2,178,000 in 1996), the ill-fated 
National Centre for Popular Music at Sheffield (£11,355,000 in 1996), City Screen, 
York (£2,370,000 in 1998), the City Varieties, Leeds (£98,000 in 1997), the 
Lawrence Batley Theatre, Huddersfield (£1,033,857 in 1996), Wakefield Opera 
House (£195,000 in 1996), Ilkley Players Theatre (£544,611 in 1997), the Northern 
School of Contemporary Dance (£2,400,000 in 1995), Northern Ballet Theatre 
(£2,560,457 in 2003) and Sheffield City Hall (£175,387 for a refurbishment study 
in 1997). In the much-reduced Arts Council Lottery capital programme 
announced in 2004, £4million was earmarked for a refurbishment of the Crucible 
Theatre, Sheffield, and £5million for a new art gallery at Wakefield, and 
£1million for Mind the Gap Theatre, Bradford. Big restoration projects, possibly 
part-funded by the Arts Council, are imminent at the Grand Theatre, Leeds 
(£30million+) and Wakefield Opera House, but Arts Council strategy for capital 
investment, until 2006, favours venues wherein the ‘product’ is created, such as 
opera at Leeds Grand and drama at the Crucible Theatre, Sheffield.  
 
It might be said to have been unfortunate that Hull never made applications 
from 1995 to the Arts Council Lottery for refurbishing the City Hall and Hull 
New Theatre. Notwithstanding the soon to be constructed new Hull Truck 
Theatre (a scheme that attracted £37,000 in Lottery feasibility study money as far 
back as 1999), Hull has lagged behind other Yorkshire centres in external capital 
arts income. The only Arts Council Capital Lottery grants to have been awarded 
in Hull to 2002, were Northern Theatre Company (£12,252 for a feasibility study 
in 1995), Hull Theatre in Education Limited (£53,000 for equipment in 1997), and 
Hull Time Based Arts (£109,000 in 2003). Today, the Arts Council National 
Lottery capital programme would be an inappreciable capital contributor.  
 
For regular annual operations and projects at significant performing arts 
‘receiving’ and ‘presenting’ concert halls and theatres in Yorkshire, Arts Council 
England Yorkshire funds ‘strategic organisations that plan ahead on a three-year 
basis’. These are small sums awarded to the Lawrence Batley Theatre, 
Huddersfield (£94,300 in 2004-05) and Wakefield Theatre Royal (£46,100 in 2004-
05). Although the largest Yorkshire touring houses, such as the Alhambra 
Theatre and St George’s Hall, Bradford and Leeds Grand, do not receive Arts 
Council revenue assistance as ‘regular funded organisations’, they have often 
featured in projects grants.  
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For operations and regular funded organisations, Hull Time Based Arts receives 
£200,000 in 2004-05, and Hull Truck Theatre Company £380,000. On the other 
hand, Hull’s principal venues – which are much better attended – have 
historically operated beyond the horizon of Arts Council strategies. 5  Other 
centres show more initiative in seeking and obtaining Arts Council revenue and 
Lottery capital investments. Nevertheless, in future, the Arts Council might 
become a partner in programming the City Hall and Hull New Theatre: the 
venues might be in pole position for a share of prospective, yet unknown funds. 
To do so, the Theatre & Halls Director will need to demonstrate interest by 
networking in this sphere, including seeking possible three-year funding for ‘arts 
development partnerships’, such as funds assigned to the programming of 
classical music at the City Hall, and/or small sums for presenting high-quality 
professional dance companies at Hull New Theatre.  
 
 
3.3 Neighbouring local authority arts developments 
 
Kingston upon Hull City Council collaborates with the East Riding of Yorkshire 
Council through a Joint Structure Plan (2003).  This policy framework deals 
mainly with the economy, transport, and the natural and built environment. No 
cultural or arts activities in the strategy are detailed, although Hull New Theatre 
attracts a majority of its audiences from the County, thus contributing to the 
Councils’ shared aim to create a distinctive and vibrant sense of place and 
identity, in which to spend leisure time. An interview with the arts development 
officer at the East Riding of Yorkshire Council did not disclose any strategic 
cultural strategy that would overlap the operational development of the City 
Hall and Hull New Theatre. For capital strategy, East Riding of Yorkshire 
Council will dispose of Beverley’s Picture Playhouse, using the proceeds to 
restore and refurbish the Beverley War Memorial Hall so that it can become a 
premier arts and entertainment centre. The aim is to provide a modern, fully 
equipped 300-seat theatre with a full range of facilities and small-scale touring 
programme. Council funds the small Gate Theatre, Goole and Pocklington Arts 
Centre.  Many of England’s favourite artists take to the stage at Bridlington’s Spa 
Theatre and Royal Hall, where the entertainment ranges from afternoon tea 
dances to comedy and cabaret. This Council awards grants to Northen Ballet 

                                                 
5 For detailed analysis of current Arts Council expenditure in Hull and the sub-region of the 
Humber, see Arts funding in Yorkshire and the Humber: a geographical analysis of expenditure by Arts 
Council England, Yorkshire, 2003-04, Dewsbury, Arts Council England, Yorkshire, September 2004. 
In 2003-04, 11.3 per cent of expenditure was allocated to the Humber, whereas the sub-region has 
17.5 per cent of the region’s population. Hull Choral Union and Hull Philharmonic Society are 
regularly funded organisations of the Arts Council, in receipt of £1,470 and £1,500 respectively, 
plus a one-off ‘Grants for the Arts’ award of £5,000 to Hull Choral Union towards their City Hall 
concert series.  
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Theatre and Opera North to conduct workshops in the County, and hopes that 
these two companies will continue to perform at Hull New Theatre.  
 
At North East Lincolnshire Council, cultural facilities include the Grimsby 
Auditorium (1224-seats) and the small Caxton Theatre.  
 
North Lincolnshire Council’s principal performing arts venue is the Plowright 
Theatre, Scunthorpe (353-seats). This is a medium scale touring house that will 
be refurbished from September 2004.   
 
These local authorities’ cultural strategies contain no disconcertments for the 
City Hall and Hull New Theatre. 
 
 
3.4 Yorkshire Forward 
 
Yorkshire Forward is the Regional Development Agency responsible for the 
sustainable economic development and regeneration of the Yorkshire and 
Humber area. It has an office Hull. Its ten-year strategy is to: 

• Grow the region’s businesses 
• Achieve higher business birth and survival rates  
• Attract and retain more private and public investment  
• Radically improve the development and application of education, learning 

and skills 
• Connect and of the region’s communities to economic opportunity  
• Enhance and utilise the region’s infrastructure of physical and 

environmental assets 

The City Hall and Hull New Theatre have potential to serve each of the six 
objectives, not only through performing arts activities but also in operational 
dimensions such as the business of catering development and marketing. 
Yorkshire Forward has had several affiliations with theatres, making substantial 
capital grants (in order to make venues more competitive and their towns and 
cities more attractive places to live), such as the refurbishments at the Georgian 
Theatre Royal, Richmond, and, in future, Leeds Grand Theatre. It is a partner 
with Hull City Council and London and Amsterdam Developments in the 
Ferensway development that will include a new theatre for Hull Truck. 
£83million has been committed to the Humber over five years to 2009, along with 
the Yorkshire Forward Development Fund and the ‘Single Stream’ fund. They 
could be pivotal to assisting the venues’ physical renaissance. 
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3.5 Audiences Yorkshire 
 
The City Hall and Hull New Theatre are paid-up members of Yorkshire’s 
audience development agency, which distributes the venues’ programme leaflets 
in the city and beyond. Audiences Yorkshire have also conducted selected 
market research projects at Hull, and is of assistance in wider-marketing contexts 
such as ‘Dig Yorkshire’, their web-based information centre. The agency’s 
strategy for creative partnerships between venues and touring companies may be 
applicable to Hull New Theatre: ‘Stage Exchange’ welcomes applications from 
venues if the project demonstrates something different. Several smaller Yorkshire 
venues have received assistance as a co-producer: Wakefield Opera House, 
Halifax Square Chapel, West Yorkshire Playhouse, the Georgian Theatre Royal 
and York Theatre Royal. There is certainly nothing in the guidelines to preclude 
a larger theatre’s receiving assistance.    
 
 
3.6. Heritage Lottery Fund 
 
The Heritage Lottery Fund is charged with distributing funds from the National 
Lottery and supports a wide range of projects involving the local, regional and 
national heritage. The Trustees of The National Heritage Memorial Fund run the 
Fund. HLF has four aims:  

• to encourage more people to be involved and make decisions about their 
heritage 

• to conserve and enhance the UK`s diverse heritage  
• to ensure that everyone can learn about, have access to and enjoy their 

heritage 
• to achieve a more equitable distribution of grants across the UK, by 

making more grants available to those communities which have received 
little funding from them to date 

Listed status of the City Hall means that the building is of special architectural 
significance; a refurbishment programme ought to interest the fund. Two 
buildings in Hull have received funds to date: Hull Old Town Hall, now called 
the Guildhall, (£1,018,750 over two grants, to 2003) and St Mary’s Church 
Lowgate (£490,300). Elsewhere, HLF has funded many historic theatres and 
concert halls, most recently a feasibility study for the restoration of the Royal 
Theatre, Northampton (£114,000 in 2004), the development of the Theatre Royal 
Bury St Edmunds, a restoration of the Royal Hall, Harrogate (£6million offered, 
plus feasibility development studies), the Dome Concert Hall and Cinema 
Complex, Worthing (£1,112,400) and Ripley Town Hall (£99,500). HLF also 
supports education, learning and access (in the broadest sense) programmes; 
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these schemes might also be possible funding sources for the venues. The 
Council Lottery officer, Carl Burn, could assist the Theatre & Halls Director in 
making application for a feasibility study grant. There is a rigorous two-stage 
process for an HLF application in excess of £2million; this takes between 18 
months and two years. 

For a Hull City Council application to Heritage Lottery Fund, the procedure 
involves a two-stage process preceded by an application for a project-planning 
grant. There may be a queue for available funds. Power to award a project-
planning grant is devolved to HLF officers. Grants total no more than £50,000 
and up to 90 per cent of total expenditure. For the City Hall, a conservation plan, 
paint analysis and measured surveys are eligible. Little is needed for the 
application beyond a Conservation Statement (see Section 12.4 for a brief).   

3.7 European Regional Development Fund 
 

Since its creation in 1975, the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) has 
encouraged economic development in the least successful regions of the 
European Union. Objective 2 supports economic and social regeneration in 
industrial, rural, urban or fisheries-dependent areas, including Hull. Current 
strategy favours: 
 

1. The development of industry  
2. The encouragement of job and new business creation in regions with high 

unemployment  
3. The development of regional economic infrastructure  
4. The development of local initiatives promoting economic infrastructure  
5. Tourism and culture projects  
6. Environmental protection measures that are linked to economic 

development 
 
The fund has supported several theatres and concert halls’ refurbishments, and 
could be a key stakeholder for the Hull venues. 
 
 
3.8 Department of Culture Media and Sport 
 

The DCMS is responsible for Government policy on the arts, sport, the National 
Lottery, tourism, libraries, museums and galleries, broadcasting, film, the music 
industry, press freedom and regulation, licensing, gambling and the historic and 
built environment. Although the City Hall and Hull New Theatre might receive 
funds from Government bodies such as the Lottery distributors and the Arts 
Council, it is important that Council monitor the DCMS policies. For instance, 
Government believes that the arts in social contexts can demonstrate excellence – 
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the venues’ use of social indicators may be instrumental in the quest for national 
funding. Local government is considered a key player in delivering DCMS 
strategies; for instance, through regeneration and the development of a new 
performance profile for local authority cultural services that may be adopted 
shortly.6   
 
 
3.9 Cityventure Limited, Hull 
 
 

Cityventure is Hull’s regeneration company, bringing together a partnership 
of city stakeholders representing public, private and voluntary/community 
sectors; it created a City Regeneration Strategy to underpin competitive bids 
for the Single Regeneration Budget Challenge Fund. It has received Heritage 
Lottery Fund investment of £1million for rejuvenation of the Old Town; this 
funding combines with a further £1m match investment from other sources to 
provide an overall Townscape Heritage Initiative (THI) ‘Common Fund’ of 
£2m for grants within the area. In addition, Cityventure helped Hull create a 
successful bid for a new Urban Regeneration Company (URC) which was also 
announced in 2002 and has now been established as Hull Citybuild. This will 
focus on initiating major physical regeneration projects in the city centre. 
Cityventure has often been the catalyst to bring together organisations to 
achieve results: it may be an important stakeholder in capital refurbishments.  
 
 
3.10 Observation and comment 
 

After many decades of Council ownership and operation of the City Hall and 
Hull New Theatre, their strategic context has a renewed foundation, 
supportively expressed in the 2004 Kingston upon Hull City Council arts 
strategy. However, historically the venues have interacted with external funding 
and development agencies only occasionally (if at all). The Council did not apply 
for 1990s’ Lottery largesse when the venues might more easily have obtained 
refurbishment and programme project funds, perhaps because the managers’ 
anticipated an interventionist relationship, with the Arts Council getting too 
closely drawn into the running of the venues. In 2004, the funding system is yet 
more complex and competitive, especially at the Arts Council that favours 
applications from those adept at negotiating the shallows of social engineering 
and audience development initiatives:  the pursuit of social policy rather than the 
business of promoting and selling music, theatre and entertainment. 
Nevertheless, other agencies’ relatively plainspoken strategies, as at the HLF and 

                                                 
6 Angela Watson and Yvonne Barker, Developing a Performance Profile for Local Authority Cultural 
Services: Report to the Department of Culture, Media and Sport, London, Angela Watson and 
Associates, July 2004. 
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Yorkshire Forward, have more positive implications for the costs of 
refurbishments. Other public (and semi-public) bodies that should be 
investigated, for the City Hall restoration funding in particular, are: 
 

• English Heritage (under the Heritage Economic Regeneration Scheme, 
and/or the Regional Capacity-Building Fund) 

• English Partnerships (possibly, under English Cities Fund for 
regeneration) 

• The Architectural Heritage Fund 
• Foundation for Sports and the Arts  
• The Adapt Trust (for improvements to physical access) 
• The Civic Trust 
• Arts & Business (in its role as a clearing house to alert the private sector of 

a future appeal/sponsorship opportunities) 
• The Community Fund (under their ‘Strategic Grants Programme’, but 

only if a non-profit trust is formed)  
• The Pilgrim Trust (for their fund for special features in historic buildings) 7 

                                                 
7 A useful publication is Funds for Historic Buildings in England and Wales - A Directory of Sources, 
London, Architectural Heritage Fund, 2004. http://www.ahfund.org.uk/ and 
http://www.fundsforhistoricbuildings.org.uk/ 
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4. The market 
 
Hull City’s mid-2001 population is 243,000. The built-up area of Hull, extending 
into the East Riding, has a population of 305,000. 411,000 people live within a 30-
minutes drive time of the venues. The population has declined steadily for forty 
years and more rapidly from the mid-1990s. Transport links to Hull are good: the 
M62 that terminates sixteen miles west of the city links it speedily with other 
northern centres. The Port of Hull and Humberside International Airport link the 
city to several continental destinations. There are good rail links to the east coast 
main line and beyond. Within 60-minutes drive time area of Hull, the population 
exceeds 3.5million. There is a seasonally large student population of 22,000+, at 
the University of Hull, Hull College and Lincoln University’s Hull campus.     
 
 
4.1 An overview of the regional entertainment market 
 
The principal five performing arts venues in Hull hold 3,896-seats (2,832 at the 
City Hall and Hull New Theatre combined, plus 1,064-seats over three other 
theatre and music venues). There are 107 people per seat in the main catchment 
area. This is not an especially high level of supply in terms of people living in the 
area. It is roughly equivalent to Norwich and Belfast.  
 
There are of course a number of more traditional forms of entertainment, which 
are popular with the market audience, such as bingo halls and workers’ clubs; 
two multi-screen cinemas that total 19 screens, four ten-pin bowling alleys and 11 
nightclubs. Therefore, the range of venues competing with Hull New Theatre 
and the City Hall may be greater than expected. This point illustrates the 
importance for the marketing department’s keeping up-to-date their profiles of 
the target audience, in order to achieve success.  
 
 
4.2 Hull’s population and propensity to attend the arts 
 
Hull demonstrates a considerably lower participation or attendance at the arts 
when compared to other cities. The following findings are drawn from a 30-
minutes drive time analysis.8 The figure in the third column indicates how the 
percentage compares with national percentages with the mean at 100. Figures 
below 100 therefore suggest lower than average. Hull has fewer than the national 
average number of potential attendees per annum in all categories. It is closer to 
                                                 
8 See Hull City Council Strategic Priorities for the Arts, Hereford, Artservice, 2004, Appendix, p.16, 
and Liz Hill and Brian Whitehead, Hull Truck Theatre: An Audience Research Report, Cottenham, 
Arts Intelligence Limited, 2000, p.6. The venues have commissioned divers reports on this 
subject: with my client’s approval, I have not researched new material.  
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national averages in relation to cinema, but scores lowest for opera, jazz and 
ballet. The tables below indicate the socio-economic make-up of the catchment 
area based on ACORN classification groups: 
 
 

The potential arts audience at Hull 

 People Area % Area Index 

Drama 62,783 20% 81 

Ballet 17,335 6% 77 

Opera 15,368 5% 73 

Contemporary Dance 9,001 3% 79 

Classical music 31,473 10% 80 

Jazz 15,964 5% 76 

Art Galleries and Museums 58,546 19% 86 

Any of the above 7 art forms 102,524 33% 87 

All theatre forms 100,974 32% 85 

Any of the above 8 art forms 132,939 42% 88 

Cinema 152,246 49% 95 

 

Interpretation by the venues’ marketing manager Marie Burkitt suggests that the 
market for the City Hall and Hull New Theatre is local residents living within a 
30-minutes drive time of the venues. A postcode analysis of patrons for 2003-04 
at both venues supports this assertion. (See Appendix: 16.6). Generally, the 
propensity to visit the venues decreases with as the distance travelled increases. 
 
To obtain an overview of the socio-demographic composition of this market, the 
ACORN targeting classification, combines geography and demographics. This 
shows that the population within the 30-minutes drive time area is 
predominantly drawn from its lower category and that the number within the 
higher category is just above half the national average. Patrons at mainstream 
theatre and concert performances are biased towards the higher and middle 
categories. The following analysis confirms an exceptionally challenging market 
for the City Hall and Hull New Theatre: 
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Post   Postcode    ACORN Arts Groups Arts Groups Index 
Town Sector Population High Mid Low High Mid Low 

Hull  HU1 1  821 773 0 48 324 0 14 
Hull  HU10 7  8,409 7,630 460 319 312 22 9 
North Ferriby  HU14 3  8,466 6,967 1,270 229 283 60 7 
Beverley  HU17 8  10,779 8,588 2,089 102 274 77 2 
Hull  HU1 3  253 201 0 52 273 0 50 
Beverley  HU17 7  9,401 6,236 2,963 0 228 125 0 
Hull  HU3 1  5,603 3,044 75 2,484 187 5 109 
Hull  HU5 1  4,964 2,620 455 1,889 181 36 93 
Hessle  HU13 0  7,420 3,906 1,385 2,129 181 74 70 
Hull  HU5 2  8,894 4,451 1,826 2,617 172 81 72 
Cottingham  HU16 5  9,785 4,885 2,848 2,046 172 115 51 
Cottingham  HU16 4  6,591 3,218 3,111 224 168 187 8 
Hull  HU1 2  1,750 772 0 978 152 0 137 
Hull  HU9 1  4,110 1,731 0 2,379 145 0 142 
Hull  HU5 3  10,895 4,403 1,559 4,933 139 57 111 
Hull  HU6 0  534 194 340 0 125 253 0 
Barrow-Upon-Humber  DN19 7  5,285 1,793 2,167 1,104 117 163 51 
Beverley  HU17 9  9,641 3,207 2,697 3,604 114 111 92 
Brough  HU15 2  10,758 3,524 3,167 3,607 113 117 82 
Brough  HU15 1  8,989 2,879 3,546 2,543 110 157 69 
Hull  HU12 8  10,990 2,658 4,096 4,091 83 148 91 
Barton-Upon-Humber  DN18 5  7,819 1,607 544 5,668 71 28 178 
Hull  HU2 8  950 179 0 771 65 0 199 
Beverley  HU17 0  9,118 1,577 1,049 6,492 59 46 175 
Hull  HU6 7  11,381 1,634 3,844 5,903 49 134 127 
Hull  HU3 2  5,709 811 422 4,476 49 29 192 
Hull  HU10 6  11,182 1,544 5,418 4,220 47 192 92 
Hull  HU3 3  4,608 406 0 4,202 30 0 224 
Hull  HU8 9  15,131 1,208 3,173 10,750 27 83 174 
Barton-Upon-Humber  DN18 6  2,500 193 1,128 1,105 27 179 108 
Hull  HU3 6  9,369 664 822 7,883 24 35 206 
Hull  HU5 4  8,807 476 2,716 5,615 19 122 156 
Hull  HU4 6  13,085 634 2,549 9,902 17 77 185 
Hull  HU5 5  17,461 552 1,491 15,418 11 34 216 
Hull  HU2 9  1,334 26 0 1,308 7 0 240 
Hull  HU7 5  6,447 87 781 5,579 5 48 212 
Hull  HU6 8  9,376 119 1,738 7,513 4 74 196 
Hull  HU9 3  11,324 139 64 11,092 4 2 240 
Hull  HU7 4  23,694 287 5,588 17,819 4 94 184 
Hull  HU6 9  13,156 143 677 12,336 4 20 230 
Hull  HU9 4  13,422 133 649 12,640 3 19 231 
Hull  HU4 7  10,809 50 2,995 7,764 2 110 176 
Hull  HU9 5  8,372 32 0 8,340 1 0 244 
Hull  HU8 7  2,251 5 150 2,096 1 26 228 
Hull  HU2 0  1,239 2 0 1,237 1 0 245 
Hull  HU3 5  3,746 5 0 3,741 0 0 245 
Hull  HU9 2  6,564 4 0 6,560 0 0 245 
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Continued from previous page… 
Post   Postcode    ACORN Arts Groups Arts Groups Index 

Town Sector Population High Mid Low High Mid Low 
Hull  HU8 8  9,453 5 1,022 8,426 0 43 218 
Hull  HU8 0  10,391 0 3,671 6,720 0 140 159 
Hull  HU7 6  5,810 0 1,667 4,143 0 114 175 
Hull  HU7 0  1,678 0 32 1,646 0 8 240 
Hessle  HU13 9  7,530 0 76 7,454 0 4 243 
Hull  HU3 4  219 0 0 219 0 0 245 
Hull  HU7 3  2,533 0 0 2,533 0 0 245 
  410,806 86,202 76,320 246,949    
    21% 19% 60%    

 

These statistics also emphasise the regional role of the City Hall and Hull New 
Theatre: not only do they provide arts access for the population of the 
surrounding areas, but that accessing these publics with popular entertainment 
is vital for the success of two venues. This table shows the breakdown of 
population by employment category: 
  

Employment at Hull and environs 

 Total No Area % Area Index 

Professional 22,320 7.1 80 

Management/administrative 17,610 5.6 68 

Clerical/secretarial 21,800 6.9 84 

Other employed, including manual 95,102 30.2 105 

Total employed 156,832 49.8 92 

Unemployed 21,480 6.8 127 

 

The relatively low percentage of people employed in professional, managerial, 
and administrative positions, the bias towards manual forms of employment and 
the fact that unemployment at 6.8 per cent is double the national average, 
conspire to make programming and marketing the City Hall and Hull New 
Theatre one the most challenging performing arts opportunities in Britain today.  
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4.3 ‘Competitor’ venues in the primary market 
 
Having reaffirmed what is well known to the Council and the venues’ 
management – that demographics reveal a market with lower propensity to 
attend the arts – it is important for the programmers to be aware of their 
competition (and potential collaborators), so that they can compete for, and 
attract the limited audience. A potential ‘primary competitor set’ for the Hull 
venues that are within 30-minutes drive time of the city currently comprises: 
 

• Hull Arena 
• Spring Street Theatre/Hull Truck Theatre 
• Donald Roy Theatre and Studio, University of Hull 
• Middleton Hall, University of Hull 
• Hull College Theatre, at Queen’s Gardens Centre 
• Potential Hull casinos at St Andrew’s Dock and/or Kingston 

Communications Stadium, possibly with new theatres 
 
An overview of the competitor venues and some future developments follows:  
 
Hull Arena 
 
The Hull Arena is owned by Kingston upon Hull City Council and managed by 
the Council’s Leisure Department. Promoted as ‘The most versatile venue in 
Yorkshire’, this utilitarian space includes an Olympic-sized ice rink, licensed bar 
and cafeteria. In addition to sports activities, the Arena is available for concerts, 
pantomimes, conferences, seminars, company fun days, exhibitions, fairs and 
parties. An annual amateur pantomime on ice is staged for six performances over 
two days in December. In 2004, the production by Hull Figure Skating Club will 
be Snow White. The Arena has hosted several top names, including Oasis, Paul 
Weller, Stereophonics, Atomic Kitten, The Beach Boys and Lippanzarner Stallions. A 
stage is laid over the ice rink, which is surrounded by 1609-seats. Although 
managed separately from the City Hall, the respective managers liaise, avoiding 
potential ‘clashes’.    
 
Spring Street Theatre/Hull Truck Theatre 
 
The 300-seat Spring Street Theatre is a converted Methodist church, owned by 
Kingston upon Hull City Council and leased, via Humberside Theatre Trust 
Limited, to Hull Truck Theatre, the city’s professional producing theatre that is 
governed by Hull Truck Theatre Company Limited, a council-influenced 
independent non-profit distributing company limited by guarantee and 
registered as charity. Artistic director John Godber has led the Company for 
twenty years. The theatre employs approximately thirty full-time staff.  
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One of the best-known theatres for ‘popular’ drama in England, its turnover is 
approximately £1.4million. It receives revenue investment from the Arts Council 
(£380,000 in 2004-05), Hull City Council (£286,780 in 2004-05) and smaller, 
intermittent investment from others such as Cityventure. Earned income 
amounts to approximately £732,000, over half of which comes from touring fees. 
Hull City Council has also awarded grants for an education programme, of 
£19,500 in 2003-04. The theatre sold approximately 60,000 tickets in 2003-04, 
when it presented 322 performances. Total public investment per seat sold is 
£11.11, of which Hull City Council share is £4.78. In the past five years, 
attendance has climbed steadily back to 1980s levels, for it had declined to only 
24,000 in 1999, when 218 performances were given. The Company tours 
nationally, mainly with plays by John Godber. Hull Truck last collaborated with 
Hull New Theatre when Godber’s On the Piste premiered at Kingston Square in 
1991, because of its large staging requirements. The Company’s education and 
outreach work provided 415 schools and community groups’ workshops in 2003.   
 
The Company has found a new home as tenant, alongside the Albemarle Music 
Centre, in the comprehensive Ferensway development, for which it has designed 
a 450-seat main house and 100-seat studio. This theatre construction and fit-out is 
estimated to cost £14million. The freehold interest (and the whole scheme) will 
on completion rest with the developers. A long leaseback of the theatre will be 
signed with Hull City Council, and an under lease granted to Hull Truck, in 
compliance with the most recent Arts Council National Lottery capital award of 
£450,000 in December 2003. Hull City Council has made a £4million capital grant 
to the theatre. At September 2004, stakeholder capital contributions amount to 
£11.5million. Private sector and individual giving campaigns have begun for the 
remaining £2.5million. Hull Daily Mail has recently pledged support to the 
private sector and individual-giving campaign by adopting the theatre as its 
charity of the year. This might imply a need for Hull New Theatre and the City 
Hall to exert their press relations next year.  
 
The opening of the new Hull Truck Theatre will occur in 2007. In its feasibility 
study for their new theatre, Hull Truck asserted that there are potentially 100,000 
untapped drama attendees within 30-minutes drive time of Hull. This is an 
overstatement: it would mean that one quarter of the population has a 
propensity to attend plays, whereas other studies suggest that the number of 
people in Hull so inclined is only 63,000. Nevertheless, their business plan 
supposes continuing annual increments in attendance, to 171,000 patrons per 
annum in the fifth year of operating the new theatre. Such support would exceed 
the annual attendance at Hull New Theatre, which has averaged 161,500 over the 
past four years. In the event that Hull Truck’s attendance does not deviate from 
its steep estimates, this new theatre will be a rival for Hull New Theatre, where a 
modest 12,500 tickets were sold for plays last year. In any event, there will be a 
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distinct probability of audience displacement, ultimately to the cost of the 
Council. Hull Truck’s new theatre presents an increase in annual supply of 
available theatre seats in Hull of approximately 90,000.  
 
The Head of Cultural Services may need to consider mechanisms for future 
cooperation between these venues’ managers, especially because Hull Truck will 
widen its presentations to include hosted shows. Hitherto, the venues have 
happily coexisted. This was good for the Council. The theatres’ different 
characteristics caused no tensions. In passing, it is worth noting the inbuilt 
polarisations between Hull Truck (a repertory theatre) and Hull New Theatre (a 
touring house). These are imperceptible to the public eye, and sometimes to a 
local authority. In its structures, control and processes, Hull Truck might be 
described as being innovative, fluid, open and engaging, adventurous and 
dynamic, subject mainly to peer group appraisal through the Arts Council 
funding system, and fiercely independent. On the other hand, Hull New 
Theatre’s organisation is centralised, stratified, and governed more by rules and 
controls, with formal Council appraisal. Its organisation is functionally efficient, 
stable and business-oriented.  
 
The side effects of the new Hull Truck Theatre may, for instance, point to a need 
for less drama at Hull New Theatre (or, at least, only epic productions) and a 
constitutional equality between the venues. The Council might take the lead on 
cooperation between the dissimilar theatres, including the adoption of an overall 
theatres and festivals strategy for the City, to include strategic audience 
development and programming priorities to achieve the challenging new targets. 
Otherwise, after 2007 it could be exhorted to increase its operating grant to Hull 
Truck, to subsidise the inevitably higher fixed costs at the new Ferensway 
theatre.   
 
Anticipating future discussion of the governance of Hull New Theatre and the 
City Hall (in Section 13), the board composition of Hull Truck is also noteworthy. 
There are twelve directors, including the chair and vice-chair that are 
independent of the Council. Two directors are Councillor-nominees, one director 
is a former Councillor, one director is a former City architect (who worked on the 
previous refurbishment at Hull New Theatre), one director is a former Council 
employee with experience of festivals, and others are from business, media, the 
arts and education. 
 
 
Donald Roy Theatre and Studio, Drama Department, University of Hull 
 
The Donald Roy Theatre at the Gulbenkian Centre holds up to 250-seats and 
presents approximately twelve internally initiated and publicly ticketed 
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productions by the Drama Department of the University of Hull. Architect Peter 
Moro (Nottingham Playhouse, Royal Festival Hall, etc) designed the Grade II 
listed building in the 1960s. The main theatre is adaptable, with mobile seating 
blocks enabling productions to be staged in a variety of ways including 
proscenium, thrust, transverse, promenade or in-the-round. There are regular 
lunchtime and evening performances, which are often experimental in nature. In 
addition, occasional small-scale professional companies perform at the theatre. 
For Hull theatregoers including those students and cognoscenti who find Hull 
Truck Theatre too-John Godber dominated, or who believe that Hull New 
Theatre offers an unchallenging diet of post-London West drama in an overly 
formal environment, or who enjoy all theatre, the range and ‘exploration’ of 
productions at the Gulbenkian Centre provides the most  appetising repertoire in 
Hull. Links between the drama department and the city are fostered through The 
Friends of the Donald Roy Theatre: annual membership is £6, corporate 
membership £20 and life membership £100. There are 45+ annual members        
25 life members and a further 85 graduating members who receive free 
subscription.  
 
Middleton Hall, the Department of Music, University of Hull 
 
The Middleton Hall is a 514-seat concert hall-theatre, with organ, raked 
auditorium and two galleries, built in 1967. Additionally, the Lindsey Suite is a 
200-seat recital room. The Hall is used for academic and education work, with 
classical music performances, fully staged opera and music theatre, occasional 
conferences and exhibitions. Managed by the one of the foremost music 
departments in England, the Hall is associated with the department’s Opera 
North residencies, the University Orchestra, the University Big Band, the Early 
Music Ensemble, Jazz Choir, the University Choir and other societies. A public 
concert series is curated. For example, twelve events are scheduled during the 
autumn term. Hull University Music Society arranges other music events, 
including trips to concerts elsewhere.   
 
Hull has no professional orchestra. The launch of Hull Sinfonietta in November 
2004 will fill this void at the level of chamber orchestra; the ensemble is founded 
by the department and artistic director Lee Tsang, aiming to develop the national 
profile of professional musicians from the region, providing opportunities for 
artists and audiences alike to explore appealing repertoire at a professional level. 
In November 2004, a pilot event in the Live Arts Space of the Ferens Art Gallery 
will provide an opportunity for twenty musicians to work over one weekend 
towards an afternoon concert featuring the latest work by Alastair Borthwick, the 
department’s head of composition and the arrangement of Mahler’s 4th 
symphony by Erwin Stein. This concert is a milestone for Hull, funded by Hull 
City Council, Arts Council England and Hull University.   
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The music department is also associated with developing affinities between 
Manchester Camerata and Hull, including the City Hall. These are part of the 
orchestra’s music education work. The first project led to the formation of Hull 
Youth Chamber Orchestra, comprising student players from the University and 
Hull Music Service. The inauguration comprised training from Manchester 
Camerata musicians, leading to a performance at the Middleton Hall. The music 
department is a member of Music:Link, a music information service for 
Lincolnshire and the East Midlands that has no equivalent in East Yorkshire.9 
Hull City Hall might benefit from joining this association of concert promoters, 
choirs and choral societies, orchestras, bands and groups.   
 
There is scope for the City Hall to collaborate with the music department; some 
pointers will be discussed in Section 9. For now, with the large symphonic hall 
that is the City Hall, and the small hall that is the Middleton, Hull conspicuously 
lacks a 900-to-1000-seat hall. This is a major constraint in strategic programming 
development for classical music.   
 
 
Hull College Theatre 
 
The recently upgraded Queen’s Gardens Centre of Hull College incorporates a 
media and performing arts block at the rear, with a new 200-seat working 
theatre. The new buildings will provide students with up-to-date theatre 
technologies and the venue will be available for occasional outside hire or small-
scale touring theatre. The College offers AS level, BTECH, FdA and BA (Hons) 
degrees in several performing arts disciplines. For Hull New Theatre and the 
City Hall, there is potential to collaborate, by possible staffs’ instruction on their 
technical theatre and arts administration courses and modules. The College’s 
Local History Unit could assist a venues’ education programme.  
 
The Albemarle Music Centre 
 
Hull City Council Learning and Culture manage the Albemarle Music Centre on 
Ferensway. As already mentioned, this will move into new premises adjacent to 
the Hull Truck Theatre in 2007. The Centre is part of Council’s music support for 
schools. It provides rooms for large ensembles to rehearse on a weekly basis 
during term time. When pupils attain technical skill on their musical instrument, 
they are invited to join an ensemble. There are also three choirs rehearsing at the 
Albemarle and a gamelan orchestra. Schools are invited to tender the names of 
pupils for audition. Theory and aural training classes are held at the music centre 
and are available for pupils having instrumental lessons in schools. Although not 

                                                 
9 see http://www.music-link.org/soc-org/index.html 
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a ‘competitor’ venue to the City Hall, the incubation of local musicians is an 
important part of the supply chain for City Hall concerts, including youth 
orchestras that hire the Hall.  
 
Casinos at St Andrew’s Dock and/or Kingston Communications Stadium, Hull 
 
There are two casino planning applications and proposals at Hull, at St Andrew’s 
Dock and/or Kingston Communications Stadium. These are potentially 
regionally significant casinos. Many casinos in other countries include lyric 
theatres with year-round touring attractions. They are often of 2,000+ seats and 
do not necessarily schedule ‘Las Vegas’-style cabaret theatre forms. Hull City 
Council should consider these factors when considering planning permissions.  
 
4.4 ‘Competitor’ venues in the secondary market 
 
In addition to the primary competitor venues, Hull New Theatre and the City 
Hall operate in a wider, ‘secondary’ market. This table shows the venues within 
an approximate 60-minutes drive time of Hull: 
 

Performing Arts Venues in the Secondary Operating Environment 
 

Venue 
 

Location No of Seats 

Theatre Royal 
Grand Opera House 
Barbican 
Sir Jack Lyons Concert Hall & 
Central Hall, University of York 
Grand Theatre and Opera House 
City Varieties Music Hall 
Leeds Civic Theatre 
Victoria Hall 
West Yorkshire Playhouse 
Civic Theatre 
Civic Theatre 
Plowright Theatre 
The Auditorium 
Spa Theatre & Royal Hall 
Futurist Theatre 
Stephen Joseph Theatre 
Spa Theatre and Spa Grand Hall 
Gate Theatre & Arts Centre 
Theatre Royal and Opera House 

York 
York 
York 
York 
York 
Leeds 
Leeds 
Leeds 
Leeds 
Leeds 

Doncaster 
Rotherham 
Scunthorpe 

Grimsby 
Bridlington 

Scarborough 
Scarborough 
Scarborough 

Goole 
Wakefield 

863 
1000 
1500 
353 
1800 
1550 
531 
521 
1858 

756 and 356 
500 
350 
353 
1224 

980 and 1500 
2700 

404 and 165 
620 and 1825 

88 
509 
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Leeds Grand Theatre & Opera House 
 

Plans for a £31.5million refurbishment of the Grand Theatre and Assembly 
Rooms were submitted to Leeds City Council in 2004. The theatre is owned by 
the Council and operated by Leeds Grand Theatre Limited, a Council-controlled 
trust whose members are the leisure committee. Several alterations are planned 
for the Grade II* listed building, which opened in 1878, in order to restore the 
building’s heritage and make it more comfortable and accessible for theatregoers. 
Improvements will include replacing and re-raking the stalls’ seats, new comfort 
cooling, a reconfiguration of the orchestra pit, improved disabled access and 
enhanced acoustic treatments. The theatre’s adjoining assembly rooms – that 
have been closed for decades – will be refurbished for rehearsal studios and a 
new 350-seat studio. The Grand Theatre is the ‘home’ to Opera North, which 
occupies the theatre for 22 weeks annually. 
 
Arts Council England National Lottery has awarded £15million towards the 
project costs. Leeds City Council has contributed £5.5million. A grant from the 
Heritage Lottery Fund (principally for the assembly rooms’ component) is 
pending, and a public appeal for £5.5million will be launched shortly. Subject to 
planning approval, work is due to begin in 2005, for completion in autumn 2006, 
with the assembly rooms reopening in 2007. The Grand Theatre sold 231,000 
tickets in 2002-03, being 54% of capacity. The attendance would appear low for a 
big theatre in a big city, but there were only 274 performances, because many 
weeks are given to rehearsals for Opera North. Several observers regard the 
Grand as the ‘sleeping giant’ of the No.1 theatre circuit: it has been competently 
led by the incumbent manager for 28 years, but aside from Opera North, North 
Ballet Theatre (that performs four weeks annually) and the pantomime, the 
schedule could be considered outworn when compared to the internationalism 
that stamps the best No.1 theatres, such as the Lowry, Salford and Theatre Royal, 
Newcastle upon Tyne. This might change after refurbishments: there are plans to 
develop a structured relationship with two other British lyric companies. In 
future, the Hull market (especially people living betwixt and between Leeds) 
may become more excited by the Grand Theatre, but because the utilisation of 
the main house cannot change significantly, the refurbishment may be seen as a 
defensive investment. Moreover, the improvement of working conditions for 
Opera North could be seen as advantageous to Hull, for its potential to assist the 
company’s work at the New Theatre and residencies at Hull University. 
 
Another theatre development in Leeds is a replacement for Leeds Civic 
Theatre. Leeds City Institute that houses the Civic Theatre is being converted 
to a museum. A new, twin-auditorium theatre will open on Millennium 
Square in 2005: featuring a range of shops, office space, courtyard restaurants 
and cafés, the ‘Electric Press’ development will blend old and new buildings in 
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a new environment that will become a hub of activity for the city. The 
programme will correspond to the Civic Theatre: principally a home for 
amateur theatre, but with more small-scale professional visiting productions 
than hitherto.   
 
The following developments at other towns and cities in the secondary 
catchment may also affect the future market supply: 
 

• Goole Arts Centre: the East Riding theatre infrastructure will be 
strengthened by Goole Town Council’s plan for a new auditorium that has 
this year received £275,000 from Arts Council National Lottery. This will 
augment the small Gate Theatre at this former Humber shantytown.  

 
• New theatre for Doncaster, and/or Grand Theatre reopening: the Civic 

Theatre at Doncaster may be replaced by a new 650-seat touring house, 
expected to be opened in 2007. Additionally, a grassroots campaign to 
reopen the Doncaster Grand Theatre (potential for 1000-seats) is gaining 
momentum, led by an energetic Friends group that has obtained private 
sector finance for an imminent feasibility study. A new University of 
Doncaster may be a strategic partner for one of these developments.  

 
• Scarborough Borough Council: a new theatres’ strategy was received in 

September 2004; this recommends replacement or complete remodelling 
of the 2,750-seat Futurist Theatre into a 2000-seat-maximum theatre, 
principally for one-night stands, pantomime and short summer variety 
seasons. Council has secured partnership funds from Yorkshire Forward 
for progressing the strategy. 

 
• The University of York is developing an extremely ambitious scheme for 

a new arts centre at their Heslington campus. This will include a theatre 
and concert hall. A new department of theatre, film and television studies 
is in formation and, in April 2004, the Sir Jack Lyons Music Research 
Centre opened. 

 
• Theatre Royal and Opera House, Wakefield: a gap site adjacent to the 

theatre will be developed into a new front of house area and arts centre; 
the auditorium will remain the same size. An appeal for capital funds will 
be launched soon.  

 
• ‘The Yorkshire Entertainment Sensation’, Rotherham: A massive £300 

million entertainment and leisure complex moved a step closer in October 
2004 when three major leisure giants signed up. The ‘Yes’ project next to 
Rother Valley Country Park will include a 2,000-seat  theatre, built as a 
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joint venture between Rotherham Borough Council and property 
developers Oak Holdings. Among the partners is Clear Channel 
Entertainment (Theatrical) UK Ltd, which has confirmed an interest in 
operating the theatre complex in the scheme. They expect the new theatre 
to be able to stage full-scale ‘West End’ productions and other events. 
Rotherham Council is expecting a planning application for the site in 
January 2005. 

  
4.6 Local economy and social environment 
 

With 73 per cent of houses in Hull rated as Band A for Council Tax, the Council 
faces financial challenges in the provision of services to its citizens. Despite the 
successful of regeneration of many parts of the city centre, and the growth of a 
broader-based economy, many people have not shared in the success. Population 
decline has damaged the city’s social wellbeing and economy. Many Hull 
residents depend on benefits. There are low levels of academic and vocational 
achievement in some suburbs. Many communities suffer from high crime rates 
and social disorder. The Council actively promotes community involvement and 
works with partners to tackle social exclusion and to improve the quality of life 
for the citizens of Hull. The City Hall and Hull New Theatre assist Council’s 
broad objectives by contributing to the economic, social and artistic wellbeing of 
its communities, and the renaissance of the city centre.  The venues are important 
to the image of the city, helping to make it attractive for inward investment.   
 
 
4.7 Tourism 
 

Hull has several top attractions for tourists, such as The Deep, the Museums 
Quarter, the Maritime Museum and the Ferens Art Gallery. These stand 
comparison with anywhere in Britain. As well as the historic Old Town and the 
Marina, the city centre has modern shopping precincts and 120 bars and pubs. 
There is a new gay quarter: entrepreneurs at three clubs promote their attractions 
via organised bus trips from other northern cities. However, the development of 
other cultural tourism may be constrained by the small number of restaurants 
and cafés; many of these close in the evenings, when the city centre often feels 
deserted. Hull City Council Tourism accentuates the particular cultural benefits 
of Hull, such as Hull Truck Theatre, and tempts people to see the famous 
company on its home ground. Only four per cent of patrons at the City Hall 
come from further than 60-minutes drive time of Hull, and 3 per cent at Hull 
New Theatre. This is not so surprising because the Hull programmes are rarely 
exclusive to Yorkshire, but it would be interesting to compare these proportions 
with tourist attendance at the City’s several festivals, museums and art gallery. 
To entice more tourists to its venues, the Council would need to invest in a 
sustained schedule of high-quality exclusive productions and concerts, organised 
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farther in advance than the current planning cycles. Council would need to 
encourage the City Hall and Hull New Theatre to work in partnership with the 
festivals to stage large events with them, such as artists and ensembles from the 
Netherlands and Belgium who would not perform at York, Leeds, Bradford and 
Sheffield.          
 
 
4.8 Observations 
 
An overview of the market area and competitor venues provides the following 
observations: 
 

• 411,000 people reside in the venues’ 30-minutes drive time catchment 
area 

• There is a potential performing arts audience of 134,000 in this catchment 
area 

• There is a seasonally large student population of 22,000+ 
• There is a low propensity to attend the performing arts 
• The holding capacity of theatres and concert halls in Hull is 3,896; there 

are 107 people per seat. This is not an especially high level of supply 
• A new, bigger Hull Truck Theatre opening in 2007 will increase the 

supply of seats on sale by 90,000 annually 
• The competitor venues in Hull are, excepting the Hull Arena, much 

smaller than the City Hall and Hull New Theatre 
• There might be new lyric theatres within Hull casino developments  
• The smaller venues are actively involved in education and outreach 
• All competitor venues work in partnership with external agencies 
• The University of Hull is an impresarial concert presenter 
• The University of Hull drama department manages a progressive public 

theatre 
• Six theatres and concert halls in the secondary environment are 

undergoing or planning major refurbishments; these are unlikely to affect 
the Hull venues 

• Three new venues in the secondary environment that could influence the 
Hull venues are in the planning stage: a 2,000-seat theatre at Rotherham, 
an arts centre at York University and a revival of the long-closed 1,000-
seat Grand Theatre, Doncaster 

• The Hull economy has not yet recovered from the decline of its shipping 
and fishing base. Unemployment rates are double the national average 
and disposable income is lower than average 

• New visitor attractions such as The Deep and the Museums, are 
contributing to a growth in cultural tourism
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5. Hull City Council as a concert hall and theatre management 
 
The City Hall and Hull New Theatre respective venue managers presently report 
to the Head of Cultural Services. The venues fall under the jurisdiction of the 
Department of Learning & Culture, although presently there is no Committee or 
working group that oversees performance. The Council aims to serve a broad 
range of market segments, whether for concerts, pantomime, amateur theatre, 
variety, classical music, musicals, ballet, dance, opera, folk music and comedy, 
lyric theatre or drama. However, the range of these events programmed 
normally by the Theatre & Halls Director and the need to respond quickly and 
flexibly to the market, both in terms of concert-and-theatregoer expectations and 
when negotiating with producers and promoters, as well as the commercial 
sensitivity of financial arrangements, creates considerable challenges for Council 
in the monitoring of performance and setting targets. Council has regulated the 
contracts through its Legal Services’ production of a Code of Practice for Theatre 
Productions (January 2003).10 
 
Whilst the task of setting objectives and appraising performance might now be 
mediated between the Head of Cultural Services and the Theatre & Halls 
Director (or the respective venue managers until a new appointment), the role of 
the department head is less defined than would be the case for Directors of a 
limited company running a ‘stand alone’ theatre business.  
 
It is important that Council is aware of the non-artistic conventions by which the 
two venues operate as a ‘receiving houses’. This Section aims to identify, define 
or recapitulate key concepts. 
 
 
5.1. Financial arrangements with promoters 
 
The managers operate the City Hall and Hull New Theatre in a competitive 
commercial world beyond the local authority ‘culture’. Producing companies 
and artists’ agents (whether they are profit-seeking or subsidised firms) do 
business not only with Hull but also with other civic concert halls and theatres, 
profit-seeking venues, non-profit touring houses, commercial syndicated chains 
of venues and with festivals, record companies, radio and television etc. There is 
considerable scope for wheeling and dealing, with a need for rapid decision-
making, as well as the taking of considerable risk.  

                                                 
10 Code of Practice for Theatre Productions, Hull, Kingston upon City Council Legal Services, January 
2003. This acknowledged the difficulty in applying objective criteria to theatre performances as it 
is often subjective professional theatrical and musical judgement as to whether or not a particular 
attraction will be a success at Hull.  
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188 contracts were negotiated for attractions at the City Hall in 2003-2004, plus 54 
at Hull New Theatre. A key observation in this review is therefore an 
explanation and assessment of how well these arrangements have been 
managed, and to note the realm in which the managers works. For example, a 
promoter may offer an act on terms favourable to fill a date on a British tour; on 
other occasions, the offer of a less well-known performer whose performance 
involves financial risk may be linked to a future box office certainty from the 
same source, and so on.  
 
Getting the deal with the promoter wrong is a principal cause of failure in many 
other concert halls and theatres. Furthermore, the venues are potentially the 
competitor of every other hall and theatre on the touring circuit in respect of the 
attraction they want at the time they want. The successful negotiation of terms is 
paramount; the venues must retain as much of the box office income as possible.  
 
 
5.2 Deals at the City Hall and Hull New Theatre 
 
There are four main terms under which deals between the venues and the 
promoter are agreed: 

Hire, under which the venue receives an agreed sum irrespective of the success 
or failure of the performance. Here, the venue bears none of the risk and its 
income is certain. Hires are frequent at the City Hall – principally for amateur 
ensembles and functions – infrequent at the New Theatre.   

Box office split, in which income is shared between the venue and promoter, 
usually on a percentage basis. Here, risk is shared. 

First call, in which the venue pays a sum up to an agreed maximum, but 
dependent on results; the producer receives the take but only what is taken. Any 
income above this level is shared, again usually on a percentage basis or with a 
‘second call’ to the venue, the amount of which the venue should seek to equate 
to, and exceed, its weekly overhead costs. Risk is shared, but the greater part falls 
on the Council. 

Guarantee, where the venue pays an agreed sum to the promoter irrespective of 
the outcome of the event. Here, the venue receives all or any profit but bears all 
the risk. 

Permutations include the payment by the venues of royalties ‘off-the-top’, (very 
common at the New Theatre but infrequent at the City Hall), a mixture of 
guarantee, first or second call to the promoter. Here, a complex ladder of mutual 
reward is negotiated between the manager and the promoter. 
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The venues issue their own written contract to the promoter; a synoptic contract 
that is abstracted by ‘experience’ with the regular promoters, and a more 
compendious document for the larger attractions such as the annual pantomime. 
I have compared the contracts at Hull with those used number of other venues, 
and supplied precedents to the theatre manager. The standard form of Hull 
venues’ contract is satisfactory, but should continue to be monitored, especially 
during 2004 because many non-profit registered touring companies and 
ensembles have deregistered from VAT. The contracts cover such details as the 
number of complimentary tickets available to each performance, the ticket prices 
and concessions, and who is to bear certain costs (‘the rider’) such as flowers in 
the dressing rooms, marketing and advertising expenditure, Performing Rights 
Society levies, stage staffs and their hours of work, equipment available from a 
standard inventory, and piano tuning. These items are enumerated on the 
‘settlement statement’ and sometimes charged to the promoter by the venue by 
deduction as a ‘contra’; there are over forty potential categories of rechargeable 
items at the venues. I examined a sample of settlement statements, and confirm 
that the managers are making customary recharges. However, I recommend that 
the ‘contra’ items be constantly reviewed, with a possible annual target set for 
income to be recovered from promoters. For instance, the recharge of stage 
labour could be a budgeted ‘profit centre’, with a margin of 15%.  

Council should commend the managers for the deals they have struck: this chart 
shows the type and proportion of terms used in the 50+ contracts at Hull New 
Theatre last year:  

Hull New Theatre 
Type and Proportion of Deals

35%

29%

19%

11%
6%

Box Office
Percentage Split
First Call

Hire

Fee/Guarantee

FOC/In House
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The venues adopt a mixture of financial arrangements: only approximately one 
in ten shows are booked on guarantees. Each contract represents the outcome of 
considerable negotiation on the part of the manager. The cycle of programme 
organisation begins by ‘pencilling dates’ (which could easily develop into chaos 
if no specific duration is allotted to the ‘provisional’ booking). It is courtesy and 
custom that given a reasonable time no ‘pencilling’ is erased by either the theatre 
manager or promoter until they call to declare a confirmation or otherwise. The 
City Hall and Hull New Theatre keep or lose much of their reputation with 
promoters by holding on to ‘pencilled bookings’, and on the other side the 
promoters cause much trouble and expense by cancelling a date peremptorily. 
The managers have to keep in constant touch with promoters to ascertain the 
firmness of their intentions. My observation is that, through the efficiency of the 
‘Artifax’ computerised diary and the example set by Mr Hills, Messrs Ridley and 
Lister do this very well.   

Each attraction is usually priced separately on the advice of the manager, who 
received advice from the marketing manager. A fund of experience in ticket 
pricing has been accumulated over time: Hull often knows its public more than a 
promoter. Under a guarantee, the venue holds the upper hand in setting prices; 
by the venue, following negotiations between it and the promoter, under a box 
office split and first call, and by the hirer under a simple hire.  

The approaches used in individual contracts are strongly influenced by the 
market; for example, many major attractions that Hull might like to book will 
only accept guarantees, and whether or not the promoter is a subsidised or 
profit-seeking company often has no bearing on the deal structure. At Hull New 
Theatre, a rigorous regime of setting ‘box-office’ share terms or first calls has 
taken precedence over occasional guarantees, and the ‘acting’ managers have 
continued Mr Hills’ skill in driving and maintaining this tough arrangement. The 
detailed contractual basis of each presentation – for example the percentages 
used in a box office split or the guarantee paid – is usually to be different for each 
production. It is also commercially sensitive. Within the concert hall and theatre 
business, popular entertainers’ status is determined by the fees they can 
command and the basis on which they are paid; top names for one-night concerts 
at the City Hall may receive high guarantees or large (80% plus) splits of the box 
office. An entertainer’s earning power could be badly damaged if, for example, it 
became known that the venue had by skilful negotiation obtained him or her for 
less than the usual terms.  

The actual share varies between the Hull venues and other cities and towns on a 
tour. The managers are, therefore, quite right to be reluctant to release details of 
arrangements with artists and promoters, and indeed to other concert halls and 
theatres; nevertheless, through their canny approach, they have built and are 
maintaining a trusting relationship with many promoters, the hope being that 
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both parties are reasonably confident of predicting the box office outcome. 
Comparison of individual shows outcomes with other theatres is therefore 
difficult. Kingston upon Hull City Council will rarely know the full details of an 
event’s negotiation, but the Head of Cultural Services should be abreast of the 
framework for permutations; over time, Council as well as the venue managers 
must be skilled at monitoring the deals and their outcome in the managers’ 
progress reports. These outcomes are as important as any frameworks for 
performance-number targets in the categories of art forms delineated at the two 
venues.  

The various financial arrangements each have advantages and disadvantages. 
Hire, for example, removes risk from the business. Nevertheless, hire charges set 
below the market rate may deprive the venue of income, and deliver no 
contribution to overheads or to the audience who the Council is trying to help. 
The hirer controls the ticket prices, may still charge what the market will bear 
and simply make a greater profit. These are the present hire charges at the City 
Hall. They correspond to the rentals at other large concert halls on the touring 
circuit, and also with Hull New Theatre that charges £1850 per full day: 

 
CITY HALL CHARGES 2003/2004 

 
AREA AND DESCRIPTION OF CHARGES 
 
 

 
CAT ‘A’ 

 
CAT ‘B’ 

 
CAT ‘C’         

 
MAIN HALL - LARGE SCALE (Open all areas 
including Mortimer Suite) 
Includes Rock Concerts and other large-scale 
auditorium events. 

 
Mon-Fri £1880 
Sat £2050 
Sun £2400 

 
Mon-Fri £1450 
Sat £1600 
Sun £1900 

 
Mon-Fri £1200 
Sat £1350 
Sun £1600 

 
MAIN HALL - MEDIUM SCALE (Open all areas) 
Includes orchestral concerts, small-scale rock 
concerts, country and western, cabaret and dances, 
degree days, boxing & exhibitions 

 
Mon-Fri £1630 
Sat  £1790 
Sun £2000 

 
Mon-Fri £1400 
Sat £1550 
Sun £1800 

 
Mon-Fri £1100 
Sat £1200 
Sun £1500 

 
MAIN HALL - SMALL SCALE (Open main floor 
only) 
Includes all events. 

 
Mon-Fri £1100 
Sat £1200 
Sun £1400 

 
Mon-Fri £  900 
Sat £1100 
Sun £1300 

 
Mon-Fri £  700 
Sat £  900 
Sun £1200 

 
MAIN HALL - MORNING OR AFTERNOON 
Staged during normal working hours (Monday - 
Friday) of a duration not to exceed 4 hours, 
including tea dances, organ recitals, public 
meetings etc. 

 
Mon-Fri £  600 
Sat £  700 
Sun £  900 
  

 
Mon-Fri £  500 
Sat £  600 
Sun £  800 

 
Mon-Fri £  450 
Sat £  550 
Sun £  750 

 
PREPARATION DAYS & REHEARSALS 
 
Large Scale 
 
Small Scale 
 
CONFERENCES -  per day 
 

 
CAT ‘A’ 
 
£1100 
 
£  900 
 
£1400 

 
CAT ‘B’ 
 
£1000 
 
£800 
 
£1300 

 
CAT ‘C’ 
 
£800 
 
£700 
 
£1200 
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CITY HALL CHARGES 2003/2004 

 
ADDITIONAL MAIN HALL EQUIPMENT: 
 
(A) PA System per event FULL DAY 
  
PA System Operator      HALF DAY 
 
(No charge when used for fill-in on main PA 
System) 
 
(B) Use of Organ per event 

 
£  25 
 
 
 
 
 
£  100 

 
£10 per hour normal time, 
minimum 4 hour calls. 
£20 per hour double time, 
minimum 4-hour calls. 

 
MORTIMER SUITE 
(a) Whole complex per day or part thereof’ 
(b) Wedding/Birthday Celebration etc 

ALL DAY 
EVENING 

(c) When used as a unit of auxiliary 
accommodation to Main Hall 

(d) One Gallery (Monday - Friday only) 

 
 
Mon-Fri £  405 
Sat £  430 
Sun £  465 
 
 
 
£  330 
£  230 

 
 
Mon-Fri £  295 
Sat £  325 
Sun £  365 
 
 
 
£  220 
£  180 

 
 
Mon-Fri £  240 
Sat £  265 
Sun £  315 
 
 
 
£  190 
£  155 

 
PREPARATION PER DAY OR PART THEREOF 

 
£210 

 
£165 

 
£145 

 
VICTORIA BAR, CRUSH HALL & FOYER 
- normal time 
- time and half 

 
£  280 
£  400 

 
 

 

 
AUXILIARY CHARGES 

 
 

 
When organisation receives waived charges or 
financial assistance:- 
Heating/Electricity/Water 
Contribution towards staff overtime 1½ 
Contribution towards staff overtime double time 

 
 
 
£  140 
£  140 
£  280 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
BOX OFFICE CHARGES 

 
 

 
Ticket commission for organisation waived charge 
events. 
Ticket commission for organisations within 
KUHCC 
Ticket commission for organisations outside 
KUHCC 
Ticket printing 
Credit card and commission charges 
Performing Rights Society 

 
2½% 
 
5% 
 
7½% 
 
£20 
All costs to be recharged to organiser. 
Appropriate rates to be recharged to organiser. 

 
Please note that the above charges are net of VAT and PRS levy. 
 
CAT ‘A’                 Commercial events to include events such as Degree-Days, Speech Days, Rock and            

Pop Concerts etc. 
CAT ‘B’                  Non Commercials to be used for charity functions and concerts. 
CAT ‘C                   Council organised events only. 
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Although rental is often the commercially preferred arrangement, each type of 
arrangement has disadvantages and advantages for the venues. Key features of 
each deal type are presented in this table:  
  

PROS AND CONS OF DEALS  
AT HULL NEW THEATRE AND THE CITY HALL 

Deal Type Disadvantages Advantages 

Hire Limited control over type of show 
staged 
Difficult to attract regular top 
shows on a hire basis 

No financial risk to the City Hall or Hull 
New Theatre 
Guaranteed income if set at proper rate; 
offers stable arrangement for amateur 
companies and community groups, without 
renegotiations 

Box Office 
Split 

Involves some risk to the Hull 
venue 

Gives a greater choice of type of event 

First Call Hull venue bears much of the risk Increases the choice of type of show still 
further 

Guarantee 
 
 
 
 

Hull bears all of the risk 
Only one or two failures on a big  
show or longer run of performances 
will plunge Hull venue into deficit 
from which it is hard to recover 
 

Hull should receive all or any profit 
May be the only way to obtain the 
production 
Gives Hull venues complete control over 
the programme (as long as they are willing 
to pay artists’ fees and accept the loss or 
risk of the loss) 

 
For Kingston upon Hull City Council, a significant challenge in monitoring this 
portfolio of risk is the difficulty of setting precise objectives and in measuring 
achievement. The financial circumstances and the distribution of risk fluctuate 
considerably. The deal with the producers is foundational to financial success: 
too many guaranteed fees can easily lead to a negative annual return, as 
happened at Hull New Theatre during manager William Macdonald’s artistically 
ambitious but short leadership to 1985. Presently, there appears to be no 
monitoring of deals by the Council, except for the pantomime let by tender. This 
is doubtless because of Mr Hills’ good negotiation skills and knowledge of the 
Hull publics over many years, and the corresponding abilities of Messrs Ridley 
and Lister during the interregnum.  

 
5.3 The delegation of risk 
 
In managing the financial risk on shows at the City Hall and Hull New Theatre, 
future delegation from the Council to the next Theatre & Halls Director will be 
important because she/he will be new in post. A businesslike atmosphere would 
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seem to have prevailed in the past and today: exceptionally, guarantees of up to 
£100K are paid at Hull New Theatre (for the pantomime that has been subject to 
tender), and as much as £26K for a star concert at the City Hall. The delegations 
have worked well in practice because the managers are seasoned and 
knowledgeable, working within the specifically exempted Council procedure 
rules.11 However, delegation should not go too far, especially in the negotiations 
for the Hull New Theatre pantomime, which represents the highest risk to 
Council. So much of the venues’ success depends on the managers’ inclination 
and negotiating skill. Clearly, from the skills alone required to navigate the 
complexities of promoter relationships, she/he must be entrepreneurial and 
identified by promoters, and the Council as the personification of an artistic 
vision, as well as being a tough negotiator. Therefore, I recommend that, in 
future, at least for the first six months after appointment of the next Theatre & 
Halls Director, the system of monitoring future risk be more rigorous. This might 
take the form of a small risk committee, which would, when requested, examine 
box-office forecasts and potential for each production proposed where she/he 
needs to contract it on a guarantee or first call exceeding, perhaps, £15,000 on any 
one performance at the City Hall or £50,000 in one week at Hull New Theatre. A 
decision to redefine any new Theatre & Halls Director’s delegations on 
production contracts would protect the Council in the transition period. 

                                                 
11 Code of Practice for Theatre Productions, op.cit., p.6.  
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6. Functional context: the core business of the Hull New Theatre and its 
current performance 
 
6.1. Utilisation and attendance 
 
There were 263 performances at Hull New Theatre in 2003-04. Compared to 
performances at other touring theatres, utilisation is low:    
 

Hull New Theatre Utilisation: 
Annual Performances Compared to 15 Other Touring Houses

0 100 200 300 400 500

Theatre Royal Nottingham - 476

His Majesty’s Theatre Aberdeen - 437

Grand Theatre Blackpool - 412

Orchard Theatre Dartford - 399

Theatre Royal Newcastle - 387

Alhambra Theatre Bradford - 382

North Wales Theatre Llandudno - 364

Derngate Northampton - 361

Wolverhampton Grand - 349

Swansea Grand Theatre - 338

New Theatre Cardiff - 319

Cliffs Pavilion Southend - 317

 Marlowe Theatre Canterbury - 291

Grand Opera House Belfast - 289

Theatre Royal Norwich - 278

Ashcroft Theatre Croydon - 274

Hull New Theatre - 263

 
 
The main difficulty in programming is the seasonal challenge of finding suitable, 
low-risk attractions in the summer months, when theatregoing is at its lowest 
ebb nationwide, except in seaside resorts, tourist destinations and centres with 
large numbers of conference delegates, and when most of the few productions on 
offer might be inferior. In these circumstances, it is sensible for Hull New Theatre 
to go dark in the summer. In 2004, it closed for three months, a longer duration 
than hitherto, occasioned by the intended reconstruction of the orchestra pit that, 
in the event, was postponed.  
 
In a ‘normal’ year, there are only approximately 39 playing weeks, during which 
time a balanced programme is presented across most performing art forms. This 
chart, which apportions amateur productions to their art form category, shows 
the proportionality last year:     
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Hull New Theatre
Proportionality of Performances by Artform

Year Ending 31 March 2004

Other Events
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Total No. of 
Performances: 

263

Utilisation:
39 Playing Weeks

13 Dark Weeks

 
 
Over time, the annual attendance at Hull New Theatre has been stable: I sampled 
statistics for the past thirty years, when support has never fallen below 145,000, 
and only in two years has exceeded 180,000.  The pattern suggests that audiences 
at Hull are not dwindling, and that successive Theatre & Halls Directors have 
had an acute appreciation of commercial realism. It also emphasises that 
whatever its commitment to artistic development, Council faces an enormous 
challenge if it wants to create and sustain a larger audience: 
 

Hull New Theatre
Paid Attendances for Four Years
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Paid attendance averaged 603 patrons at each performance in 2003-2004. This 
represents 158,741 attendances last year. The theatre’s percentage of seats sold 
undulates from 48 per cent to 55 per cent capacity:  
  

Hull New Theatre
Percentage of Seats Sold for Four Years
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However, percentage occupancy is low when compared to other touring houses:  
 

New Theatre Hull
Percentage Occupancy Compared to 20 Leading UK Touring Theatres 2002-03
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His Majesty’s Theatre Aberdeen - 52%
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New  Theatre Hull - 48%

North Wales Theatre Llandudno - 42%
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6.2 The programme balance 
 
The programming would appear to be highly responsive to theatregoer 
preference: patrons are ‘attracted’ to the shows rather than ‘led’ through 
audience development initiatives. Over 62 per cent of sales are to musicals and 
the pantomime: 
 

 
 
These theatregoer preferences have overshadowed support for other art forms 
over time. Other art forms demonstrate a low proportion of annual attendance, 
which is especially disappointing for plays that, although amounting to 23 per 
cent of performances, were attended by only 8 per cent of the year’s audience.  
 
Several amateur and community companies perform at Hull New Theatre: 
Northern Theatre Company, Hessle Operatic and Dramatic Society, Beverley 
Operatic Society, Ward School of Dance, Pamela Gray Dancing Academy and the 
Annette Burley School of Dancing. An assortment of hires and percentage splits 
apply to community users.  
 
 

 

Hull New Theatre
Seats Sold by Artform

Year Ending 31 March 2004
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Hull New Theatre
Numbers of Performances by Artform for Four Years 2000-01 to 2003-04
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2000-01 63 17 20 45 50 19 49 0 253

2001-02 98 42 29 31 28 13 51 15 298

2002-03 87 62 26 8 32 16 47 20 307

2003-04 75 57 24 20 23 4 45 5 263
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6.3 Sales and marketing 
 
A department of four marketing staff, plus box office sales staff, undertakes the 
vital marketing function. This should remain integral to venue management. In 
house marketing is normal theatre and concert hall custom, and is essential for 
maintaining the confidence of the promoters and visiting companies.  
 
The theatre normally produces three season brochures, undertakes distribution 
and local press advertising. The marketing department has a constantly updated 
mailing list of 30,000 bookers, generated from ticket sales, and is active in the use 
of direct mail. Tickets are priced by the Theatre Manager in discussion with the 
visiting company, upon the advice of the Marketing Manager and her 
interpretation of previous pricing, concessions and results. Visiting company 
marketing staffs are generally satisfied with the marketing department; 
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producers contribute approximately the industry norm of £1,800 per week to 
marketing at Hull New Theatre. 
 
In 2003-04, Hull New Theatre ticket yield was £10.81, net of VAT. This compares 
to other theatres in the benchmarking group: 
 

Hull New Theatre 
Comparison of Average Ticket Yield to other touring houses

£0 £2 £4 £6 £8 £10 £12 £14 £16

Grand Opera House Belfast - £14.16

Cliffs Pavilion Southend - £14.12

New Theatre Cardiff - £13.12

Ashcroft Theatre Croydon - £13.00

Theatre Royal Nottingham - £12.14

Orchard Theatre Dartford - £12.13

His Majesty’s Theatre Aberdeen - £12.03

Theatre Royal Newcastle - £11.87

 Marlowe Theatre Canterbury - £11.76

Derngate Northampton - £11.01

Alhambra Theatre Bradford - £10.84

Hull New Theatre - £10.81

Swansea Grand Theatre - £10.52

Wolverhampton Grand - £10.21

North Wales Theatre Llandudno - £9.90

Theatre Royal Norwich - £9.88

Grand Theatre Blackpool - £9.32

 
 
This review does include a marketing ‘audit’, although I examined two recent 
studies. I confirm that most of their detailed recommendations would appear to 
have been realised. My observation is that the functional sales and promotion for 
Hull New Theatre is competent.  
 
My reservation is the about the equally important subject of the theatre’s image. 
At root, however well sold, welcoming and clean it may be, the inside of Hull 
New Theatre is a dreary and lustreless building. What could be done in the 
short-to-medium term? 
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Overall, the building and the programme requires an integrated strategic 
programming, marketing and PR push:  
 

1. Hull New Theatre programming is coherent and commercially focused, 
but there is a lack of ambition in most performing art forms. There should 
be an education and outreach programme (See Section 8).   

2. The Gold Card member scheme might be replaced. There are 1,200 
members, paying £25 subscription in return for two discount tickets for 
most attractions, or £35 for six discount tickets. The scheme replaced the 
Friends of Hull New Theatre, and although Gold Card members are 
invited to receptions with performers, the ‘community ownership’ 
dimension of the Friends with its participating committee and volunteers 
was not replaced. The Friends were displeased. They had contributed 
£15,000+ to theatre funds each year. If Council were to attract external 
funding and individual giving for refurbishments, a revived Friends 
scheme would be an appropriate vehicle to increase participation.   

3. A corporate membership and show sponsorship scheme. Development 
departments at most touring houses raise between £30,000 and £100,000 
net annually. They do this with one specialist staff. At present, there are 
only two corporate members paying £100 subscription.  

4. The ambience of the foyers and passages – that in the last refurbishment 
were deodorised into an impersonal hotel style foyer – could be improved 
with a ‘permanent’ exhibition of Hull theatrical ephemera. Few other 
cities have unearthed such rich caches of eighteenth-and-nineteenth-
century playbills and posters as Hull. The University of Hull owns a 
collection of 2,500 bills from the 1780s to the 1920s that, with the similar 
collections at Hull Central Library and the museums, and the more recent 
Hull New Theatre archive, provide an astonishing record of theatrical 
activity in Hull. There is ample material for loan display and 
interpretation and with its potential to illuminate many other dimensions 
of social history, could transform the public areas into a fascinating 
exhibition space.  

5. The theatre brochures have improved in the past five years; nevertheless, 
they need frequent modernising. The copy tends to be hackneyed; 
recycling the producers’ text is often obligatory, but the next Theatre & 
Halls Director should be ‘editor-in-chief’, conveying a greater sense of 
pride in the attractions.   

6. In 2004, the Hull New Theatre ‘frankfurter’-type logo designed in 1985 
and modified in 1987 is antiquated: a new emblem should be 
inexpensively designed. There is a tension between the Council’s desires 
to imprint its own logo, but their three crowns insignia on the front of 
house glazing has not yet been brought up to date with its 2002 design. 
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7. Relations with amateur companies are satisfactory, but they should be 
involved with a discussions for ‘rebranding’ the theatre; an annual users’ 
group convened by the Theatre & Halls Director would be useful.       

 
6.4 Catering and ancillary income  
 
Hull New Theatre resumed in-house catering in 2001, with the City Hall. 
Between 1988 and 2000, Three Crowns Catering, the Council-owned company 
that was part of Hull City Services, had managed catering. During this time, 
catering overheads rocketed and the theatre was credited with no net profit from 
these activities.  
 
The theatre contains an underground restaurant, ‘Encore’, with 55 covers, or a 
maximum of 80 if diners are offered a fixed menu. ‘Encore’ is not a purposely-
fitted-out restaurant: it is really the Stalls Bar area, and has inadequate kitchens.  
The Theatre Manager was unable to provide profit and loss accounts, but 
suspects that it still makes a loss. During 2003, daytime opening was tested; 
unfortunately, this attracted only an average of five diners daily, and in 2004, 
catering is confined to pre-performance meals and functions. Trade has suffered 
from the no smoking policy, especially the loss of after-show bars’ patronage by 
artists.  
 
The survey of touring theatres for 2003 indicates Hull New Theatre catering 
profit of £11,159, programme profit of £12,205, and merchandise profit of £7,083. 
These sums are low compared to other theatres. However, the figures are 
unreliable: without proper profit and loss accounts for ancillary activities, 
Council cannot be sure whether ancillary sales are contributing a net profit to 
Hull New Theatre operations. Nobody seems to know the margins and profits 
achieved on bars, programmes, confectionery, ice cream and show-linked 
merchandise. Although a competent Catering Manager runs catering, the senior 
management team is vague about the business elements.  
 
(For suggested financial reporting for catering, see Appendix 16.4.)  
 
6.5 Financial performance 
 
There is no separable profit and loss account for Hull New Theatre; therefore, 
interpretation of the figures in customary theatre management and business 
accounting terms is difficult. 
 
Advance ticket sales at Hull New Theatre (and to a smaller extent City Hall) 
often exceed £600,000; the venues are not credited with bank interest earned by 
Council from; in future, promoters may seek to negotiate their share of interest.  
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Hull New Theatre expenditure was £2,947,798 in 2003-04:  
 

Hull New Theatre
Breakdown of Expenditure for the year ending 31 March 2004

Marketing , £205,710, 7%

Occupancy and the 
Building, £86,853, 3%

Stage, £6,904, 0%

Wages and Salaries, 
£648,680, 22%

Administration and 
General Costs, £610,416, 

21% Cost of Productions, 
£1,389,235, 47%

Total Theatre Costs
£2,947,798

 
 
Scrutiny of the all-important deals outcome shows a considerable improvement 
in 2003-04, where the gross profit was a margin of 20 per cent: 
 

Hull New Theatre
Gross Profit on Productions 2000-01 to 2003-04
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Even so, the margin is less than ten other theatres in the benchmarking group: 
 

 
 
6.6 Staffing the venues 
 
The following staff structure (June 2004) demonstrates that many employees 
work across both venues. There is 37 full-time equivalent staff, plus casuals for 
front of house and stage work. Labour costs of stage casuals are recharged to 
producers. There are no volunteer staffs.  
 
Apart from the Theatre & Halls Director, there is one full-time vacancy for a box 
office systems manager, and a part-time bar cellar man. I recommend that the 
box office systems manager report to the marketing manager in future.  
 
From a venue industry perspective – and especially having regard to the 
economies of scale offered by some central services provided by the City Council 
– I consider that the number of posts and their functions corresponds to efficient 
civic theatre and concert hall norms for a dual-venue operation. It is probable 
that a private operator could run the venues with four fewer office staff, because 
it would programme and negotiate the majority of contracts at head office, where 
other ‘central services’ might reduce the requirement for office staff. A non-profit 

Hull New Theatre: 
Comparison of Gross Profit Margins to 16 Other Touring Houses
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New Theatre Cardiff - 26% 
Alhambra Theatre Bradford - 26% 

Wolverhampton Grand - 23% 
Grand Opera House Belfast -23% 

Grand Theatre Blackpool - 22% 
Derngate Northampton - 22% 
Theatre Royal Norwich - 22% 

Theatre Royal Newcastle - 22% 
Orchard Theatre Dartford - 21% 

Cliffs Pavilion Southend - 20% 
Hull New Theatre - 20% 

 Marlowe Theatre Canterbury - 20% 
Swansea Grand Theatre - 20% 

Theatre Royal Nottingham - 18% 
Ashcroft Theatre Croydon - 15% 

North Wales Theatre Llandudno - 13% 
His Majesty’s Theatre Aberdeen - 12% 
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company might also operate the venues with fewer administration staff at Hull, 
(this subject is discussed in Section 11.), although it should be emphasised that its 
marketing would remain an internal function at the venues.  
 
For now, the organisation structure would appear to be lean for a civic operation, 
although there are no education/outreach or sponsorship/development staffs. 
Although formal music qualifications are not a prerequisite of City Hall job 
descriptions, Manager Tony Ridley’s instrumental training and Press Officer 
Paul Woodmansey being a music graduate from the University of Hull, 
underline the musical knowledge at the City Hall.  
 
Staffs were demoralised by a protracted Council-wide job evaluation 
programme; several posts were rated against unrelated municipal hierarchies 
between 2002 and 2004. This report excludes further investigation of salary levels 
and parities.  
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6.7 Hull New Theatre, City Hall and Box Office: Organisation Chart
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7. Functional context: the core business of the City Hall and its current 
performance 
 
7.1. Utilisation and attendance 
 
There were 163 performances and events at the City Hall in 2003-04, selling 
47,147 seats. This compares with other concert halls: for instance, Middlesbrough 
Town Hall, a comparable venue, gave only 72 performances selling 35,800 seats, 
Leeds Town Hall gave 92 performances, selling 88,200 seats. (There is no national 
benchmarking exercise undertaken by concert halls, so information is 
fragmentary).  
 

Hull City Hall
Paid Attendances for Four Years (excluding principal hires)
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Like Hull New Theatre, annual attendances have been stable over time:   
Hull City Hall

Percentage of Seats Sold for Four Years
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7.2 The programme balance 
 
An anatomy of the City Hall’s programme confirms a far-ranging mix that is all 
things to all people:  
 

Hull City Hall
Proportionality of Performances by Usage

Year Ending 31 March 2004
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There are two special characteristics of the business of the City Hall.  
 

Firstly, Council waives rent to several community-based hirers. In 2003-04, it 
relinquished approximately £74,000 income, with users retaining all box office 
proceeds. Secondly, the international concerts subscription that began in 2002, 
since when Council promoted seven orchestral concerts, increasing to eight in 
2004-05. These are high risk, with the series costing approximately £140,000 in 
fees, or an average of £20,000 per concert including soloists. Half of attendees 
subscribe to the season. They are ‘mainstream’ concerts; receipts averaged 
£14,000 per concert. Before apportioning City Hall marketing and overheads, the 
series loses approximately £42,000. No external subsidy is received from the Arts 
Council – this is important because in some other regions, such as 
Middlesbrough and Stoke on Trent, they award a music project grant of 
£15,000/£17,500 for this purpose. No lobby or application was made by Hull. 
 
Secondly, almost all other attractions are contracted on share terms. Only five 
years ago, the City Hall was a low-key operation and had been the poor relation 
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of Hull New Theatre. Efforts have been made to increase daytime use. A part-
time organ curator assists the programming of future celebrity recitals.  
 
 
7.3 Sales and marketing 
 
Like Hull New Theatre, the City Hall normally produces three season brochures, 
although the print run is only 5,000. It undertakes distribution and local press 
advertising. The marketing function is shared with the theatre, using the core 
mailing list of 30,000 bookers and direct mail. Tickets are priced by the City Hall 
Manager in discussion with the promoter, upon the advice of the Marketing 
Manager and her interpretation of previous pricing, concessions and results. The 
most recent marketing initiative has been to promote the City Hall as a locale for 
civil weddings, and receptions and functions such as bar mitzvahs. Recognising 
that in 2000, there were over two thousand weddings in Hull and that most are 
now civil ceremonies as opposed to religious ceremonies, the Hall has discovered 
a new market. Although it is contending with hotels for weddings and function 
business, the managers recognise the potential that could be very profitable if 
catering facilities are improved.  The managers believe that the weddings’ 
market would be improved with a delegated organiser to keep in regular contact 
with prospective clients, especially for menus, decorations, dates, costings, 
registrar availability and venue selection.  
 
 
7.4 Booking fees 
 
At the City Hall and Hull New Theatre, no booking fee is charged to the public 
on top of published ticket prices, although many other civic theatres and concert 
halls have chosen to do so in the past three years, often as a percentage levy that 
is wholly retained by the venue. 
  
For instance, Nottingham Royal Hall and Theatre Royal, for telephone and 
internet bookings, charge 5 per cent of the ticket price; although for 15 tickets and 
over, there is no booking fee; and the charges includes postage of tickets. At 
Blackpool Grand Theatre, 60 pence booking fee is charged if tickets are posted, 
plus a transaction fee of £1.50 if paying by credit card. At the Theatre Royal, 
Newcastle upon Tyne a charge of 75pence is made for posting tickets, unless a 
stamped addressed envelope is enclosed; here, there are no booking fees, and no 
credit card charges on top of their published price. At the Empire Theatre, 
Sunderland – a ‘processing fee’ of £2.25 plus a ‘service charge’ of £2.25 is levied. 
(This is a Clear Channel venue, using a national box office and call centre, 
Ticketmaster). At the King's Theatre, Glasgow and other Ambassador Theatre 
Group theatres, an unspecified ‘small’ booking fee is added to all telephone 
bookings, excluding Friends and group bookings, subject to a maximum of £2, 
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plus postage charges. At Birmingham Hippodrome, a booking fee is charged on 
all transactions other than cash; this is 6 per cent on top of all prices; plus £1 for 
postage. At the Mayflower Theatre Southampton, a 7% booking fee applied to all 
ticket purchases with the following exceptions: a 3% booking fee is applied to 
online bookings, and no fee is applied where the complete transaction is carried 
out in person across the counter. 
 
I recommend that the managers review the question of booking fees for Hull 
New Theatre and the City Hall. Implementation may be a sensitive subject: it 
would be helpful if they seek advice from their colleagues’ experience at other 
theatres.   
 
 

7.5 Catering and ancillary income  
 

Licensed bars and functions are the mainstay of ancillary income at the City Hall, 
where there is no café-restaurant. My review did not scrutinise profit and loss 
accounts. For suggested financial reporting for catering, see Appendix 16.4. 
Although catering operations have improved since being devolved from Three 
Crowns Catering, the Catering Manager is concerned that costs associated with 
providing Council hospitality functions at the City Hall that are not highlighted.  
 
Council’s rental income from the shops that are part of the City Hall complex is 
credited to the property services department. Management believes that, because 
it has some responsibilities for the premises, the budget should be compensated. 
This is a sensitive matter, which could now be discussed in the context of 
Council’s funding a major refurbishment. The shops rental might be £400,000 per 
annum if all units are leased. The acquisition of two units and conversion to 
kitchens and café would enable the City Hall to transform catering facilities.  
 
 
7.6 Financial performance 
 

There is no separable profit and loss account for the City Hall; therefore, 
interpretation of the figures in customary concert hall and business accounting 
terms is difficult. The attractions made a positive contribution to overheads 
(gross profit) of £188,000 in 2003-04.  
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8. The future operation and management of the City Hall and Hull New 
Theatre 
 
The purpose of this section is to assist Council’s discussion of the current 
programmes, and to ask what the Council and the electorate really expect in 
return for a £1.6million annual operating investment. Is the Council clear about 
what it wants the programme to achieve? Can future programming be guided by 
a new vision for what the City Hall and Hull New Theatre could be? Could a 
new vision achieve a new balance between quality and cost?  
 
8.1 Future programming options and vision 
 
Following the appointment of an artistically literate Theatre & Halls Director 
after the interregnum arrangement, the City Hall and Hull New Theatre should 
be more involved with what they present on the stages. The demand for 
productions by venues on the circuit exceeds supply in England, and in many 
other venues this has stimulated a much more dynamic and focused approach to 
programming. The Theatre & Halls Director will need to discuss the prospects 
for touring productions with a wider range of production companies than 
hitherto. She/he will need to share programming schedules with other touring 
houses and, above all, network in the business, for instance with venues sharing 
some of the same characteristics, of size and ‘peripheral’ location, such as the 
King George’s Hall, Blackburn, the Grand Theatre, Blackpool, the Millennium 
Forum, Londonderry, the Grand Theatre, Swansea and the North Wales Theatre, 
Llandudno.12 There could be occasion to work in consort with other theatres to 
book occasionally adventurous productions that could stimulate demand. 
Theatres and concert halls can be exasperating and volatile creatures to 
programme, but the assertive and loudest managers excite the most attention.      
 
To an outsider, the current programme at both venues might be described as 
mainly reactive, languid and old-fashioned. This may be the result of the 
interplay of demand and supply forces, but it does not assist in making Hull a 
‘Top 10’ city. The schedules are strikingly lacking in premieres and work that is 
exclusive to Hull. The venues receive scant critical attention in the national 

                                                 
12 Programming collaborations between concert halls is, unlike theatres that federate through the 
Theatrical Management Association, comparatively young. The Association of British Concert 
Promoters co-ordinates through the Derngate at Northampton. Hull City Hall might join them, as 
well as attending conferences of the Association of British Orchestras. Many other local authority-
owned concert halls monitor their performance in relation to programming, subsidy and local 
market conditions through APSE (the Association for Public Service Excellence) and this might be 
considered. Other concert networks include the Eastern Orchestral Board; six local authorities in 
neighbouring Lincolnshire are members.   
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media. I was surprised to discover how many people in the business are unaware 
of the existence of the City Hall.  
 
Presently, there seems little reason for attempting to refurbish the buildings for 
new audiences. Council would find it difficult to make artistic, social and business 
arguments for external capital donations from the arts funding system and other 
partnership sources. 
 
To build a new artistic mandate for the venues, if that is what Council desire, I 
recommend discussion of the following:  
 

1. New targets for the programming mix should be agreed with the next 
Theatre & Halls Director. These would be based on discussion of the art 
form categories and ratios in the previous summary charts. These new 
targets should then provide a framework to guide actual programming 
choices, building blocks onto which the rest of the schedule can be 
constructed. Minimum art form targets may well seem rather crude and 
more sophisticated benchmarking could of course be used. Council might 
prefer to approve new targets in terms of the number of tickets sold for 
different art forms rather than the number of attractions presented. In 
particular, the disappointing results of professional drama or near-absence 
of contemporary dance suggests that a new policy articulation and a 
strategic marketing and educational drive are required, perhaps framed 
with contributions from the City arts officer. This may improve the supply 
of attractions in relation to the venues’ future demands. For instance, if 
Arts Council Touring is aware of Hull’s programming aims, they may be 
able to act as marriage brokers by introducing potential subsidised 
production companies to fill a particular requirement. This is pertinent to 
the current Arts Council England Yorkshire strategy, which aims to 
reinvigorate theatre by funding producers and theatres in new 
partnerships, as with the Stage Exchange programme of Audiences 
Yorkshire.  

 
2. Partnerships: that the theatres manager should develop an increased 

range of contacts and partnerships with counterparts in other concert 
halls, touring houses and chosen producers and ensembles. This will need 
a small budget allocation. Long-term relationships with companies can 
increase audiences. There should be a higher Hull profile in the music-
and-theatre-world, so that the city is more likely to be offered productions 
sooner rather than later. In turn, there is, because of proximity to Belgium 
and the Netherlands via the ferry and airport links, scope to associate with 
the managers of the receiving houses at Amsterdam, Antwerp and so on, 
as well to deal with the orchestras and festivals of the Low Countries. I 
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also recommend that the management team should observe best practice 
in other British presenting houses; staff should share information with 
their counterparts elsewhere and attend arts conferences.  

 
3. Producing. Many factors in the volatile touring scene have made 

occasional extension into the entrepreneurial field a matter of enlightened 
self-interest. Since 1994, when there were 72 touring houses in Britain, at 
least a 14 new provincial concert halls and touring houses have opened (at 
Salford, Manchester, Edinburgh, Cardiff, Belfast, Llandudno, 
Londonderry, Durham, Lichfield, Gateshead, Truro, Stoke on Trent, 
Brecon and Milton Keynes). Some former producing theatres are now 
significant receiving houses, as at Cheltenham and Bromley. These venues 
have widened the deficit between supply and demand, whilst several 
significant producers have gone out of business. In the longer-term, I 
recommend the establishment of a small entrepreneurial fund (from the 
core Hull City Council venues’ grant) to help selected attractions get to 
Hull and to achieve more control over which productions the venues 
would like to present rather than having always to contract what is on 
offer, if anything. The status quo of ‘we never pay guarantees’ is no longer 
adequate. A ring-fenced programming fund to underwrite ‘artistic 
product’ – that is known to promoters – could be used strategically 
without undermining negotiations for a majority of attractions signed on 
share terms and first calls. This might also demonstrate improved 
accountability for Council’s annual revenue investment. 

 
4. Festivals and events. Several exciting programmes at Hull originate in the 

discrete City Arts Unit that distributes small grants to voluntary arts 
organisations. The next Theatre & Halls Director should cooperate with 
them, seeking links with the Literature Festival and other events. 
Separately, Hull Tourism organises the Sea Shanty Festival, Hull Fair and 
the Lord Mayor’s Show. Hull Events produces occasional outdoor 
concerts in Queen’s Gardens, the Jazz Festival and the Christmas Lights 
switch-on. Other Council departments include Hull Internal 
Communications and Special Events, Hull Image, Hull Marketing and 
Hull Leisure. For Council, the segregation of these festivals and events 
from the venues harbours the probability of duplicated overheads and 
under-resourced marketing. Potential consolidation of these activities is 
outside my brief, but might be considered in a citywide theatres and 
festivals strategy.  

 
5. Work with black and multi-ethnic audiences. The City Arts Unit observes 

that Hull New Theatre and the City Hall, unlike other Council 
departments and most arts organisations elsewhere, do not yet undertake 
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activities for BME audiences. The City Arts Unit could affiliate with the 
venues to advise on these, as well as to recommend social inclusion 
projects. The Unit, that perceives insularity in the venues’ programming, 
suggests that they could benefit from debate with Hull’s wider arts 
administration fraternity: presently, there is no informal city arts forum 
for ideas exchange. With the new Hull Truck Theatre and Albemarle 
Music Centre from 2007, correlative planning and a shared agenda are 
desirable.        

 
The following is a sample of the activities offered at some other vibrant and 
lively concert halls, possibly under-represented at Hull despite the wide-ranging 
programme: 
 

1. Talent quests and beauty contests 
2. Pop idol; competitive rock eisteddfods organised with high schools 

(equivalent now at Hull Arena) 
3. Monthly club nights promoted by Salvation, Trade, and Crash  
4. Morning Melody concerts for senior citizens 
5. Afternoon tea dances (that have moved to the Guildhall, at Hull) 
6. Ballroom, Latin, Line and Sequence dancing 
7. Lunchtime ‘meet the author conversations’ (or other ‘personality’ series) 
8. An international organ competition and scholarship 
9. Music Halls, Variety and Cabarets – with tabled seating, drinking and 

eating – to exploit the personality of the venue (period-location and 
design), including new-circus artists, aerialists etc.  

10. Music-making residencies and study days (in association with a 
University Department of Music and schools) 

11. Clinics and surgeries with amateur music-makers, led by a musician-in-
residence (e.g., resident pianist/other creative fellows) 

12. Annual or biennial ‘festivals’ programmed by the hall management or in 
partnership with a festival organisation (witness the phenomenon of 
Celtic Connections at Glasgow Royal Concert Hall) 

13. ‘Alternative to Football’ programmes 
14. Forecourt/balcony events in summer (synergy of City Hall with Victoria 

Square) 
15. A music information centre/education suite with public internet access 
16. Club nights with bands who are progressing from smaller venues 
17. Model railway exhibitions 
18. Record and craft fairs 
19. Broadcasting opportunities
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8.2 An education and learning basis for the programmes 
 
Unlike many touring theatres and concert halls today, neither Hull New Theatre 
nor the City Hall have in place a formal written education or outreach policy. 
Admittedly, they do not book many attractions that at first seem to fall within 
such a policy, although the international concert series, pantomime, amateur 
companies and visits from Opera North and Northern Ballet Theatre certainly 
do. In 1987, Council obtained external funding for an education officer, a post 
held for a short time by the current marketing manager. As in many initiatives, 
Hull City Council was a pioneer: this was one of the first education officer 
appointments in any touring theatre, but was soon discarded. Apparently, the 
work was piecemeal and patchily distributed without a core budget. Today, 
many more venues are committed to the development of education, access and 
outreach policies – and they are a usually a requirement of Heritage Lottery 
Fund and Arts Council National Lottery funding for any refurbishment grants. 
This applies to touring houses as much as for producing theatres such as Hull 
Truck Theatre where education work is not an adjunct of the marketing process.  
 
Elsewhere for instance, thousands of people prove what they want from their 
concert hall and theatre in the twenty-first century in the best possible way: by 
taking part. A sample of education work at other touring houses includes: 
pantomime workshops, a summer school for special needs students organised in 
partnership with a further education college, audio described brochures, a 
theatre club for over 55s, a large-scale dance residency to accompany a visit of a 
contemporary dance company, a public lecture series on musical subjects 
organised by a university music department’s outreach staff, pre-concert talks 
and post-show discussions, teachers’ and tour guide notes on the buildings and 
cultural memory, art competitions to design the cover of the pantomime 
programme, a new musicals challenge for GCSE and A Level students to create a 
ten-minute rap musical on the main stage, exhibitions of local theatre ephemera 
and theatregoer reminiscence projects, and annual open days with staff from the 
Theatre Museum.   
 
During this review, it was suggested by some theatre makers in Hull that the 
‘boulevard entertainment’ at the City Hall and Hull New Theatre would not lend 
itself to integration with education. There may be not be the same scope as for an 
artist-led organisation or arts academy, but the challenge must be to turn thrilled 
and imaginative schoolchildren into regular patrons for all kinds of theatre and 
music.     
 
Important as it could be to the health of the venues however, education work can 
only be supplementary (and complementary) to the core provision of those who 
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deliver education in schools and colleges and to the range of adult learning that 
the Council wants available for all. The venues should play their part.  
 
I recommend that discussion on matters relating to an education policy should 
be undertaken as part of the action plan following this review. It would be 
important to be clear about the key objectives for education, and to undertake 
such work in partnership with the education sector and with other arts providers 
in Hull. 
 
Accordingly, the Head of Cultural Services might decide on the following plan of 
action: 

1. The adoption of a key objective in this field: such as, to implement an 
education and outreach policy, in partnership with external agencies, and 
in collaboration with City Hall and Hull New Theatre hirers, which will 
help (a) build audiences for the future and (b) place the venues at the 
centre of its wider arts strategy to ensure that they are accessible to as 
many people as possible, in accordance with the Council’s policy 
objectives. 

 
2. The appointment of an education manager with a budget for an education 

and outreach programme. The person might be seconded from the Music 
Service. ` 

 
3. Improved links with the education work of the subsidised performing 

companies and ensembles, such as Opera North, Northern Ballet Theatre 
and Manchester Camerata. 

 
4. Making education and outreach a key responsibility of the new Theatre & 

Halls Director, to begin a debate with education providers within the area 
and with other arts providers in order to develop a mutually agreed 
policy. 

 
Given that so much of the programming at the City Hall may be closer to 
education and the getting of high-quality classical music concerts, which serves 
the Council’s vision for developing quality education and the creation of 
learning, dynamic services, it is probable that the education programme should 
first be biased towards music, led by a musically literate administrator.  
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8.3 Financial reporting 
 
An outsider cannot not easily understand the venues’ present financial reporting. 
Many people would find it unfathomable. Although the financial controls and 
monitoring of the venues’ financial progress are adequate, a new presentation of 
results matters for the simple reason that if they are not easily interpreted by 
people beyond the immediate venue management, such as future evaluation by 
external funding bodies, Council and other funding bodies have no timely way 
of telling whether targets have been achieved or not.   
 
A new basic form of integrated budget and financial performance should be 
collated on a monthly basis, in one dedicated, short report. This should be 
reported to the Council on a monthly basis and should summarise the key 
indicators in a simple, easily read form and include: 
 
1. a monthly statement of income and expenditure against budget to date, 

including a comparison with the corresponding month in the previous year 
2. a summarised sheet of weekly income and performance for the month 
3. a trading statement for catering and other ancillary activity 
4. a projection of income and expenditure for the remainder of the financial year 
5. if Council move to make the City Hall and Hull New Theatre a standalone 

operation or business unit, a statement of total assets less total liabilities 
6. if Council move to make the City Hall and Hull New Theatre a standalone 

operation or business unit, a statement of the cash position to date and a 
simple cash flow projection for the remainder of the financial year 

 
All figures reported must be to the same date, a date that allows the report to be 
prepared and issued to the Head of Cultural Services in good time before his 
consideration with the Theatre & Halls Director, which should be a monthly 
review of financial progress. The reports should be structured in such a way that 
the financial consequences of running the two venues can be seen separately, as 
well as the total financial position of the venues. Presently, the reporting does not 
succinctly highlight the projected and revised amount of loss or profit, perhaps 
because it is easier to discuss it retrospectively than to deal with it proactively. 
Although the budget can be used as a means of justifying the level of Hull City 
Council operating subsidy, it is equally important to set political purpose to one 
side and ensure that it is an effective mechanism for controlling the theatre’s 
business operations and contributing to a dynamic management response. 
Therefore, a short narrative should accompany the new report from the Theatre 
& Halls Director, emphasising her/his perception of the financial position of the 
venues as at the date of the report, the consequences of future programming and 
plans, and the recommended action.  
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After these forms of reporting are adopted (and, of course modified), the Theatre 
& Halls Director and the Head of Cultural Services should also be given a 
narrative from the administration officer, showing: 
 
1. an explanation for material historic variances of actual against budget 
2. a note of the consequences of City Hall/Hull New Theatre plans, the risk and 

sensitivity of such plans and the level of risk the Council can accept for future 
programme development 

3. a recommended action plan that should address the cost structure in a 
dynamic and focused manner 

 
(Appendix 16.4 expands upon these recommendations with suggested forms for 
‘high-level’ evaluation.)   
 
8.4 Observations and comments 
 
My observation overall is that the City Hall manager and the Hull New Theatre 
manager have the negotiating aptitude to discriminate financial workability from 
any new ‘shopping list’ of programming ideas. They and the other members of 
the management team realise that the programme at each venue is fatigued but 
that there is, even before embarking on a more adventurous policy, a lack of risk-
free attractions on offer to Hull. They agree that the schedule has sometimes 
become repetitive, and is often unappealing to a young audience. However, for a 
new Theatre & Halls Director to make headway Council would benefit from a 
ring-fenced entrepreneurial budget at Hull New Theatre, in addition to the 
‘rental waiver’ scheme at the City Hall. Otherwise Council must continue to 
await the chance that a promoter will co-promote with the venues; that 
opportunity arises too infrequently. The programme could improve by the 
venues raising their profile in the wider theatre and concerts business.    
 
For gradual strategic reform, there might only be two ‘distinctive and unusual’ 
attractions in each City Hall and Hull New Theatre season brochure; these would 
signal new excitements that resist the present sense of ordinariness, creating a 
better balance with the progressive work of the Hull festivals and the discerning 
repertoire of the University-based orchestras. For now, the disparity between 
what the venues could do and what they can do makes for defensive 
programming. It does not contribute towards creating a positive and exciting 
identity. Identity could improve through a renewed commitment to education 
and outreach programmes. Education, learning and access are the rationale for 
Hull City Council investment in many other spheres, especially at the museums. 
Council should ensure that its two largest performing arts venues are no 
exception.   
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9. Observations of other concert halls and theatres 
 
9.1 Introduction  
 
In order to inform this review of the City Hall and Hull New Theatre, I have 
selected other halls that appear to be operating in a similar programming, 
demographic and economic environment to Hull. For concert halls, I profile the 
St George’s Hall, Bradford, the King George’s Hall, Blackburn, the Guildhall and 
Assembly Rooms, Derby, and the Victoria Hall, Hanley (Stoke on Trent). 
Bradford, Blackburn and Derby are, like Hull, directly managed by their local 
authority. The Victoria Hall at Stoke is leased by to a profit-seeking company.  
 
These four venues might all be considered to be operating in ‘the shadow’ of a 
larger city concert hall, just as Hull might be said to be in the shadow of the 
Leeds Town Hall and, more especially perhaps, to York concert halls (meaning 
principally the international concert series at the Sir Jack Lyons Concert Hall) , so 
Bradford is closer to Leeds (and its Town Hall), Blackburn an hour’s travel to 
Manchester (the Bridgewater Hall), Derby to Nottingham (the Royal Centre) and 
Sheffield (the City Hall), and Stoke between Birmingham (Symphony Hall) and 
Manchester.     
 
I also refer to the Music Hall, Aberdeen, as an example of a concert hall owned 
by a local authority but recently transferred to management by a non-profit 
distributing company limited by guarantee and registered as a charitable trust. 
Further, the Music Hall, Aberdeen, is run in tandem with a touring house, His 
Majesty’s Theatre, as are the concert halls at Bradford (with the Alhambra 
Theatre) and Stoke on Trent (with the Regent Theatre).  
 
For touring theatres (and some that are combined with a concert hall, as at 
Northampton and Nottingham), Appendix 16.3 contains the financial and 
statistical profiles of 17 venues, for 2002-2003.   
 
9.2 Comparator venues – concert halls and touring theatres observed 
 
King George’s Hall, Blackburn, is managed by the Blackburn with Darwen 
Borough Council, a unitary authority. A major refurbishment programme was 
completed at this Grade II* Listed building in 2002, increasing the suitability of 
the venue for classical concerts. The main hall now has a seated capacity of 1,800 
and a standing capacity of 2,000. The Hall also features conference and exhibition 
space, a fitness centre and a bistro, and all spaces are available for hire. The 
subsidy from the Council for the whole complex, including conference, fitness 
and catering provision is £300,000 annually.  
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The programming at King George’s Hall corresponds to that of City Hall, with a 
mixture of classical music, opera, ballet, rock-and-pop and comedy. The 
refurbishment has proved successful for attracting higher-profile acts such as 
Richard Ashcroft and Peter Kay (who has appeared at Hull City Hall) and 
anecdotal evidence suggests that it has raised the profile to beyond the 
immediate catchment area. The Guildhall and Charter Theatre complex at 
Preston is only 10 miles distant. There are frequent community hires, with the 
venue proving especially popular for large weddings. On average, it is estimated 
that the hall is in use around three times per week, averaging 150 performances 
or community hires per year. The venue reports an average occupancy of 43%, 
representing approximately 122,500 tickets sold. 
 
St. George’s Hall, Bradford, is centrally managed by the City Council with its 
sister venue, The Alhambra Theatre (which incorporates a studio theatre). The 
hall has a capacity of 1,530 seats, and in 2002 hosted 133 performances selling 
88,051 tickets in total. The programme reflects audience tastes through specialist 
Asian programming, and the British Asian community is encouraged to engage 
in the wider programme through targeted marketing campaigns. The orchestral 
season (which includes the Hallé Orchestra) held at St George’s Hall traditionally 
attracts a mature audience; the Council has begun to adapt its programming in 
response to local demographic shifts suggesting an increase in young attendees. 
This is an example of a concert hall responding to its market in order to increase 
profile and create patron loyalty. 
 
Anecdotal evidence suggests that, like the City Hall and Hull New Theatre, St 
George’s Hall struggles to match the high attendance of the 1464-seat Alhambra 
Theatre. Following a recent review, Bradford Metropolitan District Council has 
decided that the community benefits derived from St George’s Hall fulfil 
strategic objectives and justify their current revenue subsidy of £5.51 per 
attendee, or £485,000. A 2003 Audit Commission report on the management of 
the Bradford venues is a useful reference for Hull.13   
 
The Guildhall and Assembly Rooms, Derby are also owned and managed by 
the Council. The complex contains a large concert hall with a capacity of 1,600-
2,000, a smaller hall with a capacity of 300-500 and the Guildhall Theatre with a 
capacity of 240. There are a number of ancillary meeting rooms that are reported 
to be ‘very heavily used’. Little marketing data is collated but an estimated 
400,000 attendees were reported last year for the venues.  
 
The current subsidy for the Guildhall and Assembly Rooms is £500,000 for 
revenue, although this also covers meeting rooms and associated catering. The 

                                                 
13 See www.auditcommission.gov.uk/reports/ 
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manager’s brief is to increase the audience and the commercial viability of the 
operation, but he reports difficulties in securing sufficient marketing funds to 
maximise opportunities, especially for single-night performances. As a result, the 
Council is considering eliminating the professional product from the smaller hall 
in the Assembly Rooms and at the Guildhall, and making these spaces available 
only for hire. Whilst it is acknowledged that this might reduce the risks for the 
Council, it is felt that there may be some contradictions with the brief to grow the 
audience. Derby has one repertory theatre, but no touring house similar to Hull 
New Theatre. 
 
The programme at The Music Hall, Aberdeen, (1,282-seats, or 1,500 standing 
places) features classical, pop-and-rock, comedy, folk music, jazz, dance and light 
entertainment performances. In 2003, there were 157 performances, comprising 
71 self-promotions and 86 hires. In 2003, box office receipts totalled £477,848 for 
promotions, and £170,775 hires income. 72,000 patrons attended self-promotions 
in 2003, with an estimated further 43,000 patrons for hires. For non-rental 
agreements with promoters, the venue retains a healthy margin of 27% of the box 
office take, on average. The annual subsidy paid to the Music Hall was £237,000 
for 2003. In April 2004, governance transferred to a non-profit distributing 
company limited by guarantee and registered as a charitable trust; it is 
noteworthy that the transition of Aberdeen venues to the new company took 
four years from the date of Council’s decision.   
 
At His Majesty’s Theatre, Aberdeen (1,445-seats), a mixed-programme of 
visiting productions was offered over 238 performances in 2003. Very few 
performances are hires; like Hull New Theatre, a range of deals is struck with 
promoters. Box office receipts totalled £2,529,130 in 2003, with 226,543 patrons 
(61 per cent attendance). The venue retained £469,913 after paying producers, a 
margin of 19 per cent. The annual Council subsidy paid to His Majesty’s Theatre 
was only £210,000. Aberdeen has no repertory theatre.  
 
The examples of The Victoria Hall and Regent Theatre, Stoke on Trent, are well 
aimed for Hull. The Victoria Hall is a 1,337-seat concert hall, and the Regent is a 
Grade II* listed, 1,603-seat touring theatre. Both were the subject of extensive 
refurbishment programmes; firstly, the Victoria Hall, then the Regent which was 
once a cinema and previously dormant. The two venues are 200 yards apart, and 
are, with the city museum, library and other facilities, part of a designated 
cultural quarter in this ‘post-industrial’ city.   
 
The venues were upgraded to modern standards with new front of house, 
improved disabled access, and improvements to auditoria, technical and 
backstage facilities. They received £16,520,000 from Arts Council National 
Lottery capital, including supplementary grants, and further sums from the 
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European Regional Development Fund and other stakeholders. There was a 
thirteen-month delay over the original scheduled completion dates, and (like 
many other mega-projects) the venues overran the refurbishment budget, by 
£8,700,000. Their total cost was £36 million.  
 
Stoke on Trent City Council worked in partnership with the Ambassador Theatre 
Group from 1998; this company was the ‘shadow manager’ during 
refurbishments and now operates the venues through a wholly owned 
subsidiary, Stoke on Trent Theatres Limited. It is an accomplished theatre 
management, although the Victoria Hall is their first and, so far, only concert 
hall. The strategic context for these refurbishments and operations had a poor 
foundation; they were planned with high market expectations, but the market 
analysis failed to analyse competitor positioning. There was no clear positioning 
for the Victoria Hall upgrades. The management contract with the operator was 
poorly defined, and performance at the Victoria Hall has been discontenting; an 
operating loss, for Ambassador Theatre Group, of £522,000 for the Victoria Hall 
alone in 2001, has led to a strained relationship between Council and operator, 
with subsequent requests for increases to the Council ‘grant’, for a lease that was 
originally to run to 2008. Like Hull, the market area is challenging. There is low 
disposable income and propensity to attend, although the population within a 
30-minutes drive time of the Stoke venues is higher, with 673,000 people, 
compared to 411,000 at Hull.  
 
At the Victoria Hall, there were 164 events in 2002, with average seat occupancy 
of 44 per cent. Seats sold have risen from 73,000 to 93,000 annually over four 
years. There is a large fluctuation in artform attendance; comedy and pop have 
80 per cent occupancy; chamber music 22 per cent. 70 per cent of the audience 
come from Stoke on Trent for most artforms. The all-day atrium and café-bistro 
experienced trading losses, and closed in 2002. Expenditure in nearly all areas 
exceeded budget, although the Regent Theatre has proved to be much more 
successful.  
 
 
9.3. Observations and comments 
 
In their ambition for refurbishing and operating concert halls and theatres, it is 
natural for local authorities and their advisers to reference the levels of subsidy 
in successful ‘model’ venues to argue for investments, sometimes in preference 
to an analysis of their own market.  At Stoke on Trent, the new Gala Theatre at 
Durham and too many others, the formula for approval was often a mixture of 
underestimated costs, overestimated income and overvalued economic impact. 
Often, capital and programming ambition has resulted in several refurbished arts 
venues that have become more costly to operate. Overheads rocket. For 
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refurbishments at the City Hall, Council may need a Theatre & Halls Director 
with experience of working with design teams as ‘executive client’.  
 
Of course, some capital refurbishment projects come in on target (as at 
Blackburn) and some venues are operated ‘on budget’ (as at Aberdeen and 
Bradford) – but even the best-managed and programmed experience 
unpredictable operating losses from time to time. It is very difficult, if not 
impossible, to manage any concert hall or theatre successfully over any length of 
time. At these comparator venues, like Hull, four separate interests have to be 
sustained and satisfied: artistic integrity, management necessity, stakeholder 
demands, and audience enthusiasm. These four separate and potentially 
conflicting interests run in parallel and the constant juggling of priorities can 
eventually defeat even the best run venue. Arts Council and other external 
funding body demands can prompt over ambitious programming; but too 
forward a programming policy can cause a headache for the management as 
audiences dwindle and losses mount. The venues nearly always say they do not 
have enough money for artists’ fees and marketing the attractions, and must 
constantly juggle with rising costs and insufficient receipts; they must keep the 
programming vibrant, the backers happy and the public enthused.  
 
For Hull to minimise the infections associated with a large capital project of 
upgrading the City Hall, and to appreciate the greater risks inherent in running it 
with higher overheads after reopening, I recommend that Council 
representatives visit examples of concert hall failure as well as success. Although 
every situation is dissimilar – a concert hall in York and Leeds, for example, is 
unlikely to experience the same operating conditions as Hull – information 
gathered should be allied to Council’s better understanding of the nature of the 
Humberside audience environment. The accumulated experience of ten years’ 
Lottery capital grants to building projects elsewhere can be authoritative for 
Hull, as could observation of operations (including the costs of orchestral 
concerts) by increased networking with other concert halls and theatres.
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10. SWOT and PESTL analyses 
 
In order to inform this review, and especially the discussion of governance options for 
Hull New Theatre and the City Hall, I have conducted an analysis of the strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities and threats of current and future operations and the 
respective markets. Of course, some strengths can be used to exploit the opportunities, 
and improvement to some of the weaknesses can reduce the impact of the threats.  

 
STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES 

• Long term commitment of Hull City 
Council to City Hall and New Theatre 

• Venues part of revitalisation of the city 
centre 

• City Hall as a ‘masterpiece’ building 
• Exceptional acoustic quality of the City 

Hall, and restored organ 
• Spacious corporate hospitality zone in 

Mortimer Suite, at City Hall 
• Atmospheric locale of City Hall for civil 

weddings and ceremony 
• Status of the venues with promoters and 

good relationships 
• Venue managers’ shrewd understanding of 

financial realities when treating with 
producers and promoters 

• Managers control expenditure well, and 
keep to budget 

• Venues’ refreshing lack of fiddle-faddle 
approach to nebulous external arts policy; 
rooted in respect for fundamentals of 
concert hall and theatre management  

• Good reputation as comfortable, friendly, 
welcoming and clean venues  

• City centre location of both venues, 
adequate parking and public transport 
links bettered by future relocation of bus 
station and light-rail link between venues 

• Adjacency of City Hall to Ferens Art 
Gallery, Maritime Museum, Tourist 
Information Centre and city centre 
shopping 

• Strong amateur music-making base in Hull 
and East Yorkshire; good attendance 

• Strengthened arts leadership in Council, 
with entrepreneurial outlook of new Head 
of Cultural Services 

• Experienced staffs at both venues, 
knowledgeable about many art forms 

• High-repute of stage management 
• Stable attendance over time 
• Good awareness of market conditions 
• Cost effectiveness of one city centre box 

office for both venues 
• Secure car parking near venues, but 

charged 
 

• Hull New Theatre is an uninspiring space, 
especially for drama 

• Under-achieving drama patronage at New 
Theatre: 8% of years’ total attendance, to 
misaligned 23% of performances, in 2003-04 

• Stability and management competence 
notwithstanding, apart from concert 
subscription, reactive artistic programming 
based on minimising risk at both venues 

• No ring-fenced entrepreneurial programme 
budget for ‘new’ work, at Hull New Theatre  

• Despite proficiency of internal bookkeeping 
and managers’ use of data, venues lack succinct  
financial reporting for external use and 
advocacy; absence of ‘high-level’ Council 
evaluation, in theatre management and 
business terms 

• Weak organisational ‘entity’ for venues in civic 
administration 

• Lack of ‘balance sheet’ to reconcile year-end to 
budget and drive longer perspectives and 
integrated arts-and-business culture 

• Absence of effective long-term programming 
and marketing strategy means opportunities 
for enhanced performance are undeveloped; 
audiences ‘attracted’ rather than ‘led’ 

• No dedicated education staffs to curate 
learning programmes 

• Underdeveloped cooperative working with 
neighbouring authorities 

• Absence of resolute artistic/strategic 
leadership, post-retirement of Theatre & Halls 
Director:  a critical development constraint if 
Council adopt new objectives at the venues 

• New programming strands at each venue 
might be dependent on increases in Council 
operating subsidy 

• High revenue funding base relative to other 
venues in benchmarking group 

• Subsidy per seat sold at both venues is second 
highest in benchmarking group 

• With low turnover, staff have insufficient 
injections of new ideas and energy prompted 
by incomers 

• Absence of evening life in city centre; few 
restaurants 

• Located on periphery of Yorkshire; insularity 
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OPPORTUNITIES THREATS 

• Framing new artistic vision at each venue 
• Promoting the synergy between ‘masterpiece 

building’ (City Hall) and its ‘programmes’; 
refurbishments would increase popular 
appeal through restoration and good design 

• To upgrade orchestra pit at New Theatre 
• Acquisition of one or more (frequently 

vacant) shops under City Hall, for arts use  
• Large number of programming strands 

available at both venues 
• Occasional collaborative programming 

between City Hall and Hull New Theatre 
• Developing an education and learning 

programme at the venues, through strategic 
alliances with education sector 

• Development of nascent Hull Sinfonietta 
through City Hall performances 

• More lunch time concerts at City Hall  
• Improving reputation of venues by 

networking with promoters and arts 
fraternity beyond Hull 

• Improving marketing processes and new 
branding of the City Hall and New Theatre 

• Making the programmes attractive to a large 
seasonal student population 

• Starting a corporate sponsorship/member 
programme, with specialist staff member 

• Partial use of volunteers, if Friends (of Hull 
New Theatre) reformulated 

• Range of possible governance options 
• High levels of public interest and nostalgia 

for both City Hall and Hull New Theatre; 
refurbishments would fire public 
imagination 

• Centenary refurbishment at City Hall, 2009 
• 75th anniversary rebuilding of Hull New 

Theatre, for 2014  
• Adjacency of Hull New Theatre to fire station 

and availability of land for 
expansion/rebuilding  

• New Dance Centre at Hull New Theatre 
• External capital funding from Heritage 

Lottery Fund at City Hall 
• Historical significance of the venues; cultural 

memory could fuel successful private sector 
fundraising 

• Venues as critical components of city centre 
revitalisation 

• High level of local media interest 
• For working in cooperation with Hull Truck 

Theatre to avoid  competition for attractions 
when new theatre opens 

• Building organisational capacity to manage 
these opportunities 

• A number of competitors who are 
responding to the market leading to possible 
over-supply and displacement, including 
new Hull Truck Theatre, and big new 
regional casinos at Hull, with or without lyric 
theatres 

• A number of well designed or refurbished 
theatres in the secondary market,: for patrons 
and artists, Hull New Theatre may be 
approaching obsolescence  

• Failure to redefine objectives for operations 
would frustrate refurbishment plans, 
especially at the City Hall 

• Social and economic deprivation in the 
catchment area 

• Lower than average levels of disposable 
income 

• Lower than average propensity to eat out 
• Substitute leisure activities 
• Increasing customer expectations 
• Pressure from producers to force high-risk 

guaranteed fees, as venues compete for 
attractions on tour 

• Financial difficulties of Kingston upon Hull 
City Council, and tension/government 
intervention 

• Failure to establish a clear mutual 
understanding of expectations of the 
relationship with potential external funders, 
including Arts Council England Yorkshire 
would frustrate programming development 
plans 

• External funding bodies becoming more and 
more demanding 

• During closure of City Hall for major 
refurbishment, audiences might drift; doubly 
hard to attract 

• Venues are not a statutory Council service 
• Perceptions of unsafe city centre at night 
• Recruiting the ‘wrong’ Theatre & Halls 

Director 
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PESTL 
 
In order to assist Council decision-making, this analysis highlights the main 
categories of change affecting the future operation and possible refurbishment of 
the City Hall and Hull New Theatre – political, economic, social, technological 
and legal. These influences, along with a market analysis, set the context in 
which an upgraded City Hall and Hull New Theatre would operate. Council 
would need to adopt procedures that would monitor these influences and use 
them to inform decision-making. The PESTL identifies the following influences: 
 

Political 
• Uncertainty over the availability of capital resources for the City Hall and Hull 

New Theatre, and increased operating investment 
• Uncertain renewal of Government licence to Camelot after 2009 makes Lottery 

distributors (Arts Council & Heritage Lottery Fund) nervous of entering into 
new capital commitments  

• Regionalisation – ‘modernising’ of Hull City Council – procurement and 
managing strategic partnership delivery partnerships for capital projects 

• Future role of arts and culture in Hull City Council; commitment of elected 
members and executive during refurbishment cycle and beyond 

• Relationship with neighbouring local authorities, Yorkshire Forward, Heritage 
Lottery Fund, Arts Council England and other external stakeholders 

• ‘Best Value’ for delivering efficient, high quality public services; changing 
central government requirements 

• Other local authorities: increased privatisation of municipal halls and theatres 
• Defining ‘intangible’ artistic benefits, for stakeholders 
• Licensing of casinos  

Economic 
• Volatility of UK touring concert hall and theatre circuits and susceptibility to 

business cycles: predicting available attractions – tactical versus strategic 
implications   

• Disposable income – price and the ’feel good’ factor; link between discretionary 
activities and disposable income levels; increasing affluence in UK, however less 
so in Hull 

• Pensions crisis – disposable income 
• Inflation 
• E-government; venues’ relationship to changes in Council IT operations and 

services 
• Economic regeneration; changing methodologies for evaluating social and 

economic impact of City Hall and Hull New Theatre 
• New sources of leisure competition, e.g., new Hull Truck Theatre and casinos 
• Growth of ‘knowledge’ economy  
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Sociological 
 

• Ageing population  
• Decreasing population in Hull 
• Expectations – continuously improving and investing  
• Polarisation: ‘Cash rich and time poor’ versus ‘Time rich and cash poor’ – bigger 

issue in Hull 
• Market area has lower than average propensity to attend the arts 
• Deprivation in Hull 
• Low educational attainment in Hull 
• High unemployment in Hull 

Technical 
 
• Management systems at the venues 
• IT, mobile phone technology, changes in information and ticket booking 

expectations  
• Changes to stage equipment and technology  
• Environmental control during refurbishments at each venue 

Legal 
 
• Frameworks for governance of the venues   
• Child protection at venues 
• VAT status, including capital works  
• Risk assessment  
• Disability Discrimination Act: buildings’ compliance 
• Freedom of Information Act:  openness and transparency requirements at the 

venues, potential requests from the public and Information Commissioner/file 
management 

• Planning and Compulsory Purchase Bill, 2004: Council required to redraw 
planning policies, with implications for protecting its theatres and halls 

• Requirement to consult The Theatres Trust on possible changes at Hull New 
Theatre, and English Heritage for City Hall 

• Health and Safety  
• Recruitment at the venues – minimum wage 
• European legislation (e.g. Working Time Directive) 
 
The key factors arising from the PESTL analysis revolve round the ‘sociological’ 
issues. On the one hand, the indications are that an ageing population in Hull 
will have more time to devote to concert and theatre attendance, but on the other 
hand, it suggests that many people in work have less time to attend 
performances. These issues are especially pertinent when developing an 
investment plan and planning the venues’ programmes.   
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11. Review of governance of the venues  
 
11.1 Context  
 
Having referred to the staff organisation for Hull New Theatre and the City Hall, 
this section offers discussion of the options for governance structure. This is the 
system by which the venues are be directed and controlled, but not owned. It is 
not concerned with the functional, day-to-day operations, but with the governing 
structure that is responsible for the activities. ‘Best Value’ requires that options 
for delivering Council services are examined, and there may be a case for new 
arrangements. The governance set-up will substantially influence risks and costs, 
just as risks and costs may influence the governance set-up. This subject has been 
examined by the City Council on a number of occasions over time, by the Theatre 
& Halls Director and others, and previously the status quo of direct Council 
management was preferred. Nevertheless, because of Mr Hills’ retirement – and 
the opportunity to appraise the strategic direction of the venues – this section 
attempts to discuss the subject in more detail than hitherto.   
 
By their nature, busy theatres and concert halls are, or should be, entrepreneurial 
organisations. The mission should be rooted in the art and entertainment on the 
stage and concert platform. In some respects, the management of the Hull venues 
is not unlike that of a commercial enterprise. Both offer products and services, 
target specific markets, seek to convince potential customers to buy the ‘product’ 
or service offered, and set up controls and governance to ensure the judicious use 
of material and financial resources and the sufficient renewal thereof to ensure 
survival well into the future. The venues are ‘market’ oriented and ‘product’ 
oriented. These aspects should play the central role; but by virtue of the nature 
and dominance of the artistic ‘product’ and selling tickets, a theatre and concert 
hall is distinct from other services provided by Kingston upon Hull City Council. 
The venues need an entrepreneurial management structure and need to work in 
partnership with a range of external agencies, especially for the getting of 
Heritage Lottery Fund, European and other capital grants to refurbish the City 
Hall and support the programme development at both venues. Often, because 
the process of presenting theatre and music resides in the artists (‘product’) and 
patrons (the ‘market’), the direct Council form of governance may not be fully 
compatible with the demands of future.   
 
Howsoever Hull New Theatre and the City Hall are organised, two key areas are 
addressed in their management: 
 

• Programming decisions about the choice of attraction, performance and 
the marketing and financial arrangements occupy the foreground. 
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• The background is concerned with the social, financial and managerial 
context in which the City Council operates the venues. 

 
Although this section is concerned with non-artistic conventions, there is a 
middle ground where the two areas meet. This is especially true for Council’s 
consideration of future options for governance. The venues have to find a 
successful, continuous and larger programme of music, drama, ballet, dance, 
light entertainment, community events, pantomime and variety theatre. 
However, audience tastes will change, and there is no such thing as a guaranteed 
public for either venue; audiences may become bored with the same experiences, 
and it is difficult to predict tastes more than a year or two ahead.  
 
Prosperity is never assured. However successful the Council might regard the 
programmes, fortunes are subject to change without notice. The box office is the 
principal factor in Council’s assessment of management success. The critical 
element for the management – under whichever governance structure is adopted 
– is an understanding of the nature of the Humberside communities of which the 
venues are part, coupled with the ability for any management structure to create 
an environment conducive to encouraging more promoters and their artists to 
perform at Hull.  
 
The City Hall has been an intrinsic part of the Humberside communities since 
1909 and the New Theatre since 1939. They serve a diversity of population, 
socially, ethnically and geographically. The venues are irrevocably intertwined 
with Council’s cultural, economic and social development plans, whether by 
straightforward performances or, possibly in future, the development of 
education, outreach and social inclusion programmes. The City Hall, especially, 
is a place of social gathering and civic ceremony and, with possible new 
developments in future, of community learning. All of this explains the 
considerable local affection and media interest in its progress. The value of the 
venues should not be underestimated: the concert and theatregoing publics and 
artists view may differ from that of Hull City Council. Of course, the venues do 
not ‘deliver’ the whole of the Council’s cultural strategy. Running the venues is, 
therefore, unlike almost any other service provided by the Council. Some of the 
differences are practical, whilst others relate to differences in organisational and 
‘business’ ethos. Howsoever the venues are governed they need to be managed 
by a creative management that is empowered by the Council.  
 
In looking at the management of Hull New Theatre and the City Hall, the search 
for the optimum governance structure needs, above all, to be considered in the 
context of the preceding analysis. The underlying principles of ‘Best Value’ and 
the modernisation agenda for providing excellent services within the new culture 
of incentive are pertinent. This is not to suggest that Council should increase 
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overbearing pressures of measurement, targets and benchmarking; that is often 
in conflict with the nature of a performing arts venue’s artistic role and 
responsibility. 
 
Council’s need is firstly to reaffirm (and improve) the existing direct 
management structure and adopt a new vision, or determine a new management 
structure that will best support the operation of the existing two venues. The 
chosen framework must firstly support the Theatre and Halls Director’s task of 
facilitating the exchange of imaginative theatrical and musical experiences 
between the public and artists and secondly be one which concerns itself with 
financial and market performance (audience development).  
 
There are a number of conditions without which no management structure can 
run the venues to the highest artistic standards, whilst ensuring that Council (and 
other stakeholders) receive the maximum benefit from revenue subsidies and 
future capital investments. 
 
11.2 Governance options for Hull New Theatre and the City Hall 
 
There is a range of possible corporate structures for the governance of the 
venues: 
 

1. the status quo: continue direct council management of Hull New 
Theatre and the City Hall 

2. split council management of Hull New Theatre and the City Hall into 
two ‘units’ 

3. a non-profit charitable company limited by guarantee, to continue 
amalgamated management of  Hull New Theatre and the City Hall but 
as a standalone operation 

4. management of Hull New Theatre by a private, or external operator 
5. management of the City Hall by a private, or external operator 
6. amalgamated management of Hull New Theatre and the City Hall by 

one private, or external operator 
7. management of the venues by a consortium 

 
Under structure 2, the splitting of Council management of Hull New Theatre and 
the City Hall would revert to two ‘units’ (with permutations of non-profit 
charitable company at one venue, direct Council management at the other, 
private, profit-seeking company at one venue, non-profit company at the other, 
etc.) I believe that the futures of the City Hall and Hull New Theatre are – and 
should remain – inextricably linked as a ‘performing arts centre’. I have 
considered whether, on any of the options, there are advantages in separating 
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their management, but have found no material benefits. The advantages of joint 
management of the two venues seem overwhelming: 
 

• Joint operation is best for common artistic purpose 
• Joint operation best ensures that the approach to marketing, and the costs 

of marketing, can be kept coherent across the programmes of both venues 
• Joint operation unifies selling through the shared box office operation  
• Joint operation offers economies of shared staffing  
• Joint operation best encourages the programming of attractions across the 

two venues and limits wasteful competition between them 
• Joint operation ensures that the programming of agreed attractions and 

the organisation of an education programme can be located in the most 
appropriate venue 

• Joint operation offers continuity to the existing arrangements 
• Joint operation works perfectly well in functional practice 

 
Therefore, Council should discount splitting the management of the venues.  
 
Examples of well-run and successful theatres and concert halls may be seen in 
each other category in Britain and abroad; the form of legal structure has a major 
impact on the venue management’s motivations and affects the kind of 
supervision, committee or board, which in turn affects the frameworks within 
which the management and staff run the venues. No structure can guarantee that 
the venues will live happily ever after. Each structure has a range of potential 
advantages and disadvantages and the quality of the staff (especially Theatre & 
Halls Director and the senior management team), council executive or committee 
members is likely to be as influential in determining success as any of the other 
factors. At the same time, it is dangerous to assume that what works for one 
venue will always translate to others. However, where there are many regional 
theatres run by Councils and trusts, it is notable that only a very few civic owned 
concert halls are managed by a ‘commercial’ profit-seeking lessee. 
 
Strikingly, Hull New Theatre is, I believe, the only example of a non-profit 
company operated touring theatre changing or reverting to direct Council 
management.  
 
It is notable that after Council purchased the New Theatre from Whitehall 
Theatre Limited (a profit-seeking London based company) in 1961, Council ran it 
under supervision of the ‘Entertainments Sub-Committee of the Parliamentary 
and General Purposes Committee’ for three years, then incorporated the 
Kingston upon Hull New Theatre Company Limited in 1964 with a large board 
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consisting of fourteen councillors and seven lay members.14 This Company 
traded until the Council Leisure Services Department took over management in 
1985, the year of reopening after a major refurbishment.   
 
Some other non-profit trust operated touring houses, when in financial difficulty, 
have transferred to profit-seeking companies (as at the Empire Theatre, 
Sunderland in 2000 and the Wimbledon Theatre in 2003). Sometimes, the non-
profit trust continues, essentially to monitor the lease or the husbandry of major 
capital works (as at Sunderland, and the Liverpool Empire Theatre). At Hull, the 
trust ceased.  
 
Larger theatres display an equiponderance of the non-profit trust model (as at 
the Theatre Royal, Newcastle upon Tyne, and, from 2004, at His Majesty’s 
Theatre and The Music Hall combined, now run by Aberdeen Performing Arts 
Limited) with the profit-seeking proprietary form (as at the King’s Theatre and 
Pavilion Theatre, Glasgow and the Playhouse, Edinburgh).  
 
Overall, the tendency in the past decade has been to shift from direct council 
operation to either the non-profit trust or private operator mode. The following 
notes debate the relative merits of these options: 
 
11.2.1 Continue direct council management of Hull New Theatre and City Hall 
(However, with new strategic/entrepreneurial climate within venues, to match 
progressive changes within Hull City Council Cultural Services) 
 
The first option is based on continuity and the prospect of retaining the venues 
within the management of the Council, but allowing both venues the 
opportunity to develop a more entrepreneurial approach for operations and 
capital fundraising – in effect becoming a more effective standalone businesses 
unit within the local authority.  
 
Although many of the working methods and advantages peculiar to a non-profit 
trust could be harnessed to the existing structure, to achieve this, the venues 
must be operated in a more independent manner. Perhaps the option of 
continuing direct Council management suggests the principle to be applied is ‘if 
it isn’t broke, don’t fix it’; however, several shortcomings and recommendations 
for improvement have been identified. A new climate within Council 
management is needed to enable the venues to operate in an independent and 
more businesslike manner. This requires a higher degree of venue autonomy, 
reciprocating these delegations by new reporting methods from the next Theatre 
                                                 
14 D.R.C. Giles, New Theatre 40th Anniversary Brochure 1939-1979, Hull, Kingston upon Hull City 
Council, 1979, p.14, and Certificate of Incorporation, No 787232, Hull New Theatre Company Limited, 
Companies House, 8 January 1964. The Company was dissolved on 5 August 1986.  
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& Halls Director to officers and elected members. The development of the venues 
as a new ‘business unit’ would be predicated on the need for the venues to 
operate in a theatre management-like way, managing their own operations 
efficiently and effectively, and with maximum incentive – but always within the 
broad policies appropriately laid down by Kingston upon Hull City Council 
itself. In particular, what might count most is a higher degree of competitive 
pressure in operations. Presently, surpluses or deficits are written-off either way 
at financial year-end. There is, therefore, less inducement for the venues to do 
well, because they have no balance sheet; they have no business ‘entity’. 
Although they prefigure their budgets annually, little or no strategic planning 
and longer-term budgeting exists; these are a customary part of management in a 
non-profit company or any commercial business.  
 
Potential Advantages   
 

Potential Disadvantages 

• The buck stops at the Council • No venue autonomy 
• Venues operate within broader 

sphere of Hull City Council 
cultural policy; receiving 
assistance from ‘federal’ services 
(repairs, maintenance &c.) 

• Hull City Council would need to 
identify and renegotiate true costs of 
‘federal’ services, choose which it 
wants to retain, integrate or 
outsource, and be charged against 
internal grant-in-aid accordingly 

• Protects venues’ operation from 
risk of insolvency under non-
profit or profit-seeking company 

• Possible inability to capitalise on 
external funding and sponsorship 
opportunities 

• Deficits in directly-managed 
arrangement are written off 
either way at year-end 

• Surpluses in directly-managed 
arrangement are written off either 
way at year-end 

• Hull City Council better placed 
to enact cultural strategy at 
venues than non-profit  or profit-
seeking company 

• Overheads at venues might increase; 
no longer spread over a larger 
administrative base 

• Offers best chance for venues to 
be run on Hull City Council’s 
preferred investment level 

• Inconsistent with entrepreneurial and 
businesslike theatrical management 
practice 

• Safeguards and expands 
objective for community use 

• Is inherently non-competitive; good 
management notwithstanding 

• Hull City Council may take 
longer-term view of venue 
management 

• Lack of profit as bottom line deprives 
venues of basis for clear performance 
indicators 

• Cash-flow management easier 
than non-profit management 

• Absence of resolute leadership in civic 
venue management 

• No disruption; least risk • Theatre & Halls Director time 
adulterated by time spent on 
‘corporate’ Council affairs 
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11.2.2 A non-profit charitable company limited by guarantee, used to manage 
the City Hall and Hull New Theatre as an amalgamated standalone venues’ 
operation 
 
In several respects, the key characteristics of this option are associated with the 
separation of the Council and venues. This would have many implications, 
including a need for the venues to ‘face four ways’ – to the council as proprietor 
and funder; to the public as concert and theatregoers; to producers and 
promoters as principle supplier of the attractions; and to external funding 
agencies as backers for attractions and refurbishments. Presently, under direct 
Council management, the venues ‘face three ways’. A non-profit company would 
separate the Council from the other two elements, although because the present 
staff would continue to work at the venues, the Council and the new company 
would know a lot about each other.  
 
A new company would mean the creation of a new relationship: Council’s point 
of formal contact with the venues’ operation would be the board of directors and 
that would be a new constituency. Council would handle this separation by 
different degrees in different ways, by establishing: 
 

• EITHER a ‘Council-controlled’ trust with a majority of Council-nominee 
directors (as was Kingston upon Hull New Theatre Company Limited 
until dissolution, and as is Humberside Theatre Trust Limited today)  

• OR a ‘Council-influenced trust’ with a majority of ‘independent’ directors 
(as is Hull Truck Theatre Company Limited today)  

 
This company would lease the venues from Hull City Council. Under this option, 
which assumes that the City Hall and Hull New Theatre are divested from the 
Council operation, a new limited company (by guarantee) registered as a charity  
(known as a ‘trust’) would be incorporated.  
 
Whereas Kingston upon New Theatre Company Limited was dissolved, if 
Council chose to resurrect this form of governance, Humberside Theatre Trust 
Limited could be used as an existing vehicle for such a new non-profit company 
operation. This is the trust for managing the local authority’s ownership of the 
Spring Street Theatre, enabling Hull Truck Theatre Company Limited operation 
of the building on a ‘subsidised’ peppercorn rental lease of 99 years from May 
1993. This trust has the same legal personality than a new company limited by 
guarantee would; indeed, it might be possible to use this trust as a vehicle for 
managing the City Hall and New Theatre. This Company managed the Spring 
Street Theatre before Hull Truck, but has since had a diminished role, only 
meeting occasionally, most recently to discuss how the directors should dispose 
of the small funds that will be all that remain after the compulsory purchase of 
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Spring Street Theatre. It is in negotiation with Hull Truck with a view to securing 
recognition of a donation to the new theatre.15 (At March 2003, Humberside 
Theatre Trust had a credit balance of £2,625 and net current assets of £8,635).16 At 
present, this company is a ‘council-controlled’ trust, with six Councillor nominee 
directors and three independent directors.  
 
No statutory companies’ legislation prevents Council from incorporating a 
‘council-influenced’ limited company, just as there is no law that requires councils 
to manage their theatres directly. (Although registration as a charity may in 
future require Councillors to be minority of Directors).   
 
In the event of a Council-influenced trust, a high profile and effective board of 
directors would undertake management and control of a grant-aided company, 
becoming the lessee of the venues, delegating authority to the Theatre & Halls 
Director, who would become the Chief Executive. The notion of 
‘unremunerated’, ‘objective’, even ‘altruistic’ directors would underpin the new 
organisation, creating a new ‘constituency’ for the Hull cultural scene. This 
would be the venues’ main ‘voluntary’ element (along with, potentially, revival 
of the separate Friends organisation) though it would also rely to an extent on 
new ‘voluntary’ donations. The company would be ‘independent’, but not in the 
sense of being independent of local authority investment.  
 
Statistical evidence suggests a strong-correlation between high-subsidy levels 
and directly managed theatres or those with ‘controlled’ boards comprised of a 
majority of councillors, whereas council ‘influenced’ boards with a minority of 
councillors tend to operate on lower subsidy levels. These figures are abstracted 
from the 2003 survey of financial profiles of touring houses collected by the 
Theatre Royal, Nottingham: 
 

• 10 UK Civic or ‘Council-controlled’ Touring Venues: 
Average Local Authority Grant £623,186 (Hull New Theatre c. £880,000) 
 
• 7 UK ‘Council-Influenced’ non-profit Touring Venues: 
Average Local Authority Grant £365,589 
 

In either a ‘controlled’ or ‘influenced’ board, twelve Directors would be sufficient 
for an effective Board. A larger Board could be more ‘representative’, but the 
shift in public sector attitudes means that there is not so much call for 
representation and accountability as Council might prefer. A compact – and 
                                                 
15 Interview with A.J. Meech, an ‘external’ director of Humberside Theatre Trust Limited.   
16 Smailes, Goldie & Co, and the Directors, Humberside Theatre Trust Limited: Council of 
Management Report and Financial Statements 31 March 2003, Hull, Smailes, Goldie & Co., 23 
October 2003, p.4.  
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involved – Board can more effectively discharge its financial responsibilities. If 
the Council opts for non-profit company governance, perhaps through an 
expanded Humberside Theatre Trust Limited, the ex-officio Directors (appointed 
nominees of Hull City Council) should probably be in a minority; this is often a 
requirement of charity registration today. Moreover, council-controlled non-
profit company theatres and concert halls often display management difficulties 
similar to directly run venues, because the venue is paid subsidy for its efforts, 
rather than its results – out of funds ‘earned’ by the Council and not the theatre. 
Councillors would tend to think of themselves (properly) as the representatives 
of other interests and would dilute the integrated business purpose of the new 
Board. At any rate, the balance of non-profit company autonomy and Hull City 
Council influence would be delicate. Indeed, it should be noted that the Charity 
Commission has issued guidance that no more than 25 per cent of the board of a 
trust should be elected members of a local authority.  
 
The selection of directors would be critical. Areas for representation might 
include: 
 

• Kingston upon Hull City Council 
• Neighbouring local authorities: East Riding of Yorkshire Council 
• University of Hull, Hull College and/or Lincoln University 
• The amateur music and theatre-making fraternity 
• The Friends of Hull New Theatre, if reformulated 
 

As for other Board members, people with relevant skills, experience and 
knowledge of theatre and the performed arts would need to be identified. 
Appropriate areas might include: 
 

• Music and theatre 
• Marketing 
• Buildings and capital projects management 
• Law 
• Finance 
• Media 
• Retailing and Catering 
• Education 
 

It would be important for some Directors to be from the artistic communities 
served by the City Hall and Hull New Theatre programmes, whether amateur, 
professional or academic. It would need to be a manageable size – around ten 
members – all Directors being selected with one objective in mind: to help make 
the organisation effective. 
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The role of a Board of Directors (which has no real equivalent under present 
arrangements at the venues, but may be similar to the trust vehicle used at the 
Ferens Art Gallery) would, essentially be: 
 

• To represent in the public forum the policy of the City Hall and Hull New 
Theatre 

• To speak for the venues and to further by all practical means the purpose 
of the performing arts 

• To set up good relations with Kingston Upon Hull City Council, Arts 
Council England Yorkshire and other funding bodies and organisations 
in government which would enable a new  policy to have artistic and 
financial integrity 

• To set up good governance within the venues, and be continually aware 
of current and future progress within the policy framework 

 
Before noting the pros and cons of a non-profit company, there are basic 
characteristics. A non-profit company would earn no financial return on invested 
capital. Strictly speaking, the company would not even be ‘non-profit’, as far as it 
might earn – but not distribute – surpluses. 
 
The overriding purpose would be artistic mission and the public. These two 
features are not wholly independent. A commercial company that sought to fulfil 
no artistic purpose would earn no financial return for shareholders and would 
presumably disappear in time. Moreover, the objectives themselves often help 
explain why no profits are earned by most middle-sized non-profit arts venues. 
New governance might take more pride and effort in the quality of the City Hall 
and Hull New Theatre programming. However, it might also, like the Council 
direct management, be concerned about the social composition of the venue’s 
publics and other seemingly immeasurable and ‘intangible’ yardsticks, such as 
the education policy and Council’s social inclusion and economic regeneration 
objectives.  
 
A significant point is that the objectives of a non-profit lessee would, by their 
nature, be designed to keep it constantly on the brink of insolvency, because to 
such a company the quality of the services that it provides is the end in itself. 
Better productions, expanded educational programmes, new initiatives in 
community music, theatre and outreach, the getting of creative residencies, the 
promotion of Arts Council funded companies or the establishment of a 
professional orchestra in Hull – these are not incidental ambitions for a non-
profit company. They would be the fundamental goals in themselves, and with 
objectives such as these, the likelihood of operating surplus funds is remote. The 
goals of all non-profit arts organisations constitute bottomless receptacles into 
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which limitless subsidies can be poured. As soon as more Council money 
becomes available to a non-profit company, corresponding new uses could easily 
be found, and yet more other uses for which no subsidy has been provided 
would inevitably arise to take their place. Any lively non-profit operation at the 
Hull venues would always have a group of projects, which it could not afford to 
undertake, and for whose realisation it would look to the Council. It is hardly 
surprising, therefore, that such a company would feel constantly strapped. It 
would be built that way; where a private operator would be explicitly paid for its 
results, a non-profit company would want to be paid for its efforts. 
 
A non-profit company would not be associated with transfer of the freehold of 
the buildings. There would need to be a lease arrangement negotiated between 
Council and a trust (as at the Spring Street Theatre), especially for clear 
agreement as to where responsibility lies for on-going capital repairs and 
renewals and, most especially, for capital fundraising for the partnership 
elements of a City Hall refurbishment.  
 
It should also be noted that not all non-profit distributing companies are 
registered charities. Most leisure trusts (whose work is not as ‘educational’ as the 
performing arts and who do not appeal for public and private donations) have 
no need to be charities, whereas most non-profit theatres and concert halls do.  
 
Potential Advantages Potential Disadvantages 

• Creates autonomy at arms-
length from Hull City Council, 
but Council better placed to 
participate at board level  

• The buck stops nowhere in many 
non-profit companies 

• Should operate more 
entrepreneurially than direct 
Hull City Council management; 
company fends for itself and sets 
its own direction and policy; 
freedom to manage innovatively 

• Inability to capitalise on other Hull 
City Council cultural plans 

• Creates balance sheet and a 
higher degree of competitive 
pressure in operations 

• Less shelter from the aftermath of a 
bad year 

• Might find it easier, as a 
charitable trust, to attract 
sponsorship, individual-giving, 
legacies (income tax relief to a 
charity) and gift-aid of 28 pence 
in the pound 

• Overheads at the venues would 
increase; no longer spread over a 
larger administrative base at Council 
headquarters.  

• As a registered charity, would be 
eligible for mandatory 80 per 
cent discretionary relief found 

• Council open to limitless grant 
applications 
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Potential Advantages Potential Disadvantages 
centrally; remaining 20 per cent 
from Hull City Council 

• Most personnel and are more 
dedicated to the venues than to 
Hull City Council  

• Lack of profit-seeking status as a 
bottom line deprives the organisation 
of best basis for performance 
indicators 

• May be better framework for 
achieving Hull City Council 
social inclusion objectives 

• May be inherently non-competitive 

• Easier for Hull City Council to 
impose stronger monitoring on 
locally ‘owned’ company 

• May be serious consequences if the 
arrangements do not work as well as 
expected 

• Stronger local customer focus 
whilst more accountable to a 
wide variety of constituencies; 
creates new emphasis on 
stakeholder dialogue as opposed 
to Council only 

• Would take time to recruit high-
profile board members, especially 
‘independent’ chair; need for 
willingness of Hull City Council to 
allow recruitment of ‘independent’ 
chair 

• Would enhance public image of 
the City Hall and Hull New 
Theatre (and the Council) 

• Conflicts of interest for councillor-
Directors (specifically under the 
Companies Acts) may be recurrent 
problem for independent-Directors 
and the Theatre & Halls Director 

• Ethos of participation, including 
possible future use of volunteers 
front-of-house and for publicity 
distribution 

• Cash-flow management harder than 
larger Hull City Council management 

• May be better placed to inculcate 
a ‘brand image’ through better 
programming 

 

• May offer better framework for 
achieving profitable  catering 
operations 

• Trading subsidiary might have to be 
incorporated to manage catering etc, 
with at least one ‘independent’ 
director and separate meetings 

• May be better motivated to 
attract a affiliated companies to 
the venues; better partnerships 
with outside agencies 

• May develop different priorities to 
Hull City Council, leading to new 
tensions 

• Safeguards and expands 
objective for community use 

• Costly change management process 
and staff insecurities (but might be 
ameliorated by grant award for 
change management and strategic 
business planning from Arts Council 
‘stabilisation’ scheme) 

• Takes longer-term view of • Some staffs at Hull New Theatre 
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Potential Advantages Potential Disadvantages 
venues’ management worked under previous trust; recall 

tension between Council and 
independent board members 

• Encourages capacity for 
‘missing’ educational and 
outreach work 

 

• Better placed to attract capital 
grants from Heritage Lottery 
Fund and other public agencies 

 

• Potentially lower wage costs 
than under Council 
management; greater job 
satisfaction for employees; easier 
HR 

• Would have to navigate TUPE 
legislation for Council employee 
transfer 

• Provides best framework for 
recruitment of enhanced 
management team (especially 
Theatre & Halls Director, 
finance, education and 
development managers) 

• Managers and Board members would 
need training under new corporate 
status; staffs nervous of change 

• Confines Hull City Council 
officer-time to grant conditions 
and compliance 

 

• Theatre & Halls Director paid to 
manage – board and manager 
would share same goals 

• Need for higher-remuneration to 
Theatre & Halls Director as ‘chief 
executive’ 

• Good framework for resolute 
leadership 

 

• Constitutional equality with 
other Council theatrical 
investments: Hull Truck Theatre 
Company Limited and Hull 
Time Based Arts 

 

 
 
11.2.3 Find a profit-seeking proprietary company to lease both venues 
 
If a Kingston upon Hull’s Council primary objective is for the venues to trade 
successfully, by making money or reducing the need for local authority subsidy, 
a private operator offers the best option.  
 
The option of selling the freehold of either or both venues is an unlikely prospect; 
divestment would certainly be inexpedient for the Concert Hall: the only 
instances of private ownership of theatres outside London are the Palace Theatre 
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and Opera House Manchester, acquired by Apollo Leisure in 1990 from 
Manchester Theatres Limited. These are two 1900-seat lyric theatres housing long 
runs of commercial musicals and occasional visits from the subsidised lyric 
companies. The Pavilion Theatre, Glasgow (1449-seats) and the Edinburgh 
Playhouse (3,056-seats) are in private ownership and operation. Council should 
discount a change of ownership of either venue. 
 
However, the option of leasing the Hull New Theatre and City Hall to a 
commercial operating company is a possible alternative management 
arrangement, with council retaining the freehold. The Council could set certain 
conditions in a carefully defined agreement, in order to maintain the desired 
programming mix. It is probable that a commercial company could be persuaded 
to run the venues for less than current subsidy levels but the Council would, in 
all likelihood, need to provide further programme grants to enable less 
commercial attractions and any future education programmes to be scheduled.  
 
This kind operation is, from the City Council’s perspective, similar in certain 
ways to a non-profit company operation: many of the advantages and 
disadvantages of Trust operation discussed would be the same. It would ensure 
an arms-length relationship and ought to limit the Council’s financial exposure 
as the banker of last resort. The concept of exposing a local authority owned 
theatre to tendering is a relatively new phenomenon. The central UK 
Government examined the question of compulsory competitive tendering in the 
early 1990s: in the end arts management was not included, but the proposal 
provoked a high level of debate. Overall, theatres and concert halls were not seen 
as susceptible to CCT, trusts or buy-outs, unlike refuse collection, catering, 
ground maintenance, and sport and leisure facilities. 
 
The culture of a profit-seeking company, with shareholders, would inevitably 
force it to put money first; this is automatic for any private firm. The 
shareholders’ role in governance of the venues would be to appoint the directors 
and the auditors and to satisfy themselves that an appropriate governance 
structure is in place. The responsibilities of their board would include setting the 
company’s strategic aims, providing the leadership to put them into effect, 
supervising the management of the venues and reporting to shareholders on 
their stewardship. Through its annual reports, the company would confirm its 
compliance with corporate governance requirements. In turn, as the venue 
proprietor, Council would monitor performance and hold the company to 
account.  
 
Profit-seeking companies that operate local authority-owned theatres include 
Clear Channel (25 venues nationwide), Hetherington Seelig Theatres Limited 
(two venues, at High Wycombe and Swindon, the former being a 1076-seat 
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theatre and 400-capacity concert hall combined), Ambassador Theatre Group (23 
venues, but including only one theatre-and-concert hall combined, at Stoke on 
Trent), and Riverside Leisure Limited (at Billingham Forum Theatre only). Some 
private sports, fitness and leisure companies are expanding to theatre 
management as joint ventures with local authorities, such as Leisure Connection 
Limited, which will operate a new theatre at Dunstable. However, there are very 
few examples of a UK concert hall under private management: Hallogen Limited, 
a joint venture between Ogden Entertainment Services and Hallé Concerts 
Society, operated the Bridgewater Hall, Manchester, before passing to SMG 
Europe, an international facility management corporation that operates the 
Newcastle Arena and Manchester Evening News Arena, Manchester, and 31 
performing arts centres in the United States and continental Europe. (In October 
2004, SMG Europe moved into UK touring theatre management with a 15-years 
lease of the 1000-seat Tyne Theatre & Opera House, Newcastle).  
 
Its adjacent local authority in 2004, Darlington Borough Council, exceptionally, 
programs one middle-scale receiving theatre, the Gala Theatre Durham. In 2004, 
several Councils are progressing new profit-seeking company leases, as at 
Southend Theatres (Cliffs Pavilion and Palace Theatre). Sometimes, a local 
authority has examined the subject and decided to keep the status quo, as at 
Bradford in 2001.  
 
Significantly, there are few examples of private companies running a theatre and 
concert hall in tandem: the differences between managing a concert hall and 
theatre are significant. Most of these firms’ directors and managers come from a 
theatre background. At Hull, the City Hall is frequently used for ‘community 
events with rental waivers. These might also be harder to fit within the profit-
seeking company arrangement.  
 
Potential Advantages Potential Disadvantages 

• Creates partnership with a 
reputable management and 
allows new operator to pursue 
and develop new artistic policies 

• Retain all current problems – 
including reactive programming – 
(because no private operator may 
offer advantage of circuit-
programming to reduce show costs) 

• Maintains efficient day-to-day 
management of the venues 
through financial motivation of a 
profit-seeking company with 
economies of scale 

• Board members of a private operator 
may be remote; not domiciled in Hull 

• One tangible mission: profit 
maximisation. Operator could 
change goals as long it continues 
to deliver profits 

• Quality loss: programming at the 
venues unlikely to improve without 
increased subsidy to private operator  
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Potential Advantages Potential Disadvantages 
• Good framework for resolute 

leadership 
• Hard for Council to impose social 

objectives on private operator 
• Private operator might reduce 

the limitations of excessively 
wide functions assumed by  
Kingston upon Hull City 
Council; loosening of restrictive 
Council bonds 

• Risk – unless care is taken – of this 
being seen by Kingston upon Hull 
City Council as political and financial 
option, rather than a purposeful 
option   

• Costs of marketing by a private 
operator running a chain of 
theatres and concert halls can be 
kept to minimum; especially 
greater purchasing power with 
national advertising discounts 

• If this option is taken only because is 
it is the cheapest option, Council may 
be heading for increased grants to 
commercial operator after short time 

• Organisational and staff 
upheaval and insecurity 

• Profit-seeking status may obfuscate 
non-financial performance indicators, 
with private operator paying lip-
service to programme targets 

• Depending on duration of lease, 
operator might take longer-term 
perspective of needs, costs and 
solutions 

• Success of private operator companies 
elsewhere in theatre chain could be 
ripening it for sale (as happened at 
Apollo Leisure, when bought by SFX) 

• Stronger access to working 
capital if operated by one of ‘the 
big two’ companies 

• Standalone private operator might 
take short-term view of venues 

• Private operator would be 
inherently competitive company 

• Small ‘market’ for appropriate profit-
seeking alternative operators could 
hold Kingston upon Hull City 
Council to ransom 

• Profit-seeking status ought to 
provide basis for clearest 
financial performance indicators 

• Complex tender documentation 
required to make clear respective 
Council and operator responsibilities 

• For Kingston upon Hull City 
Council, might be better placed 
to clarify structures of authority 
and control, using payment of 
grant as reward and sanction 

• After grant-making and renegotiating 
objectives and targets, Kingston upon 
Hull City Council influence might be 
marginal, without specialist ‘arts 
monitor’ 

 
 
11.2.4 Management of the venues by a consortium 
 
Under this option, a range of partners would come together to manage the 
venues, such as a management buy-in (unlikely), a stockholding from a theatre 
impresario, Hull and/or Lincoln University, a commercial radio station and 
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others to be identified. However, the complexities of setting up a joint venture 
make the prospect unappealing. 
 
 
11.3 Observations and comments 
 
Before any decision is made about future governance, Council should first agree 
the extent of any new artistic ambition for the venues. If the City Hall and Hull 
New Theatre are to be better utilised, with ‘improved’ programming supported 
by the presently adequate marketing and management that might lead to an 
increase of attendance, they may need external project subsidies. Anticipating the 
upgrading and extensive refurbishments of the City Hall, followed by a potential 
wholesale refurbishment at Hull New Theatre, the most appropriate structure 
may be to revive the non-profit distributing company, limited by guarantee, 
using Humberside Theatre Trust Limited as a new lessee vehicle.  
 
The non-profit company form may also be a requisite for risk reduction, assist 
external capital fundraising and make show sponsorship easier; Humberside 
Theatre Trust Limited could operate the City Hall and Hull New Theatre in 
tandem. It would become a key stakeholder for building refurbishments, as the 
‘client’. Then, after the refurbishments at the City Hall and the Council has 
renewed experience of the non-profit company for a larger operation, the 
question of a private operator for both venues might be considered. Whatever 
the form of governance, I recommend that they continue to be governed under 
joint administration with shared working agreements and sense of common 
purpose. 
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12. A preliminary review of buildings’ improvements 
 
12.1 Context: the architectural inheritance of the City Hall 
 
As discussed in Section 1, the City Hall is an architectural centrepiece of Hull city 
centre: built, partly, as a symbol of success, of urban vibrancy and as a magnet to 
attract new developments. Nearly a century after opening, it still provides a 
much wanted, multifunctional entertainment icon. It is one the best concert halls 
in Britain, standing comparison with anywhere in the world. Hull would not be a 
city without the City Hall. It is here, rather than in churches or even in Queen 
Victoria Square with its new outdoor screen, that the largest city centre 
congregations are found, at pre-ordained times and at regular intervals. In 2004, 
the City Hall is still a booster to city prosperity and enhances neighbouring land 
values, but – as can be seen during any tour of the building, or most vividly in 
the survey of 400+ photographs taken by Tracy Charlton this summer - the fabric 
is decaying rapidly, and there are a huge number of essential repairs required. 
Notwithstanding redecorations to the front of house areas in 2004, there are too 
many areas of the building that now resemble a slum. Instead of being a source 
of pride, the building is becoming a sign of stigma. It desperately needs 
wholesale repair and upgrading. Experience elsewhere has shown that after 
refurbishments, the utilisation, audience and status of the City Hall would 
increase significantly.     
 

 
Illustration 7: Hull City Hall concert platform, showing obtrusive lighting positions that might be 

concealed in ceiling apertures, after refurbishment   
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12.2 The physical condition, refurbishment needs and development potential 
of the City Hall 
 
The Grade II* listed heritage building has been poorly maintained over time: 
 

• Rudimentary but important redecoration occurred in summer 2004 
• There is opportunity for a sensitive restoration of the auditorium, 

including reseating 
• There is a huge backlog of essential repairs  
• There is potential for acquiring one or more of the shops below the City 

Hall, for restaurant/café, kitchens, corporate hospitality and an education 
and learning suite 

• An historical bias towards the Hull New Theatre did not favour 
maintenance and development of the City Hall 

• There is now a more pressing need for wholesale and extensive repairs to 
the City Hall than for Hull New Theatre; but this sequence is reversed in 
the new Arts Strategy priorities 

• The work should also include new dressing rooms and improved physical 
access 

• Refurbishments would be a major project at the City Hall: the costs of 
which are very hard to estimate at this stage, although they might exceed 
£15million, plus 20 per cent professional fees 

• A conservation statement should be commissioned 
• An architectural feasibility study should be commissioned 
• There is plenty to interest the Heritage Lottery Fund; the City Hall is a 

building of intrinsic heritage quality that merits their support; providing 
design proposals match the quality of the building; and its future use 
(including shops acquisition for arts activities) would be appropriate 

• Some upgrading of the stage and technical equipment is needed 
• A refurbishment could be targeted for completion during the Hall’s 

centenary, 2009 
 
12.3 The need for feasibility studies 
 
There is a need for an external feasibility study, which would be in two parts: 
firstly, an architectural study and, secondly, a conservation statement. The 
following is a draft brief:  
  
The architectural study should provide Hull City Council with opinion and 
recommendations as to: 
 

• The strengths and weaknesses of Hull City Hall as a concert hall 
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• What upgrading to the City Hall could occur and according to what 
priorities 

• The kind of improvements necessary to maximise the potential for the 
City Hall’s refurbishment and operation 

• An indicative target programme with costs for implementing a 
refurbishment project, whether in a single phase, or by intermediate 
phases and closures 

 
An architectural master plan is required, taking into account the findings of a 
concurrent Conservation Statement. The study should produce a series of capital 
improvement development options for the building, to include analysis and 
discussion of the options for improving the following six key subjects ‘areas’: 
 
1. The condition of the building fabric 
 

• Including the adequacy of the mechanical and electrical systems 
• Options for improving the exterior of the City Hall, including the 

stonework, streetscapes, shop frontages and ‘the second roof’ repairs 
• Investigation into the presence of asbestos-based materials  

 
2. The social spaces and exterior 
 

• The Mortimer Suite 
• Consideration of operational problems relating to circulation and access  
• The Box Office may be in need of reconfiguration to maximise profitability 
• The provision of WCs 
• The potential for corporate hospitality space 
• The potential for a café-restaurant 
• The provision of cloakroom space 
• The potential for an education-and-learning suite 
• Public circulation 
• The use of the exterior balcony onto Queen Victoria Square 
• The cleaning of the facades and dome 
• The potential for an exterior lighting scheme  
• Escape 

 
3. The auditorium 
 

• The main auditorium décor 
• The appropriateness of the house lighting 
• The positioning of ‘stage’ lighting 
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• The enhancement of authenticity through addition of drapes, stained glass 
and other features 

• The position of the sound and lighting controls  
• The configuration of the auditorium seating according to optimum 

sightlines, revenue, comfort and numbers of seats 
• The auditorium seats: design of fixed seating in the circle, versus design of 

removable chairs in stalls area 
• Storage and portability of stalls chairs 
• Ventilation; air-conditioning, heating and comfort cooling 
• The acoustic character of the auditorium 
• Thermal insulation 

 
4 Backstage 
 

• The organisation, equipment and operational convenience of the concert 
platform 

• The scope for modernisation of concert platform machinery, 
soundproofing and allied strengthening 

• The adequacy of the get-in 
• The scope for improving the concert platform 
• The redesign of the dressing rooms 
• The scope for a new band room 
• The scope for a ‘green room’ 
• The requirements for storage, including piano 
• The adequacy and location of the administration offices 
• The requirements for new connections between the main concert hall and 

the street-level shops 
 
5. Extra spaces 
 

• Options for claiming shops for City Hall use, whether for administration, 
chairs storage, education suite, café-restaurant, bars and cloakrooms, 
cultural industries, resource centre, small lecture theatre &c 

 
6. Access 
 

• The provision of services for access for people with disabilities, whether 
patrons, artists or staff 

 
7. Supplementary reporting, which should include: 
 

• A structural and building services report 
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• Desirably, a set of measured drawings of the building as it is today 
• A full cost report and programme for each of the options 
• Access audit 
• Funding implications 

 
8. The likely capital costs of repair and refurbishment 
 
The architects engaged would be responsible for the engagement of additional 
design consultants, acoustician, consulting engineer, access consultant and 
quantity surveyor. The Theatre & Halls Director and other officers would assist 
the architects where appropriate, especially for an outline of the funding 
potential.    
 
An architectural feasibility study for the City Hall might be commissioned for a 
fee of approximately £15,000 (excluding measured survey drawings).   
 
12.4 A brief for a conservation statement 
 
The following is a suggested brief for a Conservation Statement:  
 
The development of a Conservation Plan is central to the philosophy of 
conservation and restoration within any historic building. As a listed building, 
the City Hall demands by its nature a sensitive and considerate approach to 
restoration for the twenty-first century. Accordingly, Council wishes to 
commission a Conservation Statement. This would be used as the basis for an 
application to the Heritage Lottery Fund for funds towards a full Conservation 
Plan. Therefore, the consultant would: 
  

1. Establish Hull City Hall’s national standing in the United Kingdom, 
and its importance in heritage terms 

2. Identify the significant interventions that have taken place since 
construction in 1909 

3. Identify the desirable restoration and conservation elements of any 
proposed scheme 

4. Work with Hull City Council’s quantity surveyor to create an accurate 
cost plan for the work 

5. Identify the elements of future research required, sources, locations 
and analysis 

6. Identify what other services are required to underpin the Conservation 
Plan and provide costing, e.g. cost of conserving drawings and 
documents, paint analysis 

7. Identify a realistic timescale for this work to ensure it is done earlier 
rather than later 
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A Conservation Statement might be commissioned for a fee of approximately 
£3,000. (This would then form the basis of an application to the Heritage Lottery 
Fund, for a project development grant).  
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
Illustration 8 and 9: The exterior of the City Hall, showing a well-balanced, semi-classical façade nearly 

ruined by the deplorable fascias of the shops below 
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Illustration 10: The City Hall: exterior treatments to the Mortimer Suite (former Art Gallery), showing the 

distinguished medallions and names of great artists wearing away 

 
 
12.5 Costs of refurbishing the City Hall 
 
The cost of restoration and upgrading of the City Hall – being an existing 
building - is more difficult than estimating the costs of a new building. For a new 
building, such as a new Hull New Theatre, the net usable space is multiplied by a 
grossing factor to cover circulation, construction etc., and the resulting gross area 
multiplied by a cost per m². For the City Hall, at least sketch designs by a design 
team (RIBA Stage ‘C’) would be required before a reliable budget estimate can be 
estimated. Confirmation of major Lottery Grants requires a further stage, Scheme 
Design (RIBA Stage ‘D’). With upgrades to an existing building, the costs are 
much more complicated. During a feasibility study, some problems will be 
solved and others will be identified. The reliability of any estimate is in direct 
proportion to the amount of investigation of the existing structure and design 
work undertaken. Clearly, my review cannot predict the costs accurately, 
although my ‘ball park’ estimated figure, ascertained from a tour of the building, 
discussions with the managers about desirable improvements, the photographic 
catalogue of neglects, and experience elsewhere, suggests an underlying state of 
disrepair, with very tentative total costs of rejuvenating the City Hall to modern 
standards, that might exceed £15million. On top of this, 20 per cent should be 
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added for professional fees, historic buildings being at the top end of any 
consultants’ scale of fees, and smaller sums for preliminary and feasibility 
studies.  
 
 
12.6 Implications for operations 
 
The feasibility study should offer opinion on whether the City Hall 
refurbishment is undertaken in one go, or phased. Phasing would spread the call 
on Hull City Council finances over a longer period than I suggested in the action 
plan and indicative milestones. Furthermore, phasing is likely to result in an 
increase of 15 per cent to 25 per cent in total capital expenditure. A partially 
completed City Hall would be unattractive to concertgoers. There would be 
would be negative effect on Council’s revenue subsidy contributions for a 
number of years. Undertaking the refurbishments in one go would probably take 
twenty months, during which time a reduced musical programme could be 
staged in Hull churches and, especially, on Sunday nights and part-weeks at 
Hull New Theatre. The administration staff and box office would have to relocate 
for much of the period, or be working on a building site. Council would also 
have to consider the redeployment of some staff during the period of reduced 
City Hall programming.  
 
 
12.7 A new future for Hull New Theatre 
 
The overall aesthetic experience of visiting any theatre is vital to a full 
appreciation of the performances it presents:  unfortunately, as I have discussed 
in Section 1, Hull New Theatre is a poorly designed theatre. It is now 
approaching the end of its life, and will seem even more dated after the new Hull 
Truck Theatre opens in 2007. Ideally, therefore, it should be replaced. For 
Council, it is a shame that the New Theatre should reach the end of its days, but 
theatre buildings do not last forever.  
 
Fortunately, because of the pending vacation of the adjacent Fire Station, there is 
an excellent opportunity to rebuild the theatre, extending the premises onto the 
neighbouring site. Furthermore, the car park in John Street might be reused for 
undercover get-ins by constructing a medium height car park above.17 The 
surroundings are also capable of housing a revived Hull Dance Centre, a 
relocated Hull Screen cinema and the ‘missing’ 500-seat recital hall for chamber 
                                                 
17 Managers suggested that a new car park-cum-get-in would alleviate neighbourhood noise and 
create an all-weather working environment. The theatre might be credited with income from the 
car park that might hold 120 vehicles. An undercover link to the theatre would benefit patrons.  
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music. These three extra ingredients, plus yet unidentified small resident 
performing arts organisations (such as Northern Theatre Company), could be the 
vital ingredients for a dynamic new theatre quarter.     
 
A second feasibility study should be commissioned, to investigate design options 
and costs for a consummate redevelopment, leading to a rebuilt theatre, on the 
Kingston Square site, opening in the 75th anniversary year, in 2014. This study 
would cost approximately £25,000, and examine: 
 

1. The acquisition of the adjacent and soon to be vacant Fire Station site for 
theatre use 

2. The gutting of the present Hull New Theatre 
3. The design and construction of a brand new theatre in the shell of the 

externally distinguished Assembly Rooms, extending north through the 
Fire Station land 

4. Rotating of the axis of the stage and auditorium through 180-degrees, 
aligned to a new public entrance from the Jarratt Street ‘portico’  

5. Greater wing space, appropriate for lyric theatre presentations, plus new 
get-in and scene dock 

6. A new dressing room block, to accommodate large lyric companies 
7. Two band rooms and two chorus rooms 
8. New ‘intimate’ horseshoe-shaped auditorium, for circa 1,200-seats, on 

three levels 
9. New foyers, with construction of a new theatre restaurant, above ground 
10. The reinstatement of the original Georgian windows and other features of 

the Assembly Rooms  
11. Corporate hospitality and members’ suites 
12. An education/research room 
13. Rehearsal studios (one to correspond to the new stage dimensions) 
14. Green room with cafeteria 
15. Structure and services 
16. Storage 
17. Theatre ‘workshop’ for maintenance 
18. A new Dance Centre, with four studios and dancers’ health centre 
19. A new Hull Screen Cinema, with two/three screens 
20. A recital hall for chamber music 
21. Offices 
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Illustration 11: The Georgian Assembly Rooms (now Hull New Theatre) in proportion to the entire site 

bordered by Kingston Square, John Street, Worship Street and Jarratt Street. An aerial photograph taken in 
1937 demonstrates the spacious potential of the block. In 1937, the auditorium of the Little Theatre next 

door to the Assembly Rooms ran from right to left parallel with the exterior canopy. The rectangular brick 
building on the left was the shallow stage house of that theatre. 

 

 
 

Illustration 12: The present entrance elevation to Hull New Theatre and the rear of the Fire Station, 
extending to John Street 
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12.8 The stage, technical equipment and maintenance 
 
Hull New Theatre’s stage manager, Allan Green and chief electrician Allan 
Edwards, emphasised the need for increased investment in stage and technical 
equipment. The theatre has to upgrade continuously in order to attract 
performing companies. The theatre manager stressed the need for improving 
disabled access front of house and backstage. The following is a list of desirable 
improvements, although in the event of a redevelopment of the theatre, their 
priority would need to be carefully assessed: 
 

HULL NEW THEATRE 
SOME KEY IMPROVEMENTS IDENTIFIED 

Lighting Equipment Sound Equipment 
• Adequate; yearly improvement 

by purchasing equipment 
progressively within the budget 
has started 

• A review and replacement 
would be welcome; equipment 
chosen to be transferable to a 
new theatre 

• New dimmers will be required 
in 2005; estimated cost £140,000 

• A projector linked to FOH PC 
could provide improved patron 
information and sponsorship 
opportunities 

• Adequate; yearly improvement 
by purchasing more equipment 
progressively within the budget 
has started. A review and 
replacement would be welcome; 
equipment chosen to be 
transferable to a new theatre 

• Need to spend £50,000 to make 
the system first rate 

Flying Equipment Safety Curtain and House Drapes 
• Crew would like to take the two 

hemp lines off the plan 
• Flying system is grossly 

inadequate and in need of 
updating, especially to keep 
abreast of modern regulations 

• Not enough flying height for 
major shows 

• Needs repainting, with new 
screen area; possible ‘act drop’ 
mural 

• House curtain twenty years’ old; 
needs replacing when orchestra 
pit remade 

Stage facilities Orchestra pit 
• Wing space is cramped for 

larger shows; need more room 
stage left; only solvable by 
removing staircase, visiting 
company office and two 
principal dressing rooms 

• New lifting equipment required 

• Major refit postponed in 2004; 
staffs consider this still number 
one priority; for automated pit 
to comply with health and 
safety and public liability. 
Feasibility study completed by 
Michael Jackson Ltd.   
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HULL NEW THEATRE 
SOME KEY IMPROVEMENTS IDENTIFIED 

Loading bay Dressing rooms 
• Get-in is now from busy John 

Street in a residential area;  
would be better at the  other 
side of the theatre (non 
residential), with easy access 
from a courtyard 

• The present loading bay  
requires  an alloy ramp;  current 
one too heavy 

• New toilets and showers 
required, in all dressing rooms 

• Fully accessible dressing room 
required, at stage level 

Other electrical/mechanical 
installations 

Communications 

• New boilers to be installed; 
currently five systems each 
heated by an immersion heaters. 

• New backstage electrical 
domestic supply required 

• New distribution boards being 
installed, with rewiring 

• New comfort cooling/heating 
system required (innumerable 
patron complaints) 

• New call system required 
• New communication boxes in 

auditorium required 

General building 
maintenance/upgrades 

Auditorium/Front of House/Stage 
Door 

• Roof mounted floods in need of 
overhaul 

• Roof insulation survey required 
• For Disability Discrimination 

Act requirements; audit 
completed, identifying much 
work to be done, including lifts 
and new equipment completed 
the act much work to be done 

• Theatre ‘workshop’ is required 

• Seating was re-covered in 2002; 
now good for ten years 

• Box office needs redesigning for 
contemporary user-friendliness 

• Stage Door is a cubby hole; 
needs reconfiguration 
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13. Economic and social impact of the City Hall and Hull New Theatre 
 
A conventional feasibility study for a capital project of the magnitude of a £15 
million refurbishment at the City Hall would normally include an economic 
impact analysis, which nowadays customarily includes a social impact study. 
This was not part of the brief for my review of course, but might be 
commissioned in the next stage of venues’ development. For the overall business 
of the arts and cultural industries in Hull, turnover (from a representative 
sample of 852 enterprises in the Hull area) was estimated at £131million in 2000 – 
with 4 per cent of all employment in the Hull.18 The City Hall and Hull New 
Theatre are, separately, two of the ten largest cultural enterprises, and their 
economic significance can assist in developing effective regional policy in Hull.  
 
The following comments may assist in preparing a future brief. 
 
An economic impact study (for both venues as one entity) should act as a 
discussion document for potential capital stakeholders such as Yorkshire 
Forward, Heritage Lottery Fund, Kingston upon Hull City Council, European 
Regional Development Fund, and the Arts Council. It would establish internal 
indices to measure ongoing performance. These arguments work because they 
take advantage of two traditions: first, the long-established interest of the City 
Council in promoting overall economic growth and regeneration within its 
borders; second, the hardheaded ‘show me in pounds and pence’ attitude of 
locally influential business people whose support may be crucial in obtaining 
private sector capital donations for the scheme. An economic study may also 
assist in the quest for corporate sponsorship income for the future operation of 
the City Hall and Hull New Theatre.  
 
The study should attempt to measure the significance of the venues in actual 
pound terms. I use the word ‘attempt’ advisedly because of the conceptual and 
practical difficulties of carrying out the analysis and the importance of 
objectivity. The principles employed are general and have been used to measure 
the impact of other identifiable Humberside industries. The study would 
estimate the size of three flows of spending that originate in the venues and 
which, in combination, measure its impact. These are: 
 

• direct, indirect, and induced spending 
 

                                                 
18 Claire Heathcote and Calvin Taylor, Key Data: the cultural industries in Hull, Wakefield, Bretton 
Hall/University of Leeds, 2001, p.4. 
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Ideally, these three flows should be estimated from an input-output model of the 
whole Hull economy, if not the whole Humberside economy. It should seek to 
trace out the anticipated pound value of purchases by the venues from every 
other industry that is required to produce one year’s total output in the business 
of the City Hall and Hull New Theatre. Council’s regeneration and economic 
specialists would source a fuller economic picture, but if such a model were not 
easily obtainable, it should nevertheless make use of input-output concepts and 
borrow essential parameter values from input -output studies of other localities 
and other concert halls and theatres. The market overview would contribute to 
the study.  
 
A crude estimate of the economic benefit of a £15 million capital refurbishment 
scheme at the City Hall, added to the annual turnover in operating the City Hall 
and Hull New Theatre would be: 
 

• The generation and retention in Hull of 150 net additional jobs. This figure 
would include direct employment on the refurbishment and those 
resulting from direct/induced impacts (after multiplier effects), taking 
into account the costs of the project, including displacement and 
‘substitutionality’ effects. The jobs arise mainly from the impact of people 
and companies performing at the venues spending money locally on 
purchased goods and services, new direct employment at the two venues, 
and employment associated with the property market impact. 

 
• Additionally, some 750-person years of construction employment would 

be generated by the refurbishment. The value of property near the City 
Hall might also be enhanced.  

 
An economic study would analyse the venues’ impact on regeneration of the city 
centre in quantifiable terms; through the direction of expenditure to Hull, and 
the supporting services required for the venues. Although the project would 
cultivate the development of cultural industries in Hull, because the City Hall 
and Hull New Theatre would remain essentially ‘receiving and presenting’ 
venues, the direct effects would be more limited than at a ‘creating’ hall with a 
resident orchestra and theatre with a repertory company in residence, as at the 
new Hull Truck Theatre. The refurbishment of the City Hall would improve the 
prospects for investment within its vicinity, enhancing the long-term viability of 
the city as Humberside’s major population centre. The developments would be a 
further catalyst in the upgrading of Hull by encouraging changes in the mix of 
retail units and other premises, many of which are currently vacant. Economic 
impact studies have been usefully adopted at several touring theatres and halls, 
such as the Theatre Royal, Norwich, Arts Theatre Cambridge, Plymouth Theatre 
Royal and Portsmouth Guildhall and Theatre Royal.    
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The impact of the City Hall and Hull New Theatre transcends their employment 
and income-generating capacities. Whereas the first part of an economic study 
would emphasise quantitative economic impacts, this should be balanced with 
expression to qualitative and other non-economic impacts. The total impact of 
the two venues would depend on a mix of factors, which cannot all be 
incorporated into econometric methodologies. To overcome the limitations of 
multiplier investigations, (which have often been misinterpreted by theatres, 
concert halls, local authorities and investors) the definition of ‘economic impact’ 
should be widened to cover intangible effects by applying the concept of 
‘benefits’ based on a social critique of the programming activity and its 
anticipated results, especially after refurbishment. The study should confirm the 
status of a shared social vision between the Council and other stakeholders, and 
develop a set of social objectives for the venues. These would comprise:  
 

• direct impacts such as innovation, education and productivity, and  
• indirect impacts such as quality of life, cultural identity, pride, cultural 

pluralism, and new futures for the City Hall and Hull New Theatre 
 
(For other social impact evaluation criteria, see Appendix 16.5.) 
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14. The Theatre & Halls Director 
 
14.1 Context: the previous job description 
 
The job description for the previous Theatre & Halls Director (amended in April 
2001), who was subsequently responsible to the Group Director (Regeneration 
and Development) until the transfer to the Department of Learning & Culture 
and the appointment of the Head of Cultural Services in 2004, is as follows:  
 
Principal accountabilities 
 
1. Develops a marketing strategy to identify the needs of the community as a basis for 

designing a programme of events to achieve the identified cultural and business 
performance objectives of the Division. 

2. Constructs and manages a balanced, quality programme of entertainment including 
drama, music, film, opera and light entertainment to meet the approved objectives, 
make effective use of the available resources and maximise income generation 
opportunities. 

3. Identifies initiates and secures business opportunities for service development 
through the pro-active establishment of links with the arts and business community, 
external agencies and local community groups, in order to maximise cultural and 
financial support for the Division. 

4. Negotiates bookings and agrees contracts with agents and production companies on 
behalf of the Council to achieve the cultural and business objectives specified by the 
Council. 

5. Determines pricing and discount structures to maximise income and attendances at 
events. 

6. Establishes good industrial relations, recruits, and trains, develops and deploys 
management, support staff and employees to achieve a flexible, motivated and 
effective workforce.  

7. Develops and implements systems and procedures that provide meaningful 
financial, management and operational information to assist the decision making 
process throughout the Division and Directorate. 

8. Contributes to the corporate management of the Department and to the 
development and promotion of the Department's aims and objectives, and presents 
other reports as appropriate. 

9. Produces the Divisional Business Plan and ensures the Plan is achieved. 
10. Monitors and reviews performance to identify the opportunity to develop 

organisational potential, improve quality, maximise income and instigates the 
necessary actions to facilitate improvement. 

11. Develops implements and maintains good employment policies/practices working 
procedures, to ensure compliance with all relevant legislation, Council policies and 
industry practice. 

12. Implements and maintains, as the licensee, good order, public safety and security 
practices throughout the facilities and services managed to ensure the efficient and 
effective operation of the Division. 
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General 
 
1. The above principal accountabilities are not exhaustive and may vary without 

changing the character of the job or level of responsibility. 
2. The above duties may involve having access to information of a confidential nature 

which may be covered by the Data Protection Act.  Confidentiality must be 
maintained at all times. 

3. The post holder must be flexible to ensure the operational needs of the Council are 
met.  This includes undertaking duties of a similar nature and responsibility as and 
when required, throughout the various places of work in the Council. 

4. To promote the Council's Equal Opportunity Employment Policy. 
5. The Health and Safety at Work etc. Act (1974) and other associated legislation places 

responsibilities for Health and Safety on all employees.  Therefore, it is the 
potholder’s responsibility to take reasonable care for the Health, Safety and Welfare 
of him/herself and other employees in accordance with legislation and the Council's 
Safety Policy and Programme.  Specific details are outlined in the Departmental 
Safety Policy. 

6. Where the post holder is disabled, every effort will be made to supply all the 
necessary employment aids, equipment or adaptations to enable him/her to perform 
the full duties of the job.  If, however, a certain task proves to be unachievable then 
job redesign will be given full consideration. 

 
Dimensions 
 
1. The post holder has principal responsibility for a total estimate provision for 1999/00 

of £5.3 million with an estimated total income of £3.1 million, hence a projected 
turnover of £8.4 million. 

2. The post holder is responsible for the management of 50 permanent employees and 
100 casual staff 

3. Total patrons/ticket sales for events held within the City Hall and New Theatre 
during 1998/99 totaled 304,614. 

 
Context 
 
The Division provides a diverse range of national and international entertainment to the 
citizens of Hull and its environs and provides an auditorium for local and regional 
events. 
 
The Division operates in an commercially competitive environment with ever increasing 
financial constraints where there is a need to consistently maximise income and 
minimise operating costs whilst maintaining/improving service standards and 
promoting excellence. 
 
The nature of the environment often requires the post holder to make decisions relating 
to the provision of a production/service at very short notice (e.g. hours) without 
recourse to Committee or any other senior staff. 
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Knowledge/experience/skills/qualifications 
 
1. A minimum of 5 years relevant experience 
2. A relevant management and professional qualification, e.g. a D.M.S. or a Diploma in 

Arts Administration. 
3. Comprehensive financial management skills including knowledge of pricing 

policies. 
4. Fully developed marketing and publicity skills. 
5. A thorough understanding of the entertainment industry and related working 

practices. 
6. A working knowledge of Council policies, practices and procedures. 
7. Excellent communication, leadership and negotiation skills plus the need to facilitate 

change and take risks as appropriate. 
8. Ability to make effectual decisions under pressure and at short notice. 
9. An ability to plan, manage, lead and direct. 
10. A high degree of enthusiasm and initiative and resilience. 
 
Working relationships 
 
Internal 
 
1. Communicates regularly with other divisional heads within the Department for the 
interchange of information and ideas in order to provide effective management of the 
Division and Department 
2. Communicates frequently with the Portfolio holder to provide up to date information 
on the performance of the Division. 
 
External 
 
1. Producers, promoters, agents and performers for the booking, negotiation of contracts 
and the effective delivery of performances. 
2. The Arts Council of England to seek funding and the Yorkshire and Humberside Arts 
Board in order to agree schedules for nationally funded companies. 
 
Decision making: 
 
Management decisions relating to the strategic and functional financial, operational and 
quality issues impacting on the Theatre and Halls Division which include:- 
 
1. The marketing plan and its cost. 
2. The nature and financial commitments of the annual programme. 
3. The bookings and contracts entered into for all services after conducting 

negotiations. 
4. The seat pricing and discount structure. 
5. Problems requiring a solution within hours. 
6. The principal use of the budget. 
7. Decisions at a strategic and tactical level in relation to the procurement of funding at 

local, regional and national levels. 
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8. Decisions related to the recruitment, selection and training/development of staff. 
9. Recommendations to be included into Committee reports. 
10. Delegated powers in accordance with Standing Orders 
11. The marketing plan and its cost. 
12. The nature and financial commitments of the annual programme. 
13. The bookings and contracts entered into for all services after conducting 

negotiations. 
14. The seat pricing and discount structure. 
15. Problems requiring a solution within hours. 
16. The principal use of the budget. 
17. Decisions at a strategic and tactical level in relation to the procurement of funding at 

local, regional and national levels. 
18. Decisions related to the recruitment, selection and training/development of staff. 
19. Recommendations to be included into Committee reports. 
20. Delegated powers in accordance with Standing Orders 
 
Challenges & key features: 
 
1. Potential impact of a change of Government and policies. 
2. Competing for the Leisure pound. 
3. Potential Lottery bids would contribute significantly to capital investments. 
4. Retaining current audiences with increased attendance and profitability and identify 

and recruit new audiences through new initiatives. 
5. Need to improve marketing, sales and internal procedures. 
6. Need to be innovative with bookings/events in respect of entertainment trends. 
7. Increase the number of events/attendances at all venues. 
8. Develop the Divisions potential to work with the Learning and Community Services 

departments to achieve mutual benefit. 
9. Threat of commercial competitors, other leisure forms and venues reducing 

audiences. 
10. Develop a closer working relationship with the community through various 

initiatives. 
11. Attendance at certain events, e.g. 1st night performances, special events etc. will 

require irregular hours of work. 
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14.2. Recruiting a new Theatre & Halls Director 
 
During this review, I was at first attracted to the possibility that the position of 
Theatre & Halls Director might not need to be filled at all: that the skilful Theatre 
Manager and City Hall Manager could continue to manage and programme the 
venues in their businesslike manner.  I was drawn to the virtues of continuing 
the interregnum: the venues have an orderly organisation structure with a 
competent management team reporting to the new Head of Cultural Services, as 
well as benefiting from the stable and consistent commitment of the Council. 
Money could be saved by relinquishing the post.  
 
In these circumstances, it might be tempting for Council only to upgrade the 
managers’ posts by a small degree. In this situation, Council might build the 
managers’ capacity by farming out technical assistance to management 
consultants or part-time programming specialists. However, in my view, it was a 
measure of the competence, efficiency and security of the previous Theatre & 
Halls Director and his lieutenants that help was infrequently sought from 
outside experts. At many other arts organisations, the cost of outsourcing often 
undermines the worth of the staff within them.   
 
I now believe that it is better to for Council to give the venues strong leadership 
and build up their expertise from within. This is the key to the success of all good 
theatres and concert halls.  
 
Furthermore, the binding together of two venues requires someone who can, at 
times, act as arbiter in the allocation of a finite budget. Parity between the 
venues’ respective artistic ambitions may be required. Also, many of the next 
tiers of managers, most of who work across both venues, should have one boss. 
For the public and media, the programming should be represented by one 
manager who can articulate the artistic policy.  
 
I have already discussed the importance of entrepreneurial leadership to the 
programming health of the venues. Even with the able contributions of the 
Theatre Manager and City Hall Manager, success would be fortified by a Theatre 
& Halls Director who has experience in programming another venue, whether 
concert hall, theatre or both. Experience from another venue could stimulate the 
Hull venues.  It is also the case that there will be new responsibilities associated 
with much-needed complex refurbishments at each venue: the talent, taste and 
inspiration of the holder of this post will determine much of the future character 
of the venues.       
 
The appointment of a new Theatre & Halls Director will be a turning point for 
Hull New Theatre and the City Hall. The principal challenge for this individual 
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will be to continue the cycle of securing desirable attractions at the venues  and 
to increase their income generation (assisted, of course, by the  imaginative ideas, 
experience and detailed contributions from the respective venue managers), and 
to act as Council’s ‘executive client’ for the refurbishments.  This will require a 
person with artistic vision: someone who combines the management of creativity 
with creative management. She/he would bring critical judgment, and must 
have a positive bias towards the nature of music and theatre performances and 
the management of innovation. She/he must have experience in working with 
design teams on capital projects and leading a quest for external funding. The 
dimensions of the post will change significantly.   
 
A number of experiments have been tried in England in recent years whereby 
managers from business or marketing managers have been appointed to lead 
theatres and concert halls, supported by artistic programmers. Previously it was 
the reverse. In the regrettably few instances where such appointments have been 
successful, the ‘chief executive’ in question has also had some background in the 
producing side of the theatre business, usually in a producing drama company 
or perhaps as a musician. The vital lesson which the Council should heed in its 
next appointment is that the person must come with considerable experience and 
deep knowledge of the performing arts.   
 
It is also the case in many other venues that the person succeeding a long-serving 
manager often lasts in the job only for two years. By comparison with most 
theatres and concert halls, Hull has received long service from most managers: 
founder Peppino Santangelo ran Hull New Theatre for nineteen years to 1958, 
William Sharpe for sixteen years to 1974, David Sandford for ten years to 1984, 
and Russell Hills for eighteen years to 2004. One manager lasted one year. 
Several employees today have been in post for twenty years or more. During this 
review, staffs expressed hope that Council would endeavour not to appoint 
someone from today’s quick-changing arts administrator merry-go-round. They 
would like to welcome someone who would not be preoccupied with personal 
‘reputation’ management. They would like Council to appoint a fearless Theatre 
& Halls Director who would want to stay in post to champion the 
refurbishments, although they are sceptical about the success of any daring new 
artistic ambition that she/he might intend. They would also like Council to 
appoint a personable leader who will be ‘visible’ to the theatre-and-concertgoers 
at first nights and many performances and who has a gregarious management 
style.  

I recommend that, before advertising the post, Council should upgrade the 
salary to not less than £50,000. The wages paid today to theatre and concert hall 
directors at a sample of touring houses are considerably more than recent 
compensation at Hull. The following table shows the salaries paid (excluding 
employer national insurance and pension contributions) at ten sample venues: 
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SALARIES OF THEATRE DIRECTORS 
IN 10 THEATRES AND CONCERT HALLS, 2004 

A 900-seat touring house and 350-seat arts centre combined, owned by 
a Council and under direct management, in North East England 

£42,000 

A 1500-seat touring house and a 1200- seat concert hall combined, 
owned by a Council and operated by a Council-influenced trust, in 
North East Scotland 

£51,000 

A 1200-seat touring house, owned by a Council and managed by a 
Council-controlled trust, in North East England 

£56,500 

A 1900-seat and a 1200-seat touring theatre operation, owned by the 
Council, under the integrated management of a Council-influenced 
non-profit trust, in Scotland 

£92,000 

A 1200-seat touring house under the ownership and management of 
two non-profit trust companies, in North West England 

£47,200 

A 1500-seat touring house and a 1500-seat concert hall under direct 
Council management, in West Yorkshire 

£55,500 

A 1900-seat touring house under syndicated management of a theatre 
chain in Scotland (chief executive not responsible for programming, 
done by HQ in London) 

£46,000 

A 1200-seat touring house, owned by the Council and operated by 
Council-influenced non-profit trust, in the West Midlands 

£50,000 

A 1000-seat concert hall, minor hall and café, with conference facilities, 
owned and operated by the Council, in Fife 

£38,700 

A 900-seat producing theatre and 60-seat studio theatre, also hosting 
visiting companies, operated by a trust, in Yorkshire 

£42,000 

 

The previous person specification is satisfactory overall (after redesignation of 
the salary), but new principal accountabilities should be added/emphasised: 
 

• To lead on capital refurbishment plans at Hull New Theatre and the City 
Hall as ‘executive client’, working with architects and design team 
members 

• To lead on external capital and revenue fundraising 
• To write and update a five-to-ten years strategic business plan 
• To assist the Head of Cultural Services in preparing a city-wide theatres 

and festivals strategy 
 
To protect all concerned, show contract delegations should be temporarily 
redefined for the first six months of employment; preferably the chair of a new 
working group should sanction any guaranteed fee proposed.  
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15. ACTION PLAN AND SOME INDICATIVE MILESTONES 
 
 ACTION 

 
BY WHOM WHEN 

1. To consider the findings and 
recommendations of this report, 
discuss as appropriate 

Head of Cultural Services, 
Theatre Manager, City 
Hall Manager, Arts Officer 

November 
2004 

2.  To share the conclusions of this 
report with senior officers and 
elected members 

Head of Cultural Services 
and Director of Learning & 
Culture; elected members 

November 
2004 

3.  To share conclusions of this 
report with key potential 
partners, such as Arts Council 
England, Yorkshire, amateur 
societies, Heritage Lottery 

Head of Cultural Services December 2004 

4. To convene a venues’ working 
group to consider re-visioning 
City Hall and Hull New Theatre 
through strategic and change 
management, for operations and 
capital works 

Head of Cultural Services, 
Hull New Theatre 
Manager, City Hall 
Manager, Arts Officer, and 
others 

December 2004 

5.  To determine revised person 
specification for Theatre & Halls 
Director  

Head of Cultural Services, 
HR management 

December 2004 

6. To initiate recruitment of 
Theatre & Halls Director, and 
recruit 

HR management, Head of 
Cultural Services, theatre 
consultant 

December 2004 

7.  To examine other models for 
governance of touring theatres 
and concert halls in practice, 
through field trips 

External consultant, Head 
of Cultural Services, and 
elected members 

December 2004 

8.  To clarify the objectives, 
identity, ambition, standards 
and management of the venues; 
to create a new policy, including 
Educational and Learning 

Venues’ working group January 2005 

9. To determine the best model for 
future governance of the venues 

Venues’ working group, 
Legal Services 

January 2005 

10.  Commission an economic and 
social impact study for the 
venues 

Head of Cultural Services January 2005 

11. Commission  fundraising 
feasibility study for City Hall 
refurbishment 

Head of Cultural Services January 2005 

12. To agree objectives of favoured 
governance model 

Venues’ working group January 2005 
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 ACTION 
 

BY WHOM WHEN 

13.  To commission conservation 
statement and architectural 
feasibility study for City Hall 
refurbishments 

External architect and 
conservation specialist 

January 2005 

14. New Theatre & Halls Director 
begins work 

Head of Cultural Services, 
HR management 

Spring 2005 

15. To commission short 
architectural feasibility study for 
major Hull New Theatre 
upgrading 

New Theatre & Halls 
Director, architect/theatre 
design consultant 

Spring 2005 

16.  To prepare a strategic 5-to-10 
year improvement plan; with 
costs and benefits, accompanied 
by 20-year maintenance plan  

New Theatre & Halls 
Director, Theatre Manager, 
City Hall Manager, Admin 
Officer, Stage Management 

Spring 2005 

17. To consider funding 
implications of new operations, 
equipment and capital works 
proposals 

New Theatre & Halls 
Director, Venues’ working 
group 

Spring 2005 

19.  To prepare detailed business 
plan indicators; to determine 
revenue assistance levels for 
2005-2006 

New Theatre & Halls 
Director, Admin Officer, 
Venues’ working group 

Spring 2005 

20.  To determine effective new 
monitoring and evaluation 
frameworks, for external 
evaluation 

New Theatre & Halls 
Director, Admin Officer, 
Council finance 

Spring 2005 

21. To prepare and submit external 
applications for partnership 
funds towards budget for 
education and learning 
programme over both venues, 
plus education and learning 
officer 

New Theatre & Halls 
Director, with Theatre 
Manager and City Hall 
Manager 

Spring 2005 

22.  To begin change management to 
preferred governance option 

Head of Cultural Services, 
New Theatre & Halls 
Director, venues working 
group, Legal Department, 
external solicitor 

May 2005 

23.  To make first-stage applications 
to Heritage Lottery Fund, Arts 
Council England, Yorkshire 
Forward and other external 
partners for City Hall capital 
refurbishment programme 
 

Head of Cultural Services, 
New Theatre & Halls 
Director, venues working 
group 

June 2005 
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 ACTION 
 

BY WHOM WHEN 

24. To establish constitution, if non-
profit model adopted 

Head of Cultural Services, 
Legal department, Theatre 
& Halls Director 

June 2005 

25. To identify independent 
chairperson, if non-profit model 
adopted 

Head of Cultural Services, 
Leader, elected members, 
new Theatre & Halls 
Director 

July 2005 

26.  To commission architectural 
feasibility study for Hull New 
Theatre refurbishments and 
extensions to fire station site, 
with new centre for dance 

Head of Cultural Services, 
New Theatre & Halls 
Director, Building 
Services, 
External architect and 
theatre design consultant 

August 2005 

27. To appoint independent board 
members, if non-profit model 
adopted (as shadow board if 
necessary) 

New Theatre & Halls 
Director, Head of Cultural 
Services (and Board 
chairperson, if non-profit 
co) 

September 
2005 

28. To recruit a development 
director (fundraiser, for capital 
appeal and show sponsorships)  

New Theatre & Halls 
Director (and Board 
chairperson, if non-profit 
company incorporated) 

October 2005 

29. To recruit education and 
learning officer for venues 

New Theatre & Halls 
Director 

October 2005 

30. To appoint a Capital Appeal 
Committee and Patron 
To reformulate the Friends of 
Hull New Theatre (with City 
Hall) 

New Theatre & Halls 
Director, Development 
Director (and Board 
chairperson, if non-profit 
company incorporated) 

March 2006 

31. Initial press briefings for City 
Hall refurbishments and artistic 
vision 

Marketing Manager, 
Theatre & Halls Director, 
Press Officer 

September 
2006 

32. Public and partner capital 
funding targets identified, for 
City Hall refurbishments 

New Theatre & Halls 
Director, Head of Cultural 
Services, Building Services, 
(and Board chairperson, if 
non-profit company 
incorporated) 

April 2007 

33. Private sector and individual-
giving capital targets adopted 
and strategy confirmed  

New Theatre & Halls 
Director, Head of Cultural 
Services, Building Services, 
(and Board chairperson, if 
non-profit company 
incorporated) 
 

December 2007 
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 ACTION 
 

BY WHOM WHEN 

34. Appoint project manager for 
City Hall major refurbishment 

New Theatre & Halls 
Director, Head of Cultural 
Services, Building Services 

January 2008 

35. Confirm partner contributions 
to capital costs 

New Theatre & Halls 
Director, Head of Cultural 
Services, Building Services 

March 2008 

36. City Hall closes for major 
refurbishment 

New Theatre & Halls 
Director 

May 2008 

37. Closure period of limited 
musical activities arranged at 
Hull New Theatre, Ferens Art 
Gallery and churches 

New Theatre & Halls 
Director 

September 
2008 

38. Announce City Hall programme New Theatre & Halls 
Director, City Hall 
Manager and Marketing 
Manager 

August 2009 

39. Box Office opens for City Hall Marketing Manager, City 
Hall Manager 

August 2009 

40. City Hall reopens for centenary 
season, including musical 
commission to celebrate 250th 
birthday of William Wilberforce, 
on 24 August 

 February 2009 

41. Hull New Theatre closes for 
internal demolition and 
rebuilding 

 February 2012 

42. [Corresponding milestones 
through Hull New Theatre 
preparation/ rebuilding period, 
2012-2014; limited lyric theatre 
performances at the City Hall] 

Theatre & Halls Director, 
Theatre Manager &c.  

 

43. Hull New Theatre reopens for 
75th anniversary, with dance 
centre 

 December 2014 
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16. Appendices 
 
16.1. Persons consulted 
 
Claire Balfour Administrative Assistant 
Emma Barrow Box Office Clerk, Theatre & Halls 
Joan Bell Cleaning Supervisor 
Dr Alastair Borthwick  Director of Music Studies, University of Hull 
Marie Burkitt Marketing Manager, Theatre & Halls 
Janet Curtis  Box Office Clerk, Theatre & Halls 
Ivor Davies Head of Performing Arts, Arts Council Yorkshire 
Lynda Drasdo  Theatre & Halls Secretary 
Allan Edwards  Chief Electrician, Hull New Theatre 
Claire Elsdon Administration Officer, Theatre & Halls 
Ann Gallagher Assistant House Manager 
Joanne Gower  Executive Director, Hull Truck Theatre Company Limited 
Allan Green  Stage Manager, Hull New Theatre 
Richard Green  Artistic Director, Northern Theatre Company, Hull 
Brian Hayton Head of Cultural Services, Hull City Council 
Duncan Hendry General Manager, His Majesty’s Theatre & The Music Hall, 

Aberdeen 
Russell E Hills  Former Theatre & Halls Director, Hull City Council 
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Ian Watson Director, Dam Advertising 
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Howard Williamson Catering Manager, Theatre & Halls 
Dr Caroline Wood  Lecturer, Music Department, University of Hull 
Paul Woodmansey  Press Officer, Theatre & Halls 
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16.3: Profiles of 17 UK Touring Houses, 2002-2003 
 

NAME OF THEATRE 
New Theatre 

Cardiff 
Derngate 

Northampton 

His Majesty’s 
Theatre 

Aberdeen 
Leeds Grand 

Theatre 
Ashcroft 
Croydon 

Theatre Royal 
Norwich 

Wolverhampton 
Grand 

Grand Opera 
House 
Belfast 

Capacity 1,158 1,180 - 1,546 1445* 1550* 760 1,314 1,200 1,001 
Number of Perfs 289 317 319 274 360 399 437 387 
Annual Capacity 334,662 374,060 - 490,082 460,955 424,700 273,600 524,286 524,400 387,387 
Total Seats Sold 196,561 244,449 241,527 231,111 125,263 338,885 312,857 282,804 
%age Capacity 58.73 49.88 - 65.35 52.4 54.42 45.78 64.64 59.66 73.00 
Total Net Box Office £2,578,147 £2,648,847 £2,467,039 £3,272,733 £913,455 £3,729,807 £3,091,995 £3,357,272 
Average Ticket £13.12 £10.84 £10.21 £14.16 £7.29 £11.01 £9.88 £11.87 
Payments to Companies £1,896,562 £2,067,445 £2,162,122 £1,801,194 £777,927 £2,916,593 £2,365,589 £2,601,667 
Payments %age income 73.56 78.05 87.64 55.04 85.16 78.2 76.51 77.49 
         
Programme Profit £22,847 £8,335 £26,980 £31,716* £13,121 £44,535 £10,884  
Prog. Profit/admission £0.12 £0.03 £0.11 £0.14 £0.10 £0.13 £0.03  
Merchandise Profit £17,651 £28,776 £17,955 £3,160 £5,757 £11,243 £20,526  
Catering Profit £95,151 (inc ices) £137,189 £167,159 £182,284 £48,460 £77,359 £72,671  
Confectionary and Ices £17,651 (exc ices) £77,720 (inc above) (inc above) (inc above) £92,496 £83,138  
Total Profit £148,372 £252,020 £212,094 £217,160 £67,338 £225,633 £187,219 £374,517* 
Total profit/admission £0.75 £1.03 £0.88 £0.94 £0.54 £0.67 £0.60 £1.32 
Salaries and Wages Costs £162,967 £1,913,903 £596,750* £975,408 £187,280 £742,857 £1,069,405 £1,085,218* 
Staff Training £7,921 £6,116 £7,125 £1,601 £1,950 £10,078 £1,505 £6,137 
Marketing Expenditure £258,704 £489,462 £269,572 £339,057 £124,320 £448,222 £495,789 £480,340 
Marketing/seat sold £1.32 £2.00 £1.12 £1.47 £0.99 £1.32 £1.58 £1.70 
Friends Membership Numbers 803 * 4,996 139 n/a 10,400 2,500  
Friends Income £8,293 * £52,145 £1,570 n/a £183,846 n/a  
Rates Payable £40,053  £62,805 £8,040 charity status £24,510 £0 £0 
Maintennance Costs £49,828 £159,914 £84,680 £231,191 £38,095 £46,110 £19,663 £38,257 
Sponsorship Income £50,999 £84,427 £24,150  n/a £26,308 £4,450 £243,640 
RAB Grants £0 £385,465 £70,000  n/a £0  £0 
Council Support £593,107 £846,480 £84,700  £489,000 £134,000 £475,000 £458,400 
TOTAL £644,106 £1,316,372 £178,850  £489,000 £160,308 £479,450 £702,040 
Council Recharges £89,113 £160,500* £0  £110,683* £43,000 £0 £0 
Net support £554,993 £1,155,872 £178,850  £378,317 £117,308 £479,450 £702,040 
Support/seat sold £2.82 £4.73 £0.74 £0.00 £3.02 £0.35 £1.53 £2.48 
Support/seat sold 01/02 £3.22 £4.78 £0.74 £0.00 £3.26 £0.33 £1.48  
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NAME OF THEATRE 
North Wales 

Theatre 
Theatre Royal 

Nottingham 
Cliffs Pavilion 

Southend 
 Marlowe 

Canterbury 
Swansea 

Grand 
Alhambra 
Bradford 

Theatre Royal 
Newcastle 

New Theatre 
Hull 

Orchard 
Dartford 

Capacity 1,450 1,100 1,600 993 1,021 1,428 1,294 1,189 951 
Number of Perfs 291 361 382 375 338 349 364 278 326 
Annual Capacity 421,950 397,100 611,200 372,375 345,098 498,372 471,016 330,542 310,026 
Total Seats Sold 177,949 235,423 382,087 261,488 177,943 294,822 297,412 164,222 173,356 
%age Capacity 42.17 59.29 62.51 70.22 51.56 59.16 63.14 49.68 55.92 
Total Net Box Office £2,158,215 £3,324,388 £4,130,996 £3,075,553 £1,871,483 £3,579,880 £3,867,730 £1,626,348 £2,086,185 
Average Ticket £12.13 £14.12 £10.81 £11.76 £10.52 £12.14 £13.00 £9.90 £12.03 
Payments to Companies £1,886,191 £2,712,776 £3,288,324 £2,462,401 £1,504,376 £2,661,359 £3,034,056 £1,449,642 £1,650,660 
Payments %age income 87.4 81.6 79.6 80.06 80.38 74.34 78.45 89.13 79.12 
Programme Profit £17,404 £58,880 £38,160 £16,297 £15,941  £47,564 £12,205 £23,272 
Prog. Profit/admission £0.10 £0.25 £0.10 £0.06 £0.09  £0.16 £0.07 £0.13 
Merchandise Profit £9,395 £37,577 (inc conc hall) £14,604 Not known £28,000 £25,000 £19,402 £7,083 £14,012 
Catering Profit £35,413 £90,470 (inc conc hall) £138,524 £35,779 £9,804 £83,000 £47,346 £11,159* £49,041 

 £26,683 
£125,402  

(inc. conc hall) £164,981 £92,994 £96,983 £80,000 £66,988 £31,945 £65,111 
Total Profit £88,895 £312,329 £356,269 £145,070 £150,728 £188,000 £181,300 £62,392 £151,526 
Total profit/admission £0.50 £1.33 £0.93 £0.55 £0.85 £0.64 £0.61 £0.38 £0.87 

Salaries and Wages Costs £522,374 
£509,568 + £617,183 (inc 

conc hall) £758,645 £803,140 £1,013,664 £817,000 £1,243,448 £1,243,917* £757,200 
Staff Training £6,048 £2,905 (inc conc hall) £3,288 £8,938  £3,000 £6,455 Core budget £1,915 
Marketing Expenditure £244,726* £163,914 (inc conc hall) £328,539 £140,453 £159,403 £266,000 £550,580 £185,756 £196,118 
Marketing Spend/seat sold £1.38 £0.70 £0.86 £0.54 £0.90 £0.90 £1.85 £1.13 £1.13 
Friends Membership 
Numbers - 1,532 (inc conc hall) 1,456 7,123 840 1559  

1100 (gold 
card) 700 

Friends Membership Income - £28,020 (inc conc hall) £24,778 £65,775 £10,000 £17,000 £53,452 
£17,898 (gold 

card) £10,167 
Rates Payable £29,200 £128,041 £44,819 £37,059 £33,440 £48,507  £25,783 £37,688 
Maintenance Costs £45,950 £150,498 £61,138 Not known £85,000 £32,893*  £30,671 £181,367 
Sponsorship Income £30,379 £22,000  £1,350 £0 £2,572 £72,000 £4,000 £0 £3,350 
Arts Council Grants £0 £0 £0 £0 £29,986 £0 £43,260 £0 £0 
Council Support £490,850 £384,602 (£61,114)* £444,372 £672,677 £86,401 £634,850 £189,655* £941,421 
TOTAL £521,229 £406,602 £1,350 £444,372 £705,235 £158,401 £682,110 £189,655 £944,771 
Council Recharges £155,493 £352,966 £125,280 £388,241* £160,230 £386,408 £48,000 £622,836* £189,785 
Net support £365,736 £53,636  £56,131 £545,005  £634,110  £754,986 
Support/seat sold £2.06 £0.23 £0 £0.21 £3.06 £0 £2.13 £0 £4.36 
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16.4 Proposals for ‘high-level’ management accounts 
 
Although the financial controls, internal statements and monitoring of the venue’s financial 
progress are currently adequate, their modification matters for the simple reason that if they 
are not easily interpreted by people beyond the immediate venue management, such as 
future evaluation by external funding bodies, Council and other funders have no timely way 
of telling whether targets have been achieved or not.  The following draft forms are a 
recommended template for easier understanding of the venues’ financial progress: 
 

HULL NEW THEATRE/THE CITY HALL 
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE OUTLINE FOR ONE FINANCIAL YEAR 

 Budget Code £ £ 
Income    
Box Office Receipts    
LESS Share to Promoter    
Box Office Retention: Share to Hull New 
Theatre/City Hall 

   

ADD Net Ancillary Income    
ADD Hires    
ADD Net Catering Profit    
ADD Gold Card/Friends of the Hull New 
Theatre/ 
City Hall 

   

ADD Net Corporate Sponsorships  
and Donations 

   

Total Earned Income    
    
LESS Expenditure    
Wages and Salaries     
Administration     
Marketing and Sales 
(inc box office proportion) 

    

Stage     
Front of house     
Catering     
TOTAL     
     
Occupancy and the Building     
Rates     
Heat and Light     
Insurance     
Cleaning materials     
Repairs and Renewals     
TOTAL     
     
Administration and General Costs     
Computer consumables     
Postage and printing     
Staff recruitment     
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HULL NEW THEATRE/THE CITY HALL 
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE OUTLINE FOR ONE FINANCIAL YEAR 

Telephone     
Equipment Hire     
Central charges     
Entertaining     
Office supplies     
Travel and subsistence     
Depreciation; debt charges; asset rental     
Legal     
Licences and subscriptions     
Other admin categories at City Hall/ 
New Theatre 

    

TOTAL     
     
Marketing      
Season brochures     
Press advertising     
Postage and distribution     
Website     
Gold Card/Friends of Hull New Theatre/City
Hall 

    

Publications     
Other promotion costs     
TOTAL Direct Marketing Costs     
     
Education, Learning and Outreach     
TOTAL     
     
Stage     
Stage Sound and LX Supplies     
Other     
TOTAL     
     
TOTAL EXPENDITURE      
Total Weekly New Theatre Overhead  
Expenditure (1/52) 

    

LESS TOTAL INCOME     
OPERATING LOSS     
ADD GRANT INCOME     
Hull City Council: Operating Grant  
Assistance 

    

Other Grants     
Total Grants     
NET DEFICIT/SURPLUS     
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From this basic form of integrated budget, financial performance should be collated on a 
monthly basis, in one dedicated, short report. This should be reported to the Council on a 
monthly basis and should summarise the key indicators in a simple, easily read form and 
include: 
 
• a monthly statement of income and expenditure against budget to date, including a 

comparison with the corresponding month in the previous year 
• a summarised sheet of weekly income and performance for the month 
• a trading statement for catering and other ancillary activity 
• a projection of income and expenditure for the remainder of the financial year 
• if Council move to make the City Hall and Hull New Theatre a standalone operation or 

business unit, a statement of total assets less total liabilities 
• if Council move to make the City Hall and Hull New Theatre a standalone operation or 

business unit, a statement of the cash position to date and a simple cash flow projection 
for the remainder of the financial year 

 
All figures reported must be to the same date, a date that allows the report to be prepared 
and issued to the Head of Cultural Services working group in good time before 
consideration with the Theatre & Halls Director, which should be a monthly review of 
financial progress. The financial reports must be structured in such a way that the financial 
consequences of running the two venues can be seen clearly, as well as the total financial 
position of the venues. Presently, the reporting does not succinctly highlight the projected 
and revised amount of loss or profit, perhaps because it is easier to discuss it retrospectively 
than to deal with it proactively. Although the budget can be used as a means of justifying 
the level of Hull City Council operating subsidy, it is equally important to set political 
purpose to one side and ensure that it is an effective mechanism for controlling the theatre’s 
business operations and contributing to a dynamic management response. Therefore, a short 
narrative should accompany the new report from the Theatre & Halls Director, emphasising 
her/his perception of the financial position of the venues as at the date of the report, the 
consequences of future programming and plans, and the recommended action.  
I recommend the following forms for simplified financial reporting.  
 
Firstly, a succinct monthly summary: 
 

HULL NEW THEATRE/THE CITY HALL 
MONTHLY REPORTING STATEMENT 

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE 
Month Ended____________ 

 2004 
Month 
Total 

(2003 
Month 
Budget) 

Variation 
+/- 

2004-2005 
Months 
Total 
Cumulative 

(2003-2004 
Months Total 
Cumulative) 

Number of Weeks in 
Month 

     

Paid Attendance 
(excluding 
complimentaries) 
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HULL NEW THEATRE/THE CITY HALL 
MONTHLY REPORTING STATEMENT 

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE 
Month Ended____________ 

      
Net Box Office Receipts      
LESS Producer’s Share      
RETAINED by New 
Theatre/ 
City Hall 

     

      
ADD Hire of New 
Theatre/ 
City Hall 

     

ADD Corporate 
Sponsorship 

     

ADD Project Grants      
ADD Contra Income 
(excluding wages 
recovered) 

     

ADD Programmes (net)       
ADD Merchandise (net)      
NEW THETATRE/ 
CITY HALL  
TOTAL INCOME 

     

      
LESS: Wages (Stage and 
performance after wages 
contra) 

     

      
ADD: Catering Net Profit      
VENUE AND CATERING      
LESS Wages (Admin, Box 
Office & Marketing) 

     

LESS Estimated Venue 
Overheads 

     

ESTIMATED 
SURPLUS/DEFICIT 

     

LESS: Hull City Council 
Revenue Assistance 

     

Other Grants      
TOTAL GRANTS      
BALANCE      
 
This should be expanded on a second sheet to show more detail of actual results, week by 
week: 
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HULL NEW THEATRE/THE CITY HALL 
MONTHLY REPORTING STATEMENT: INCOME AND EXPENDITURE  

Month Ended____________ 
Month and Week 
Number 

Month 
No. 

Week 
No. 

Week 
No. 

Week 
No. 

Week 
No. 

Week 
No. 

(Previous 
Year) 

Week Ending Saturday TOTAL 
FOR 
MONTH 

Week 
Ending 

Week 
Ending 

Week 
Ending 

Week 
Ending 

Week 
Ending 

(Month 
Ending) 

Number of Weeks in 
Month 

       

Names of Productions        
No of Performances        
Paid Attendance 
(excluding 
complimentaries) 

       

Average Performance 
Attendance 

       

Yield (average ticket 
price) 

       

Net Box Office Receipts        
LESS Producer’s Share        
RETAINED by New 
Theatre/City Hall 

       

        
ADD Hire of Venue        
ADD Sponsorship        
ADD Project Grants        
ADD Contra Income 
(excluding wages 
recovered) 

       

ADD Programmes (net)         
ADD Merchandise (net)        
VENUE TOTAL 
INCOME 

       

        
LESS: Wages (Stage and 
performance after wages 
contra) 

       

        
ADD: Catering Net 
Profit 

       

VENUE AND 
CATERING 

       

LESS Wages (Admin, 
Box Office & Marketing) 

       

LESS Estimated Venue 
Overheads 

       

ESTIMATED 
SURPLUS/DEFICIT 
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A detailed catering trading statement should be attached, with gross profits based 
on stock taker’s reports: 
 

HULL NEW THEATRE/THE CITY HALL 
MONTHLY REPORTING STATEMENT FOR CATERING 

Month Ended____________ 
 TOTAL 

FOR 
MONTH 

Week 
Ending 

Week 
Ending 

Week 
Ending 

Week 
Ending 

Week 
Ending 

(Month 
Ending 
last year) 

Weeks in Month        
TAKINGS        
Bars        
Soft Drinks/ Sweets        
Ices        
Total Takings        
        
LESS COST OF 
SALES 

       

Bars        
Soft Drinks/ Sweets        
Ices        
Total Cost of Sales        
        
Gross Profit        
Bars        
Soft Drinks/ Sweets        
Ices        
Total Gross Profit        
Gross Profit %        
        
Wages        
Bars        
Ices/ Soft Drinks and 
Sweets 

       

Total Wages        
Wages %        
        
Net Weekly 
Profit/Loss 

       

Bars        
Soft Drinks/Sweets        
Ices        
TOTAL PROFIT/ 
(LOSS)TRANSFERRED 
TO MAIN STATEMENT 
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Finally, an overall summary should revise the year’s results:  
 

HULL NEW THEATRE/THE CITY HALL 
CUMULATIVE ACTUAL INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT 

FROM________TO________ (x trading weeks) 
WITH REVISED ESTIMATE TO END OF FINANCIAL YEAR 

 Actual at 
previous 
statement 

(No of 
Weeks) 

ADD 
Results 

this 
Month 
(No of 
Weeks) 

Actual to 
date 

(No of 
Weeks) 

Variance 
to budget 

to date 
+/- 

Budget 
for this 

year 

Total 
Revised to 
end of year 

 £ £ £ £ £ £ 
Box Office 
Retained by 
New Theatre/ 
City Hall 

      

LESS 
Overheads 

      

       
Plus Net 
Ancillary 
Income 

      

       
Plus Net 
Catering 
Surplus 

      

       
Plus Council 
Operating 
Assistance 

      

       
Plus Other 
Grants 

      

NET 
Operating 
Surplus/ 
Deficit 

      

 
After these forms of reporting are adopted (and, of course modified), the Theatre & Halls 
Director and the Head of Cultural Services should also be given a narrative from the finance 
officer, showing: 
 
• an explanation for material historic variances of actual against budget 
• a note of the consequences of City Hall/Hull New Theatre plans, the risk and sensitivity 

of such plans and the level of risk the Council can accept for future programme 
development 

• a recommended action plan that should address the cost structure in a dynamic and 
focused manner
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16.5 Economic and social impact study: 50 social impacts for evaluation at the 
venues 
  
The following social impacts of participation in the arts were identified by François 
Matarasso; many of them could be applied to a study for Hull New Theatre and City Hall 
that might be commissioned by sponsorship, for instance from the University of Hull:19 
 
1 Increase people’s confidence and sense of self-
worth 
2 Extend involvement in social activity 
3 Give people influence over how they are seen 
by others 
4 Stimulate interest and confidence in the arts 
5 Provide a forum to explore personal rights and 
responsibilities 
6 Contribute to the educational development of 
children 
7 Encourage adults to take up education and 
training opportunities 
8 Help build new skills and work experience 
9 Contribute to people’s employability 
10 Help people take up or develop careers in the 
arts 
11 Reduce isolation by helping people to make 
friends 
12 Develop community networks and sociability 
13 Promote tolerance and contribute to conflict 
resolution 
14 Provide a forum for intercultural 
understanding and friendship 
15 Help validate the contribution of a whole 
community 
16 Promote intercultural contact and co-operation 
17 Develop contact between the generations 
18 Help offenders and victims address issues of 
crime 
19 Provide a route to rehabilitation and 
integration for offenders 
20 Build community organisational capacity 
21 Encourage local self-reliance and project 
management 
22 Help people extend control over their own 
lives 
23 Be a means of gaining insight into political and 
social ideas 
24 Facilitate effective public consultation and 
participation 

25 Help involve local people in the regeneration 
26 Facilitate the development of partnership 
27 Build support for community projects 
28 Strengthen community co-operation and 
networking 
29 Develop pride in local traditions and cultures 
30 Help people feel a sense of belonging and 
involvement 
31 Create community traditions in new towns or 
neighbourhoods 
32 Involve residents in environmental 
improvements 
33 Provide reasons for people to develop 
community activities 
34 Improve perceptions of marginalised groups 
35 Help transform the image of public bodies 
36 Make people feel better about where they live 
37 Help people develop their creativity 
38 Erode the distinction between consumer and 
creator 
39 Allow people to explore their values, 
meanings and dreams 
40 Enrich the practice of professionals in the 
public and voluntary sectors 
41 Transform the responsiveness of public service 
organisations 
42 Encourage people to accept risk positively 
43 Help community groups raise their vision 
beyond the immediate 
44 Challenge conventional service delivery 
45 Raise expectations about what is possible and 
desirable 
46 Have a positive impact on how people feel 
47 Be an effective means of health education 
48 Contribute to a more relaxed atmosphere in 
health centres 
49 Help improve the quality of life of people with 
poor health 
50 Provide a unique and deep source of 
enjoyment 
 

                                                 
19 François Matarasso, Use or Ornament? The Social Impact of Participation in Arts Programmes, London, 
Comedia, 1997, p.35.  
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16.6 Postcode analyses of attendee origin for City Hall and Hull New Theatre, 
2003-04 
 
Hull New Theatre 
 
Figures calculated on the number of accounts that have full postcodes: 28,053  
 
POSTCODES AREAS NUMBER % 
        
DN1-12 DONCASTER 235 1% 
DN14 GOOLE 482 2% 
DN15-17 SCUNTHORPE 489 2% 
DN18-19 BARTON BARROW BRIGG 507 2% 
DN31-41 GRIMSBY CLEETHORPES IMMINGHAM 860 3% 
HU1-2  Hull City Centre 209 1% 
HU3 Boulevard Coltman St Dairycoates 775 3% 
HU4 Anlaby Park, Pickering Road, Calvert Lane 1304 5% 
" Anlaby Park Road South Boothferry Estate     
HU5 Avenues, Bricknell Ave, Chants Ave Wold Road,  2618 9% 
" Spring Bank West, Willerby Road Hotham Road,      
" Priory Road, Coronation Road     
HU6 Cranbrook Avenue Beverley Road 1274 5% 
HU7 Kingswood Sutton Wawne Road  1597 6% 
HU8 Garden Village, Summergangs Rd 1970 7% 

" 
Lambwath and Gillshill Road, Bellfield 
Avenue     

" James Reckitt Avenue      
HU9 Newbridge Rd - Maybury Rd 1515 5% 
HU10 Willerby,  Kirkella 1636 6% 
HU11 Bilton,Skirlaugh, New Ellerby 853 3% 
HU12 Ottringham, Paull, Burton Pidsea 1497 5% 
HU13 Hessle 1049 4% 
HU14 North Ferriby , Swanland 817 3% 
HU15 South cave Brough 1299 5% 
HU16 Cottingham 1264 5% 
HU17 Beverley 2437 9% 
HU18 Hornsea 307 1% 
HU19 Withernsea 199 1% 
LN1-13 Lincoln & surrounding areas 231 1% 
YO4 - 16 Scarboro, Filey, Brid, Flamboro Thirsk Selby 465 2% 
Y025 Driffield 883 3% 
Y042-43 Pocklington,  Mkt Weighton 368 1% 
        
  Insufficient numbers to include 913 3% 
    28053 99% 
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City Hall 
 
Figures calculated on the number of accounts that have full postcodes: 9,115  
 
POSTCODES AREAS NUMBER % 
    
    
DN14 GOOLE 133 1% 
DN15-17 SCUNTHORPE 101 1% 
DN18-19 BARTON BARROW BRIGG 132 1% 
DN31-41 GRIMSBY 128 1% 
HU1-2 Central Hull  86 1% 
 Northumberland Avenue   
HU3 Boulevard Coltman St Dairycoates 376 4% 
HU4 Anlaby Park, Pickering Road, Calvert Lane 503 6% 
" Anlaby Park Road South Boothferry Estate   
HU5 Avenues, Bricknell Ave, Chants Ave Wold Road,  1066 12% 
" Spring Bank West, Willerby Road Hotham Road,    
" Priory Road, Coronation Road   
HU6 Cranbrook Avenue Beverley Road 527 6% 
HU7 Kingswood Sutton Wawne Road  636 7% 
HU8 Garden Village, Summergangs Rd 783 9% 
" Lambwath and Gillshill Road, Bellfield Avenue  
" James Reckitt Avenue    
HU9 Newbridge Rd - Maybury Rd 660 7% 
HU10 Willerby,  Kirkella 490 5% 
HU11 Bilton,Skirlaugh, New Ellerby 249 3% 
HU12 Ottringham, Paull, Burton Pidsea 439 5% 
HU13 Hessle 321 4% 
HU14 North Ferriby , Swanland 238 3% 
HU15 South cave Brough 337 4% 
HU16 Cottingham 415 5% 
HU17 Beverly 656 7% 
HU18 Hornsea 67 1% 
HU19 Withernsea 71 1% 
S & WF Sheffield Wakefield Pontefract 23 1% 
YO11 - 16 Scarboro, Filey, Brid, Flamboro 89 1% 
Y025 Driffield 176 2% 
Y041-43 Pocklington,  Mkt Weighton 91 1% 
 Insufficient numbers to be included 322 4% 
  9115 100% 
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The Laughing Audience 
 
The Laughing Audience is a theatre research practice established by PAUL ILES in 1997. It has 
undertaken briefs for over thirty local authorities, theatres and drama companies.  
 
Paul Iles is also Associate Director of the Georgian Theatre Royal, Richmond, a Director (and 
former Manager) of the Blackpool Grand Theatre, and a Trustee of The Theatres Trust.  
 
He was first Manager of Edinburgh Festival Theatre, Manager of the State Theatre Company 
at the Adelaide Festival Centre and Manager of the Nimrod Theatre Company, Sydney. He 
holds research degrees of MPhil and MLitt from the University of Glasgow.  

 


